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But Interest In Yes and No Questions Domi

[EDITORIAL]

In Rockland

The launching of the new salvage boat
Extricate from Snow’s shipyard Saturday
was a thing of joy to the lccal residents who
WAS THIS
LAUNCHING witnessed it, and likewise drew much fa
vorable comment from the Naval and other
visitors who came from out of town. Among the spectators
from our own city was a new generation to which the
launching of a 200-foot craft was a distinct novelty, for the
construction of wooden vessels approaching that size was long
ago discontinued. Without fuss or feathers the Extricate was
released from the ways and in a moment was riding the harbor
waves with the grace and perfection of a sea-bird. Pride
in such faultless construction was expressed by many of the
beholders who saw naught but the eternal fitness of things
in the recent notification that Snow’s yard is soon to be
awarded the Army and Navy’s Joint gift of the coveted “E,”
which spells EXCELLENCE in capital letters. Whistles blew
triumphant shrieks, and rejoicing assumed other forms, but
the 651 men on Snow’s payroll took it all as a matter of
course, and went right straight to work on the Restorer, the
name of the Extricate's sister ship which will be launched
Oct. 24.

TO A PERFECT LAUNCHING
Another Salvage Ship Will Go Overboard Oct
24—Other Vessel Construction

in many years, the invited guests

adjourned to the “store," where a
very satisfying luncheon of lobster
and chicken salad sandwiches,
coffee and ice cream was served
In addition to viewing one of j
tlie most successful launchings ever !
held In this historic yard, the
guests viewed with interest other I
boats on the stocks and the prepa- I
rations for laying the keels of six •
Y N net tenders to be built for
the Navy.
'
'

68.00
to $69.50

The hulls

of

these craft will

MacDONALD IMPROVING

.

Announcement was made at the
Sunday morning service at the
First Baptist Church that the con
dition of the pastor. Rev. J. Charles
MacDonald, who has recently been
a surgical patient at the Knox
County General Hospital, shows
satisfactory Improvement.
As a
further assurance as to his improve
ment. Mr. MacDonald is to leave
Wednesday for Boston for consulta
tion and examination by a special
ist. Rev. Francis E. Whiting of
Moravia. N. Y., who preached Sun
day. is to supply the pulpit during
Mr MacDnald’s continued absence.

\hese

practically duplicate that of the
Extricate launched Saturday, but
the internal machinery and equip
ment will be totally different
The keel of one of the Y N’s was
to have been paid today, and inside
of three or four weeks four of them
will be under varying degrees of
construction. The first will go
overboard in about five months.
The next launching from Snow’s
yard will be that of the salvage
ship Restorer, a sister to the Ex
tricate which was put overboard
Saturday.
On the payroll of Snow Ship
yards. Inc. Saturday were 661
persons. 100 of whom are execu
tives, yard officials, etc., while the
balance are men, who engage in
the actual work of construction

There will be three meetings held
in Knox County by army repre
sentatives of the First Fighter
Command attached to the Bangor
Filter Center, for the purpose of
explaining the importance of the
Aircraft Warning Service.
Everyone Interested in the protec
tion of their country, community
and homes are welcome to attenc
any of these meetings as they wiH
be interesting to the Civilian De
fense of this community.
The schedule of meetings Is as
follows:

Tuesday, Sept. 22—Camden.
Wednesday, Sept. 23—Union.
Time and place of meetings will
be published in the next issue ol'
this paper.

Attention!
Firemen and Auxiliary

MEN’S

Firemen
You are asked to meet at Cen

/It.

Chicken Pie Supper
Baptist Church, Warren

tral Fire Station at 7 o’clock

THURSDAY. SEPT. 17

WEDNESDAY NIGHT.

6.00 P. M.
Admission:
Children 25c; Adults 50c

VAN E. RUSSELL, Chief.
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CUSHING
OWL’S HEAD .......................................................

I
their renewed confidence in my efforts.

TOTAL........................... -................................

Grateful to my opponent, Mr. Williams,

110
64
584

789

HOPE

VINALHAVEN

“Shall licenses be granted in this city or town for the sale therein
of malt liquor (beer, ale and other malt beverages), to be con
sumed on the premises?”

Question No. 4
Y^. |203
884
“Shall licenses be granted in this city or town for the sale therein
of malt liquor (beer, ale and other malt beverages), not to be con
sumed on the premises?”

Governor—Sewall R. 52, Lane D.
11.
Congress—Smith R. 52, Redon
net D. 8.
State Senator—Elliot R. 56, Pike
D. 7.
Register of Probate—Vinal R. 53,
Treasurer—Dow R. 50, Snow D.
11.
Register of Deeds—Winslow R.
D. 1308.
Register of Probate—Vinal R- 53.
Sheriff
—Ludwick R. 48, Williams
4368.
12.
Treasurer—Dow R. 4166, Snow D. D.County
Attorney—Burgess R. 53.
1418.
Commissioners—Hocking R. 52,
Register of Deeds—'Winslow R. Libby R. 48; Packard D. 9, Staples
4307.
D. 9.
Sheriff—Ludwick R. 4335, Wil
Questions
liams D. 1428.
,1
Yes 17
No 31
County Attorney—Burgess R. 4469. 2
Yes
12
No 33
Commissioners—Hocking R. 4086,
3
Yes
15
No 33
284 Libby R. 3841; Packard D. 1601, 4
Yes
19
No
30
Staples D. 1125.
KNOX COUNTY

S. Senator—White R. 4267,
Redman D. 1304.
Governor—Sewall R. 4366, Lane
D. 1483.
Congress—Smith R. 4403, Re don
net D. 1206.
State Senator—Elliot R. 4285, Pike
U.

191

851

.................................. ..........

NORTH HAVEN ................................... ............
ST. GEORGE .... ............ -...................... .........
MATINICUS
.............-........................ ...........
ISLE AU HAUT ......................................

1
•MSfc

THANKS THE VOTERS

_____

155

50

155

4

125
18

244
5

453

303

%

• * « •

APPLETON
U. S. Senator—White R. 53. Red
man D. 23.
Governor—Sewall R. 57, Lane D.
27.
Congress—Smith R. 50, Redon
net D. 23.
State Senator—Elliot R. 53, Pike
D. 22.
Register of Probate—Vinal R. 50.
Treasurer—Dow R. 40. Snow D.
25.
Register of Deeds—Winslow R. 51.
Sheriff—Ludwick R. 55, Williams
D. 27.
County Attorney—Burgess R. 52.
Commissioners—Hocking R. 51,
Libby R. 48; Packard D. 24, Staples
D. 22.
Qqgstions

1
2
3
4

It is most pleAsing to have received again
the endorsement of the voters of this

district,
I

for

which

J

am

profoundly

I am deeply appreciative of the loyal sup

WILLIAM T. SMITH
port aocorded me at the polls yesterday

p to $10
by voters of Knox County.

ALBERT B. ELLIOT
land and Mrs. A. L. Philthree children of Apple►t C. W. Manks’ Monday.
Jacie has taken his an|’n by spending the week
Pair.
lam Neimi has been eh[her friend from Fitchlak Grange worked the
pecond degrees on two
Friday night and will
lame degrees on another
this Friday night.
, .

WANTED
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

COLLATERAL LOANS

HAKE EVERY PAY DAY

SECURED BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Established IMS. Member Federal Deposit

Corp.

pl-WTtf

BOND DAY
JOIN THE MY-BOIL SAVINS! PUN

24
23
27
41

No 44
No 48
No 49
NO 38

CAMDEN

grateful.

bbhh

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

e e e •

AN APPRECIATION

6

Yes 3
Yes 4
Yes 3

No 114
Yes 27
No 119
Yes 19
No 119
Yes 19
the telephone returns, and other valued assistants were
No 110
Yes 21
• • • •
County Attorney Stuart C. Burgess, Clerk of Courts Milton
OWL’S HEAD
M. Griffin and Donald C. Leach.
U. s. Senator—White, R, 67.
Redman D., 12.
Here is how Rockand voted on the four referendum questions.
Governor—Sewall, R., 70, Lane,
D.,
13.
Question No. 1
Congress—Smith, R., 75, Redon
Y« 1400
No 756
nett, D., 11.
“Shall State stores for the sale of liquor be operated by permission
State Senator—'Elliot, R., 69.
of the State liquor commission in this city or town?’’
Pike, D., 10.
Register of Probate—Vinal, R. 65.
Question No. 2
Treasurer—Dow R. 65, Snow
Yes 1086 ’
No 1034
“Shall licenses be granted in this city or town under regulation of
D„ 17
Register of Deeds—Winslow, R,
the State liquor commission for the sale therein of wine ana
70.
spirits to be consumed on the premises?”
Sheriff—Ludwick, R., 71, Wil
Question No. 3
liams, D, 14.
Yes 1002
N® 1086
County Attorney—Burgess, R„ 69.

...».........

TOTAL ........

x *Wfc
x ulO

2
3
4

first city precinct to be heard from.
Sheriff Ludwick again did yeoman service in receiving

CAMDEN .......
APPLETON
87*lt

126.
ed to the metropolis.
Sheriff—Ludwick R. 135, Williams

♦ * ♦ •

TOTAL ........

/ 'x X *

t; { —

Questions
Yes 5

1

D. 6.
the case were there any real close contests.
County Attorney—Burgess R. 135.
The first returns came from Deputy Sheriff Jethro D.
Commissioners—Hocking R. 122
Pease of Hope, while David Pollock was second with South Libby
136; Packard D. 5, Staples
D.
3.
Thomaston. Ward 2, reported by John J. Perry, was the
Questions

UNION
............
WASHINGTON

C. EARLE LUDWICK

16. Snow,

been subordinated, which, of course, would not have been

County’s election, carrying only the town of South Thom
aston and suffering defeat for every candidate, including

ROCKPORT ..
WARREN .......

courteous all the way through.

R.,

the Representatives to Legislature.
In the collection of election returns last night, almost
the first question asked by everybody was how the wet and
dry vote stood. The fate of the candidates appeared to have

lows had no opposition in the Third District.
The Democrats made but a slim showing in the Knox

Remember when the Monday washing

FRIENDSHIP

Treasurer—Dow.

No 7
By The Roving Reporter
No 7
If the United States population
No 7
No 7 is to remain on the stable basis of
150.000.000 baby carriages must
• • * • «
have 2.396.000 new occupants each
NORTH haven
year. And judging from the num
U. S. Senator—White R. 133, Red ber of baby carriages seen on
man D. 5.
Rcckland streets these days the
Governor—Sewall R. 143, Lane Limerock City is in a fair way to
D. 6.
do its share.
Congress—Smith R. 144, Redon
net D. 5.
The lure of the city's bright
State Senator—Elliot R. 181, Pike lights has drawn many a young
D. 4.
man from the farm, but the effect
Register of Probate—Vinal R. 126 seems to be even more dazzling
Treasurer—Dow R. 127, Snow D. upon the feminine sex in the past
4.
10 years, during which half a mil
Register of Deeds—Winslow R lion more girls than boys migrat

her increasing popularity, and she had an overwhelming
majority over Bradford C. Redonnet. Representative Fel

RED
FLANNELS

Republican
THOMASTON
.................................................. 317
SOUTH THOMASTON ....................................
45

Grateful to the voters of Knox County for

while ex-Gov. Louis J. Brann ran ahead of the Democratic
ticket in the hotly contested First District, Robert Hale, the
Republican candidate, defeated him by a generous margin.
Representative Margaret Chase Smith’s vote reflected

8160000.

THE VOTE FOR REPRESENTATIVES

I AM GRATEFUL

. Congress—Smith, R„ 23, Redon
nett, D., 1.
State Senator—Elliot R. 17, Pike
D. 3.
Register of Probate—Vinal, R„

Sheriff—Ludwick. R.. 22, Wil

The monthly report of Clinton A. Clauson, State administrator, shows that the
August war bond sales in Maine amounted
to $3.598033, or 77.8 percent of the State’s
quota. It is gratifying to note that Knox
County’s sales amounted to $100,772 or 88.6 percent of the
quota. Knox County’s quota for the present month is

feather bed in that—br-r-r chilly room upstairs.Christian
Science Monitor.

19, Lane

and throughout the State.
liams, D., 1.
County Attorney—Burgess. R., 20
Gov. Sumner Sewall was re-elected by a two to one marCommissioners—Hocking, R., 17.
gin over George W. Lane, Jr.; U. S. Senator Wallace H. Packard, D„ 2; Libby. R„ 15,
White, Jr., had a wide margin over Fulton J. Redman, and Staples, D, 1.

KNOX
COUNTY
WAR BONDS

had color and substance? Modern washlngs are reasonably colorful, but for some
AGAIN?
years they have lacked that authority and
stability that draped the clotheslines when
suite of long, red woolens flapped in the Winter winds.
A speaker at the recent convention of American Heating
and Ventilating Engineers said that long ones would coun
teract a 10-to-16-degree drop in room temperatures. There
are those, of the more conservative school, who have insisted
during recent years that the modern methods and styles of
—er, well, Winter sub-surface protection, w ere entirely in
adequate for the clime of the north temperate belt.
Has It never been technically explained why the red color
was a favorite for Winter wear? Perhaps it was just a style.
And styles are one of the more profound mysteriess of man
kind’s mores. One doesn’t logically question a 6tyle; one may
ponder, but he accepts. Long red ones swinging in wintry
blasts will remind us of the friendly parlor burner and
flannel-drapped bricks and smooth stones that warmed the

R.

D„ 3.
duced vote (as everybody expected) and in the complete
Register of Deeds—Winslow, R„
20.
swamping of the Democratic ticket here in Knox County

interest.

Monday, Sept. 21—Thmaston.

4.

Governor—Sewall
D„ 4.

The State election yesterday resulted in a greatly re

George Gallup, director of the AmeriDEWEY’S
can Institute of Public Opinion, is a much
NEW YORK more comforting person when he happens
LEAD
to deal out Information to your liking. And
so, after reading of numberless “straw
votes” which had nothing but a Democratic trend over a con
siderable period of years? it is quite refreshing to be told by
the gentleman with the horse-trotting name that “Repub
lican party prospects for the Fall electors are looking up.’’
This prophecy is based on the poll which shows New York,
the key State, as displaying a decidedly preponderant trend
toward Thomas E. Dewey, who has been nominated for Gov
ernor by the Rep ubllcans. The exact percentages in the first
of a series of polls are: Dewey, 54; Bennett, Democrat, 36;
Alfange, Independent, 10. It is pointed out, however, that
17 percent of the interviewed voters had not made up their
minds. Subsequent pollings will be watched with much

Aircraft Warning

Redman, D.,

THE BLACK CAT

17.

PERFECT

RALPH P. CONANT and CLEVELAND SLEEPER, JR., Rock
land; DR. MILTON T. STEPHENSON, Union; CHARLES F.
DWINAL, Camden; ARTHUR EMERSON, North Haven; WIL
LIAM T. SMITH, Thomaston.

Saturday’s launching of the
new salvage ship Extricate went
according to (the schedule pub
lished in Friday’s edition, and un
der ideal weather conditions. Fol
lowing this notable event—the first
local launching of a large craft

nated the Election—Beer Parlors Ousted
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THE WINNERS YESTERDAY

$

Gazette

TUESDAY

U. S. Senator—White R. 663. Red
man D. 260.
Governor—Sewall R. 717, Lane
D. 271.
Congress—Smith R. 727, Redon
net D. 223.
State Senator—Elliot R. 641, Pike
D. 240.
Register of Probate—Vinal R. 668.
Treasurer—Dow R. 652, Snow D.
230.
Register of Deeds—Winslow R.
673.
Sheriff—Ludwick R 674. Williams
D. 258.
County Attorney—Burgess R. 700.
Commissioners—Hocking R. 560,
Libby R. 537, Packard D. 399. Sta
ples D. 26.
Questions
1
Yes 353
No 679
2
Yes 238
No 645
3
Yes 206
No 640
4
Yes 615
No 474

• •• •
CUSHING
U. 6. Senator—White R. 50. Red
man D. 9.

29.

Register of Deeds—Winslow R.

Pike, D„ 507.
saw an item in your local Black Cat
Register of Probate—Vinal, R., paper but It did not give any de
tails, so I didn't know whether to
1600.

Treasurer—Dow, R., 1580; Snow,
D„ 408.
Register of Deeds—Winslow, R.,
1568.
Sheriff—Ludwick R. 1618, Wil

order it by the foot, pound or gal
lon. Send me as much as you can
for 50 cents, after deducting the
postage.”

liams, <D., 506.
County Attorney—Burgess

Ellen D Tolman, a former Rock
land girl who now resides at 101
Millbury street, Auburn, Mass.,
sends me a picture of “Fluffie," a
black Persian cat . weighing 17
pounds and winner of the biggest
cat in Denver contest. Miss Tol
man writes:
“When this photo came to view,
it brought memories of some size
able kitties frem the old home
town and vicinity. Don’t tell me
this scared looking kit weighs
more than any Knox County feline
What are some records of avoirdu
pois among the cats of Rockland
and vicinity? It seems incredible
that a Denver, Rocky Mountain
News, cat can excel in any way
anything that Maine can produce.
Let’s hear from the Black Cat’s
fluffie friends.”

R.

1654.
Commissioners—Hocking R. 1551,
Libby R. 1404, Packard D. 483,
Staples D. 488.
* * • «
ROCKPORT

U. S. Senator—White R. 209,
Redman D. 53.
Governor—Sewall R. 202, Lane D.
56.
Congress—Smith R. 210, Redon
nett D. 46.

State Senator—Elliot R. 200, Pike
D. 40.
Register of Probate—Vinal R.
214.
Treasurer—Dow R. 219, Snow D.

44.
100.
Register of Deeds—Winslow R.
Sheriff—Ludwick R. 07, Williams
217.
D. 37.
Sheriff—Ludwick R. 207, Wil
County Attorney—Burgess R. 111.
Commissioners—Hocking R. 102, liams D 54.
County Attorney—Burgess R. 222
Libby R. 93, Packard D. 30, Staples
Commissioners—Hocking R. 191,
D. 28.
60.
Libby
R. 162, Packard
Questions
Staples 75.
1
Yes 30
No 91
Questions
2
Yes 26
No 94
No 180
Yes 66
3
Yes 27
No 90
No 192
Yes 50
4
Yes 31
No 90
NO 194
Yes 50
• • * •
No 184
Yes 58
HOPE
• • • •
U. S. Senator—White R. 48, Red
ST. GEORGE
man D. 16.
U
S.
Senator
—White R 231.
Governor—Sewall R. 51, Lane D.
Redman
D.
98.
16.
Governor—Sewall R. 262, Lane
Congress—Smith R. 51, Redon
D.
104.
net D. 16.
Congress—Smith R. 264, Redon
State Senator—Elliot R. 46, Pike
nett D. 92.
D. 16.
State Senator—Elliot R. 219.
Register of Probate—Vinal R. 49.
Pike
D. 106.
*
Treasurer—Dow rt) 48, Snow D.
Register
of
Probate
----Vinal
R.
16
Register of Deeds—Winslow R. 233.

Treasurer—Dow R. 202. Snow D.
49.
Sheriff—Ludwick R. 49, Williams 120.
Register of Deeds—Winslow R.
D. 15.
County Attorney—Burgess R. 51. 234.
Sheriff—Ludwick R. 256, Wil
Commissioners—Hocking R. 44,
Libby R. 45; Packard D. 21, Staples liams D. 97.
County Attorney—Burgess
R.
D. 18. .
245.
Questions
Commissioners—Hocking R. 270,
1
Yes 45
No44
Libby
R. 155, Packard D. 00,
2
Yes 12 No 28
3
' Yes 13
No 48 Staples D. 98.
Questions
4
Yes 12
No47
• • • •

Yes 79
Yes 66

MATINICUS

U. S.

Senator—White,

R„

23.

Timely advice to boys in the
service, who are sending home
their addresses, is to write them as
plainly as possible in order that
there may be no misunderstand
ing The Courier-Oazette's new
and popular department, “Work-ing For Victory” is open to every
person who is working for Uncle
Sam in the field, on the seas or in
the air.

Mrs. Nestor Brown has a Vic
tory (flower) Garden on her
Commissioners—Hocking, R.. 64, premises at 188 Maverick street
Packard, D„ 13; Libby. R.. 63. and doesn’t care how many per
Staples, D., 14; (William Smith, R„ sons know that she is very proud of
64, Richard Feyler D. 14
it. In the center is a double row
of salvia,, arranged in the form
Questions
of a “V." Tastefully arranged
No
Yes 32
1
around this victory (symbol are
No
Yes
26
2
beds
of zinnias, asters, marigolds,
No
Yes 27
3
gladioli,
larkspur, sweet peas,
No
Yes 27
4
snapdragons,
double nasturtiums
• * • •
and dahlias, most of them still in
ROCKLAND
the height of their bloom. Mrs.
U. S. Senator—White, R., 1589. Brown harvested 100 dozen tulips
Redman, D., 511.
during the Spring. You can smell
Governor—Sewall, R., 1557, Lane this garden almost a mile.
—O—
D. 527.
Congress—Smith R. 1640, Redon
A Thomaston man recently or
dered some spruce gum from
net D. 486.
State Senator—Elliot, R., 1606, Moor's drug store. He wrote: “I

FRIENDSHIP

U. S. Senator—White R. 99, Red
man D. 34.
Governor—Sewall R. 104, Lane
D. 36.
Congress—Smith R. 104, Redon
net D. 32.
State Senator—Elliot R. 104, Pike
D. 34.
Register of Probate—Vinal R. 106.
Treasurer—Dow R. 90, Snow D.

I was reminded of the time, a
good many years ago when the
press of the Rockland Star broke
down, and the. facilities of The
Courier-Gazette were placed at
the daily’s disposal. It was midWinter and the streets were al
most impassable because of ice,
conditions How did they get the
heavy forms from Park street to
this office? Pushed them by hand
along the rims of the Street Car
rails. Necessity is the maternal
parent of invention, they say.

No 225
No 234

{Continued on Page Three)

Writes Harriet Whitney of
Thomaston: “I read in some paper
or magazine of a woman who say6
she has the tallest sunflower she
ever heard tell of.
It is ten feet
tall. In my back yard I have sun
flowers 11 *4 feet tall and each
stalk has 15 or 16 blossoms and still
more coming. So I guess that
beats hers.”

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read some
poetry and llaten to some music at
lpast once a week The loss of these
tastes Ls a lof of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.
•

THY WILL BE DONE
We see not. know not: all our way
Is night—with Thee alone is day:
From out the torrent's troubled drift.
Above the storm our prayers we lift.
Thy will be done!
The flesh may fall, the heart may
faint.
But who are we to make complaint.
Or dare to please In times like these.
The weakness of our love of ease?
Thy will be done!
If, for the age to come, this hour
Of trial hath vicarious power,

And, blest by Thee, our present pain,
Be Liberty’s eternal gain.
Thy will be done!

8trlke,

Thou

the Master,

we

Thy

keys.
The anthem of the destinies!
The minor of Thy loftier strain.
Our hearts shall breathe the old re
frain,
Thy will be done!

—John Greenleaf Whittier.

r

/
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The Courier-Gazette
TWTCF-4-WEEK

Eight Will Leave

WORKING FOR VICTORY

Book Review

Eight men from Knox County
will leave tomorrow morning for
Coast Guard headquarters in Bos
ton where they will be sworn into
the service for the duration of the
war. All enlisted two weeks ago
when a Coast Guard recruiting party
was in Rockland and have complet
ed all examinations preparatory to
entering the service.
In the group are Ernest Roy
Danielson, chief clerk for the Rock
land branch of the Gulf OU Com
pany, who,will enter the* service
with a rating of Yeoman second
class; Luther Stanley Wottcn of
Friendship who has been attached
to the office of the Veterans Hos
pital for the past several years, wiil
be rated as a Yeoman third class;
Oram Herman Simpson, lobsterman
of Criehaven who will serve as a
Boatswains Mate second class; Peter
Kenney Reed, Jr. of Owl’s Head who
will enter as a seaman first class.
Others, who will be rated as
Apprentice Seamen, are Richard
Charles Barnard, Donald Frank
Packard and Francis Edward Gard
ner, all of Rockland, and Emil
Gustav Kaufman of Palermo who
made his home at Owl’s Head dur
ing the construction of the Ash
Point airport.

(By K. 8. F.)

Freighter Adventures.
Author
Elsie Freitag. The Christopher
Publishing House, Boston.
In this narrative, in the form of
excerpts from the author’s diary,
she goes from a South American
cruise in 1938 to an account of a
thrilling Newfoundland - Labrador
cruise in 1939 — all this on a
freighter ship. She sought ad
venture—romantic, realistic and
cultural—in the study of the
parts of the world she might gain
access to in these sailings. She
studied ail the principal tourist
spots and much that is seldom
visited by. travelers, with eyes that
were eager, and mind alert for
humor and adventure. One travels
with this writer as cne reads the
all too short pages of joyous
sightseeing suffused with desire to
do the same trip in the same way
were that possible
Starting from New Orleans on
the Freighter Vestvongen, this
little “mind full of charm-’ makes
the reader feel cheated that there
is no more of it told, yet it fills
the mind with desire to go and do
like-wise, w'hen travel again whets
the appetite to systematically do
more in visiting lands and cities
worthy of our better knowledge.
Handy pocket size bock.

KB . F.

Fish Story

Sgt. and Mrs. Chester Delano of
Portland recently visited Sgt.
Delano’s mother. Mrs. Cora Delano,
Brick street, while he was on a
three days leave.
• • • •
Word has been received again
from Pvt. Charles Emery that he
is “somewhere in India.” He savs
India is het, mysterious, interest
ing, colorful and dirty—a country
that has not yet been glorified. He
also states that he is only a Private
but lucky to be a safe cne. He is
pleased to hear from fronds. His
address is: 185th 2 M C Supply
Depot, APO 886, care Postmaster,
New York.
» • • •

Clyde S. Young of Rockland
joined the rapidly - expanding
ranks of the United States Coast
Guard Reserve Sept. 11 and was
sworn in at special induction cere
monies held at the Coast Guard
Recruiting Office at 70 State St.,
Boston. Lieut. Commander C. M,
Phannemiller, Personnel Procure
ment Officer for the Coast ^Guard
in this district officiated.
• * * •
Donors to the blood bank Sept.
10 were: Mrs. Augustine Newhall,
Ash Point; Mrs. Selma Anderson,
Rockland; Or vei Williams. Thom
aston; Dorothy Simmons. Addie
McBrine ar.d Mary Kent, Rock
land; Beverly Grover, Ethel An
derson, Mrs. Elmer Joyce, Blanche
Bishop, Winfield Witham and
Alice E Yates, Camden.

who enlisted in the U. S. Navy and
was stationed at that time, at Nor
folk, Va.. and Master Sergeant
Maurice K. Shepherd of the U. S.
Army Signal Corps stationed then,
at Langley Field. Va., finally met,
after long planning, and had one
enjoyable evening together like the
many they used to have in civilian
life at Rockland, their home town.
• • • •
Private Raymond A. Rhodes of
I Union, who is with the Anti-Air
craft Forces has been transferred
from Fort Sheridan, Illinois, to
Camp Pickett, Virginia
• • • •
Pvt. Carl H. Kalloch 19, of Rock
land, a shipfitter’s helper in a
A Successful Year
Maine shipyard before he enlisted
last June, recently receivedi a
dozen cooked lobsters all in tip
top condition, despite a five-day Library Association At Ten
trip via the mails from his home
ant’s Harbor Reports Ex
State to the Army Air Corps Tech
cellent Progress—-The
nical Training School, Buckley
Field, Colo.

Officers

Standard Weights
1 Bushel—Lbs.

Apples ....................................... ...
Apples, dried ...............................
Barley .........................................
Beans ...........................................
Beans, Lima.................................
Beans, shell .................................
Beans, Soy ..................................

44
25
48

60
56
28
58

Beans, scarlet or white, runner,
pole .............................................. .. 50 <
1st Lieut. Everett A. Munsey of Beans, string ............................... 24
Rockland, having completed a six

* » ♦ ••

weeks’ course of military instruc Beans, Windsor (broad) ............ 47
Chicago, III. — The Western tion and physical conditioning at Beets ........................................... 60
Electric Company has put gold the Air Forces Officer Training Beets, mangel-wurzel................... 60
fish to work in its big telephone School at Miami Beach, Fla., has Beets, sugar................................. 60
manufacturing plant in Chicago. graduated with his class in the Air Beets, turnip ............................... 60
of the Army of the United
The company, long an advocate Forces
He is prepared to take Beet Greens ................................. 12
of “the right man for the right States.
over executive duties in Air Forces Blackberries ................................. 40
job” philosophy, believes that it maintenance that parallel the re- ,
has in Sadie, Reuben and Oscar sponsible position he held in Ci Blueberries ................................... 42
Bran and Shorts.......................... 20
three employees eminently suited vilian life.
Buckwheat ................................... 48
to their assignment. The three
« • • •
members of the carassius auratus
Word has been received from Carrots ........................................ 50
family work in the department Edward M Hayes, Jr., who until re- ( Com, cracked ............................. 50
concerned with the production of cently was employed in the Pana- ‘ Corn, Indian ............................ ... 56
telephone suytchboard lamps. ma Canal Office in Washington,
32
Their job: to eat the minute D. C. that he is now stationed in Cranberries ............................
Currants
....................................
..
40
plants (algae) which might Virginia and would be pleased to
otherwise cloud the windows of hear from his friends and class- ] Dandelions ................................... 12
the tank used for testing sample mates. His address is Pvt. Edward ' Feed ...........................................~ 50
solutions of the cellulose acetate M. Hayes. Jr.. U. S. Army Co. D, ' Flaxseed ....................................... 56
that goes into switchboard lamp 1st Battalion E.R.J.C. Fort Belvoir, ! Hair .........................................
11
Virginia.
Before entering the I
filament supports.
Before Sadie, Reuben and Os army Pvt. Hayes was the guest of Kale .................................................. 12
car were called into service, the his parents. Afr. and Mrs. Edward Lime ................................................- 70
test tank clouded so frequently M. Hayes, Sr.„ Portland and rela Meal (except oatmeal) ............... 50
that ready observation was im tives and friends in Rockland.
Meal, corn ....................
50
peded. Each week the tank had
Meal, rye...................................... SO
Frank M Tibbetts of the Rock Millet, Japanese ............................ 35
to be drained, cleaned and re
filled. Sadie, Reuben and Oscar land Postoffice staff has received
go for algae like Lucius Beebe a letter from George Wong, former Oats .......................................... — 32
for caviar. Consequently the i proprietor of a Chinese laundry in Onions ........................................ - 52
8
three little fishes were offered Rockland, who is now with the Parsley .......
employment as window cleaners, armed forces in California. The Parsnips .................................... - 45
their services to be compensated young Chinaman's real name is Peaches, dried ..............................
33
by board and lodging. They told Wah Yick Wong and his present Peanuts, green ......................... — 22
interviewers that they found their address is “Co. B. 46th Armd In
12-gallon home a veritable palace fantry Regiment, Desert Maneuv Peanuts, roasted............................ 20
A.PO., 255, Care of Postmas Pears ............................ -......... •— 58
in comparison to the abodes of ers,
ter,
Los
He writes to Mr. Peas, smooth............................... 60
less fortunate members of the Tibbetts Angeles.
of terrific heat—135 to
family.
148 degrees, with a temperature of Peas, wrinkled .......................... - 58
Humor aside, the goldfish are 85 at night, but very cool morn Peas, unshelled, green ............. ~ 28
actually performing a time-sav ings. His New York laundry has Potatoes ....................................... — 80
ing service for the men and wo been closed because the manager
Pqtatoes, sweet.............................. - 54
men who make the telephone.
was drafted and it was difficult Quinces ...................................... - 48
to obtain workers
Raspberries ................................. 40
• • ♦ ♦
Rice,
rough................................. — 44
Pvt.
John
S.
Fogg,
92
Machine
★ ★ ★
Records Unit, The Armored Force, Rye .................................
56
Fort Knox, Kentucky, has been Salt, coarse ............................... 70
MAKE
promoted to Technician Fifth Salt, Turk's Island ..................... 70
Grade. This carries the rank of
EVERY
Salt, fine...................
— 60
corporal.
• • * *
Salt,
Liverpool
..........................
- 60
h
PAYDAY
Pfc. Edward M. Gordon, who is Seed, alfalfa............... ............ —— 80
stationed at Fort Williams, visited Seed, clover ........................... .
80
this week-end with his parents, Mr.
Seed,
hemp
.......................
......
—
44
and Mrs. Isidor Gordon, Limerock
Seed, herdsgrass ....................... - 45
street.
*.
• •• •
Seed, Hungarian grass........... ~~ 48
The address of Pvt. Frank M. Seed, Timothy ••«•••••••••••••••••••••••••**•** 45
Babbidge is: 951st Eng. Tops. Co.
{(Avn) AS. N. 31099367. A.P.O, 639. Seed, millet .................................... 50
Seed, orchard grass
‘ care Postmaster, New York, N. Y.

BOND DAY

WE SERVICE

All Makes of Cars!
41T-

*■

ROCKLAND '

11 TH 1 mtol

POSTER PRINTING

• • < *
Seed, redtop............................... -- W
Warner E. St.Clair of Owl’s Head Seed, Sea Island cotton
44

has enlisted in the Naval Reserves
Ml Class and is attending a U. S.
Maritime Service School in Mary
land. His addresss is: AS Warner
E. St.Clair U.S.M.S.TS. Berkshire,
% Postmaster N. Y. City.
• * • *
1 T. Sgt. Oscar J. Simmons of Hq.
Btry. 1st Battalion. 506th C A.
(A.A.) at Camp Edwards. Mass.,
was at his home in Lawry over the
week-end.
• • • •
It was a happy meeting recently
in Virginia, when John LaCrosse

Killed On Patrol

Tuesday-Friday
talk of

Big Event Tomorrow

THE Td

Knox County Men Start To Tenessee Soldier Was Vic The Victory Garden Harvest
Show In Camden To Be a
tim of Car Crash Near
morrow For Coast Guard
Drawing Card
Waldoboro
Headquarters

Ond is greater than man.—Job
33:12.

' ’

Tuesday-Friday
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Seed, sorghum..... -.................. — 50
Seed, upland cotton ———!
Spinach ............................................12
Strawberries -.......... .......—40
Tomatoes ............
50
Turnips, English -........ ............ ..... 50

The annual meeting of the Mary
Elinor Jackson Memorial Library
Association was held at the library
on Thursday night and the follow
ing were elected to serve as officers
for the ensuing year: President,
Mrs. Mabelle F. Rose; Vice-presi
dent, Clayton M. Hunnewell; sec
retary, Miss Harriet B. Long;
Treasurer, Miss Fannie B. Long;
Librarian, Mrs. Olivia Verrier; Di
rectors: Mrs. Eleanor Aldrich, J.
Wllliam Gillis, Mrs. Etta E. Hol
brook, Miss Fannie B. Long, Charles
B. Rose and Charles E. Wheeler;
Committee on Books, Charles B.
Rose, Mrs. Sarah Foote and the
librarian.
The treasurer’s report showed the
Association
condition.

in

a

good

financial

The report of Jhe librarian, Mrs.
Verrier, showed a most successful
year. Over 4,200 books were loaned
during the year, which is quite
an increase over past years. More
than 200 books have been added,
some through gifts from interested
friends, some through purchase
and others through the kindness of
the Port Clyde Library when it was
decided to give up that library. Mrs.
Sarah Caddy has presented in
memory of her mother, Mrs. James
Kinney, a 6et of Eaton’s Histories
consisting of one volume of the
Annals of Warren” and two
volumes of “The History of Thom
aston and Rockland.” These valu
able books are an addition to any
library. She has also given an
almost complete set of Town Re
ports for the town of St. George
from the first report published up
to the present time. There are
3,600 books on the shelves besides
a Finnish library. The, magazine
rack is well stocked with many of
the popular magazines to meet the
demands of both young and old.
During the Summer the library
has been open every week-day
afternoon and Wednesday and Fri
day evenings, but on Labor Day the
Winter schedule went into effect
and it is now open from 2.30 to 4.30
Monday and Friday afternoons and
on Wednesday and Friday evenings
from 6.30 to 8.30. It was decided
that because of the increased in
terest of the school children who
live outside the village that the
noon opening on Wednesdays will
begin this week and continue
through the school year.
All the reports manifested that
this library is carrying out the ourposes for which it was established
and there are indications that the
following year will show just as
good results.
M. F. R.

VICTORY
BUY
UNITED
STATES

WAR
BONDS
AND

STAMPS

MB-' •
- x
•
In line with the Garden Clubs ail
Pvt. Henry Yonk, 23, Tennessee
riding with four other young in an over the United States, th? Cam
gi
Army reconnaissance car on patrol, den and Rockland Garden Clubs
IB
A V ■MB Or
was killed Sunday night shortly have combined fcrces and are put
after 9 o’clock, when the car went ting on a Victory Garden Harvest
off Route 220, three miles east of show tomorrow at Camden Ooera
Waldoboro village. County Medica’ House frem 2 until 10 p. m., which
vi'Examiner Joseph E. Odiorr.e oi is interesting and unique.
The committees have worked un
Cooper’s Mills, said that Yonk died tiringly to make this a success be
W|s-of a fractured skull suffered when cause they are anxious to turn over
as large an amount of money as
thrown from tne car.
The other four young men. Pvt possible to the Armv Emergency
Alexander Milowski, Pvt. William, and Navy Relief Fund. This fund
A. Marsilli, Pvt. William Sabo and is to be used to meet the emergency
Pvt. Wayland
Cornelius were needs of the families of the men
brought to Knox County General in the armed forces. All the funds
Hospital. Dr. H. J. Weisman. who will be used for the direct benefit
attended them, said that they were of every commun ty.
not seriously injured, and ' would
If you are unable to use your car
probably be discharged from the on account of the gas and tire situ
UL.
Ifb'
hospital within a day to two.
ation. remember that a bus runs
•••• 'O;■
•■s*The accident was investigated by to Camden every hour. The price
State Tropers Ray A. Folev anc of admission has been set at a low
Harold L. Mitchell, who said that figure so that pecple can go to the
the driver, Pvt. Cornelius told them show fcr the afternoon, have p’enty
he was forced off the highway by of time to see the interesting and
an approaching car, as he came unusual exhibits, have a cup of tea
over a knoll.
served by the Red Cross canteen
and return home for less than a
dollar. Better still plan to stay
Hostess List
over fcr evening. In addition to
the display of flowers, fruits, vege
tables, grasses, hooked rugs, Ha
Rockland Servicemen’s
HE TALKS THROUGH HIS THROAT
waiian exhibit, prints, 4-H Club ex
Club
hibit. there is in the evening an en
It looks like Mary Boland’s choker. It’s really a new type of microtertainment beginning at 7.30. This
Wednesday, Sept. 16—1 to 4, Mrs. will consist cf Hawaiian dances bv phone for the men of the Armored Force. Easier to slip on than his
Ruth Fogelman, Mrs. Doris Fogg: Miss Jeanne Bailey, selection on an necktie, the new mike snaps about the tank man’s throat, leaving his
4 to 7, Mrs. Bernice Ream, Miss electric Hawaiian guitar by Mrs. hands free for action on the controls or machine gun button. Two small
Annie Frost; 7 to 10, Mrs. Raymond Vera Warner and a showing of “mike buttons” press gently against the column of the throat, pick
Cross. Mrs. Frances Lowe.
colored slides of flowers and flower up the tank commander’s words directly from vocal cord vibrations,
Thursday, Sept. 17—1 to 4. Mrs. gardens by the Knox County Cam ! cutting out all extraneous noises, the roar of motors, the chatter of
Thomas Stone, Mrs. Donald Leach; era Club. At the conclusion cf the machine guns, and thus eliminating one of the handicaps to intelligi
4 to 7. Mrs. Sanford Delano, Mrs. entertainment the lucky number for bility in combat communications. Microphones like this, as well as
Philip Howard; 7 to 10, Mrs. A. C. the $25 Defense Bond will be drawn. rugged tank radios, are coming off Western Electric assembly lines.
McLoon, Mrs. Violet H. McNulty.
This is more than an ord nary
Friday, Sept. 18—1 to 4. Mrs. flower show as ycu can readily see, On the fighting front they will provide the clear communication be
Lawrence Miller, Mrs. Cleveland and exhibitors are not only Garden tween armored units so vital to successful mechanized attack.
Sleeper, Jr.; 4 to 7, Mrs. Gladys Club members but patriotic citizins
Orff, Miss Sarah Block: 7 to 10. Mrs. from Knox County. You missed
and Adna Pitman were recent
APPLETON RIDGE
J. A. Jameson. Mrs. Willis Anderson. going to Union Fair this year, let
callers in the neighborhood.
Mrs. A. G. Pitman and sn Arnold I Abner Orant, Jr. and wife of
Saturday, Sept. 19—1 to 4. Mrs. this Victory Garden Harvest show
were callers Sunday on Mrs.P. J. Quincy, Mass., are visiting at the
Fred Lindsey, Mrs. Merle Hutchin help to take its place.
Pitman and son Jon Perley at the I home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
son; 4 to 7, Mrs. Earl Perry, Mrs.
Sisters Hospital, Waterville.
Seymour Cameron; *7 to 13, Mrs.
Abner Grant, Sr.
Mrs. Fernald Mitchell of Bur- I The Hansen-Start reunion was
Isidor Gordon, Mrs. Albert LevenGRANGE CORNER ketteville, was a visitor Wednesday
thal.
Monday at the heme of Mr.
Sunday, Sept. 20—’. to 4, Miss
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Max | held
and Mrs. Harvey Conant. Tables
Laura Fish. Miss Victoria Accardi;
Windlend
recently.
News Items from all of the Pa
were set on the lawn and a bounti
4 to 7, Miss Martha Leo, Mrs. Le
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Moody, Mr. ful .dinner served. Thse present
trons of Husbandry are welcomed
nora Cooper; 7 to 10 Miss Ei’een
and Mrs. Hayden Fuller and sons, were Mrs. Blanch Moody, Mr. and
here.
Cates, Mrs. Charles Emery.
Clifton and Kenneth attended Win Mrs. James Moody and son of East
Monday. Sept. 21—1 to 4. Mrs
sor Fair on Monday.
Seven Tree Grange of Union will 1 Miss Lucy Moody returned Mon Union, Albert Start of Rockport,
Donald H. Fuller, Mrs. Winfield
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Peabody and
Ramsdell; 4 to 7. Mrs. Elmer hold the annual Fall fair, on Sept. day to Pittsfield to resume her du two children of Warren. Mr. and
30
at
the
hall,
with
the
sale
of
ar

Trask. Mrs. H. V. Tweedie- 7 to 10.
ties at the Riverside School as Mrs. Arthur Grover and daughter
Mrs. Gilmore Soule, Mrs. Kenneth ticles in the afternoon, a 6 o’clock teacher.
of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
supper, followed by an entertain
Spear.
I Mrs. Beatrice Moody and daugh Fuller and four children, Bert,
ment
and
dancing
in
the
evening.
Tuesday, Sept. 22—1 to 4, Mrs.
ter Cynthia and son Kendall were Maude and Celcelia Whitney.
Cheever Ames, Mrs. A. G. Dolliver; General chairman of the affair is Monday visitors in Knox.
4 to 7, Mrs. William Ellingwood. Mrs. Ida Goss, president of the sew
( Mrs. Julia Morse, John Chaples Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
Miss Doris Coltart; 7 to 10, Mrs ing circle of Seven Tree Grange.
Sydney Harden, Mrs. Arthur Marsh.
Substitutes—Mrs. W. C. Fuller,
Mrs. Hervey Allen, evening, Mrs.
Ralph Peyler, Mrs Herman Stan
ley, Miss Mabel Spear, Mrs. Lottie
Spear, Mrs. Seabrook Gregory, Mrs.
Lena Stevens.

Jib

Help the boys get home

SEARSMONT
The Woman’s Society met with
Mrs. Gibson at the parsonage Sept.
2. After a short business meeting
the Society celebrated the birthady
of one of its officers, Mrs. Francellt
Moody. One of the famous birth
day cakes of Miss Belle Lowell was
a special feature of the party.
Light refreshments were served,
and a pleasant social occasion en
joyed.
Eighteen members and
visitors were present.
Mrs. F. A. Dunton met with an
injury at her home recently as the
result of a fall, and is a patient at
the Bradbury Memorial Hospital in
Belfast. Mrs. Lola Ness and her
granddaughter, Mrs. Priscilla Beals,
both of Belfast, and Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Ness of Bangor were recent
visitros at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Dunton,
Waiting
Serene, I fold my hands and wait.
Nor care for wind, nor tide, nor sea:
I r’ve no more ’gainst time or fate.
Por lo! my own shall come to me
I stay my haste. I make delays.
For what avails this eager pace?
I stand amid the eternal ways.
And what ls mine shall know my
face.
Asleep, awake, by night or day,
The friends I seek are seeking me;
No wind can drive my bark astray
Nor change the tide of destiny.
What matter If I stand alone
I wait with Joy the coming years;
My heart shall reap where lt has
sown.
And garner up Its fruit of tears.
The law of love binds every heart
And Knits lt to Its utmost Kin,
Nor can our lives flow alone apart
Prom souls our secret souls would
win.

I
Sept
16—Cainden—Victory
Harvest Show by Camden nr.
land Garden Clubs nt Opera
Sept. 18 (3 to 8 30 p m
tional Club meets at Hump
inq, Glen Cove
Sept. 20 -Camden Rublnoft
violin at Opera House. beneL
Oct. 9—At Camden, quarter,
ing Lincoln Baptist Assocls 1
Women’s Missionary Conferen

Golden Rod Chapter, O
Friday night for the first
lowing tlie Summer recess
per is to be held in connec
the meeting Sept. 25. w
Ralph U. Clark and Mrs 1
Maxey, co-chairmen.
There will be a sale o
Items of photographic in:
the meeting of the Knox|
Camera Club to be held
These items have been tu:
, to officers ol the club by I
ler of Tliomaston. inrmbi :|
club, who left Thursday
the armed forces.

Harvard C., Ingraham,
street, guard at the Sta
returned to his duties Sui.|
lowing a two weeks' vaca;
week of which he spen
home of his brother, Jame
graham, New’ton Center,

Park and Strand Thea'
agemehts announce that J
on next Sunday, Sept
theatres will return to rj
and Winter show times
the evening shows will be'-{
instead of the present
doors opening at (id.)
6.15. The Strand will C( I
present policy of continuo|
on Sunday but the new
will be in effect on weekt
Members of Pine Con|
Girl Scouts of America, of
ton, visited The Courie,
office and printing plant]
They were accompanied
scout leader. Mrs. Clur< :J
Those in the group wt|
Snowman, Betty Lou
Katherine Ann Hardy,
O’Connell, Joan Young anc
Lunt.

A report in an cut-of-to
paper Sept. 11 credited
with having achieved
feminine taxi driver as a
necessity, in the charmin
of Miss Elizabeth Evans
nr er ous local loyalists aid
land firsters" promptly spi
ward with the informat|
Rockland had had a femi
driver every season since
Arthur L. Rokes, Limerc

All regular and auxillarj
are asked to meet at ti
Fire Station tomorrow n,
o’clock prior to attendm J
aid films at Communit .
auditorium.

Tire public ij

invited to attend these
nary moving pictures wl
at 7.30. There will be i
HE BOYS who are training for war

tial calls so the lines of waiting men be

would like to get home today. If

fore telephone booths at camps, naval

you were going their way and met them

stations and airfields will move faster.

on the road, you’d give them a lift. But

We’re opening up a lot of new tele

it’s not likely you’ll meet them. They

phone booths, to give the boys a chance

haven’t much chance to get home, so

to get in to make more calls. Will you

Ladies’ night for Elks a
will be held Wednesday

they’re trying to make it by telephone.

do your part in leaving the wires clear

procure tickets from en’.^

T

You can help them get home today

*

\

Rockport Farm Bureau
Thursday at 10.30
I
session wit’n Mrs Hesii
Beech Hill. Miss LucnJ

will have charge; subjee

so their calls can get through?

... by telephone. You can help clear

Before you telephone, remember the

the wires that lead back home for them.

boys who are trying to reach home be- '

You can cut down the number of your

fore home is out of reach. Help us keep

calls to just those that are really neces

the telephone wires clear for war and

sary. You can shorten up even essen

for those who are fighting it.

Management.” Members .

to take dishes and silver.

committee.—adv.
Inexpensive Christmas
name imprinted; Subs, ti
azines taken; will you kj
phone me to help save g
preciate ycur order vi
prompt attention giver .
E Frost, tel. 1181-J.

Try our delicious Ma
gum. Top quality. M
filled. C. H. Moor & Co|
St., City—adv.
Visitors in Washingt
can get copies of The
zette at the Metrop( 1
Agency, 603 15th str
West.—adv.
For dependable ra
call the Radio Shop, tel
517 Main street. Comj
line.—adv.

BINGO

The stars come nightly to the sky,
The tidal wave comes to the sea;
Nor time, nor space, nor deep, nor
high
Can keep my own away from me.
—John Burroughs

TONITE, SPEAK hi
Given Away S5.0(
Door Prize S
Lucky Games, $3, $3

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Wonders!

SCHOOL FOR

Turnips, rutabaga ......... .......... - 60
Wheat ............. ~........................ 60
The standard weight of •

Two Year t |
School for AttendaJ
Apply

barrel of Flour is... ...... .. 196 lbs.
The standard weight of a
barrel of Potatoes is------- 165 lbs.

BRUNSWICK H(
BRUNSWICK, *

BENEFIT Bi
K. P. HALL, Tliol
THURSDAY. |
AttendaiTfc Pria
Free Game $8: Luel

CARR’S AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES
473 MAIM STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

PLENTY OF GOOl

TEL. 946-W
Headquarters for

BURPEI

SEALED BEAM FOG LIGHTS
Get attention for your pro
motion—with colorful port
ers. We build them inexpen
sively.

TEL. 770

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.

To meet present night driving conditions

This is the final call on our Selling Out and Removal

FUNERAL
Ambulance

—.........

Sale, as we are going to move and everything must
be sold at Greatly Reduced Prices!

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY

TELEPUO?
890 or 781-1 or|

U0-U2 LEM
ROCKLANI

Tuesday-Friday

Tuesday-Friday
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TALK OF THE TOWN

a. Metier

w.
11

I
S,|,t

16 -Camden—Victory

Garden

Harvest Show by Camden and Rocknnd Garden Clubs nt Opera House.
Sept 18 (3 to 8 30 p. m.)—Educanal Club meets at Humphrey cab
in'.

Glen Cove.

"sl pt 20 -Camden-Rublnoff and his
viiillr: at Opera House, benefit USO.
0 • a -At Camden, quarterly meetng Lincoln Baptist Association and
W men’s Missionary Conference.

-I

Gulden Rod Chapter, O.E.S., met
Friday night for the first time fol
lowing the Summer recess. A supp,-r i to be held in connection with
>),e meeting Sept. 25, with Mrs.
Ralph U. Clark and Mrs. Prank A.
Maxey, co-chairmen.
There will be a sale of various
items of photographic material at
the meeting of the Knox County
Camera Club to be held tonight.
These items have been turned over
to officers of the club by Joel Mil
ler of Thomaston, member of the
club, who left Thursday to join
the armed forces.
Harvard C., Ingraham, Masonic
street, guard at the State Prison,
returned to his duties Sunday, fol
lowing a two weeks’ vacation, one
week of which he spent at the
home of ills brother, James W, In
graham, Newton Center, Mass.

IS THROAT

•eally a new type of microEasier to slip on than his
k man’s throat, leaving his
hine gun button. Two small
column of the throat, pick
rom vocal cord vibrations,
of motors, the chatter of
the handicaps to intelligiones like this, as wel! as
n Electric assembly lines,
clear communication beaechanized attack.
ina Pitman were recent
n the neighborhood.
Grant, Jr. and wife of
Mass., are visiting at the
his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
rrant, Sr.
lansen-Start reunion was
>nday at the heme of Mr.
Harvey Conant. Tables
on the lawn and a bountiser served. Thse present
•s. Blanch Moody, Mr. and
aes Moody and son of East
\Ibert Start of Rockport.
Mrs. Clarence Peabody and
dren of Warren. Mr. and
thur Grover and daughter
and, Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
and four children, Bert,
nd Celcelia Whitney.
Savings Bonds and Stamps

siting men bemove faster.

!t of new tele
boys a chance

ie wires clear
tmgh ?

Inexpensive Christmas cards with
name imprinted; Subs, to all mag
azines taken; will you kindly tele
phone me to help save gas; I’d ap
preciate your order very much;
prompt attention given; Sherwood
E Frost, tel. 1181-J.
86*90

emember the
■ach home be- '

Help us keep

for war and

Try our delicious Maine Spruce
gum. Top quality. Mail orders
filled. C. H. Moor & Co., 322 Main
St., City.—adv.
59-T-tf

g it.

Visitors in
can get copies
zette at the
Agency, 603
West,—adv.

W'

Washington, D. C..
of The Courier-Ga
Metropolitan News
15th street, North
58* tf

For dependable radio service
call the Radio Shop, telephone 844,
517 Main street. Complete Phdco
line—adv.
bOtr

BINGO
TONITE, SPEAR HALL, T.<5

Given Away $5.00—1 each
Door Prize $1.50
Lucky Games, $3, $3, $4, $5j. $6

•VB7* It

■1; |

SCHOOL FOR NURSES
’

:
x

WRI6HT
7OTM.ABSHCPPAKO FIELD

Copyright 1942, B. P. O. ELKS

Park and Strand Theatre man
agements announce that beginning Gerald U. Margeson, chief clerk1 Miss Sadie Marcus has returned
on next Sunday, Sept. 20, both at the Selective Service office, is from the Boston Furniture Show
theatres will return to their Fall having 10 days’ vacation.
which she attended in the interest
and Winter show times. That is
of the Stonington Furniture C.
tlie evening shows will begin at 6.30
BORN
instead of the present 6.45 with
Bourne—At The Lucette. Thomaston.
Anderson Camp Auxiliary S.U.V.
doors opening at 6.00 instead of Sept. 11, to Mr. and Mrs Ralph meets
Wednesday at 7.30. As imBourne,
a
son
—
Clyde
Colby
615. The Strand will continue its
I
portant
business will be discussed,
Kinney—At The Lucette. Thomas
present policy of continuous shows
Sept. 11. to Mr. and Mrs. James Mrs. Mae Cross, president, requests
on Sunday but the new schedule ton,
E Kinney of Warren, a daughter— a full attendance.
will be in effect on weekdays.
Janet Virginia.
Cole—At Rockland. Sept. 12. to Mr.
Mrs. Charles A. Marstaller,
and Mrs. Garnold L. Cole, a daughter
Members of Pine Cone Troop, —
Marjorie Helen.
president of the Baptist Women’s
Girl Scouts of America, of Thomas
Society, and Roger
Gammcn—At Warren Sept. 10, to Missionary
ton, visited The Courier-Gazette Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Gammon a son — Conant, representing the young
tfflee and printing plant Friday. Dana Leonard.
—At Rockland, Sept. 12. to people of the Lincoln Baptist Con
They were accompanied by their Mr.Vanorse
and Mrs. Bert Vanorse ,a son— vention, left Mnday to attend a
two-day State Conference on Re
scout leader, Mrs. Clarence Ldnt. Bert Joseph. Jr.
Morse—At Rockland. Sept. 10 to Mr. ligious Education being held at the
Those in the group were -Ruth and
Mrs. L. L. Morse, a daughter—
United Baptist Church, Lewiston.
Snowman, Betty Lou Seekins, Daphne Cordelia.
Gray—At Dr. Leigh’s Private Hospi Thursday, Mrs. Marstaller will at
Katherine Ann Hardy, Katherine
tal. Rockland Sept. 12. to Mr. and Mrs. tend a meeting cf the executive
O'Connell, Joan Young and Prances Carroll
Gray.
a
daughter—Eileen beard of the Women’s Missionary
Louise.
Lunt.
Kaler—At Dr. Leigh’s Private Hospi Society to beld at the Immanuel
tal. Rockland. Sept. 14 to Mr. and Baptist Church, Portland.
A report in an cut-of-town news Mrs. Russell Kaler. a son.
paper Sept. 11 credited Rockland
Mgr. Romanoff of Park Theatre
MARRIED
with having achieved its first
is
happy to announce to the people
Copeland - Benner — At Friendship,
feminine taxi driver as a war-time
of
Rcckland that the picture "Serg3. Ralph Copeland of Friendship
necessity, in the charming person Sept.
and Miss Eleanor Benner of Waldo 1 eant Yor|^” is returning to his
of Miss Elizabeth Evansky. Nu boro—by Rev. Walter Smith
theatre fcr next Sunday and Mon
McFarland-Young—At Camden. Sept. day. Many folks have been anxious
merous local loyalists and “Rock
12.
Paul
McFarland
of
Portland
and
land firsters” promptly sprang for Miss Muriel Young of Camden.- by to have this picture return to Rock
ward with the information that Rev. Winfield Witham.
land and have requested another
Shepherd-Codey—At Langley Field. ' showing.
Rockland had had a feminine taxi
Due to the many re
Aug. 24. Master Sergeant Maurice
driver every season since 1922, Mrs. Va..
K. Shepherd of Rockland and Miss quests and the desire shown by
Arthur L. Rokes, Limerock street. Frances M. Codey of Brooklyn.
local folks, “Sergeant York,” which
stars Gary Cooper, will return, and
DIED
at regular Park Theatre admission
All regular ana auxiliary firemen
—At Schenectady, N Y„ Sept. prices, for two days, next Sunday
are asked to meet at the Central 11.Fogler
Cyrus Bennett Fogler. Committal
Fire Station tomorrow night at 7 service. Union Common cemetery. and Monday.
o'clock prior to attending the first Monday, by Rev. Zebedee Andrews.
Cunningham—At Rockland. Sept 14.
Mrs. Shirley Barbour, formerly of
aid films at Community Building
L. Cunningham, widow of Wil Rockland, has been elected at the
— auditorium. The public is cordially Ada
liam M. Cunningham.
invited to attend these extraordi
Grafton—At East PrlendshlD. Sept. head of the mathematical depart
11. Adelmer V. Grafton, age 75 years. ment of Shead High School, in
nary moving pictures which start 66
11 days. Funeral Tues
at 7.30. There will be no charge. day months.
at 2 o'clock from residence. In Eastport.

Ladies’ night for Elks and guests
will be held Wednesday, Sept. 16;
procure tickets from entertanment
committee.—adv.
86-87

alls. Will you

&

'I HAVE IT MABEL-LET’S WRITE ’EM A LETTERI'

Rockport Farm Bureau will meet
Thursday at 10.30 for all-day
session with Mrs Hester Chase,
Beech Hill. Miss Lucinda Rich
will have charge; subject, “Home
Management.’’ Members are asked
to take dishes and silver.

camps, naval

• ... : v - ?
-

; *'i

Two Year Course
School for Attendant Nurses
Apply

BRUNSWICK HOSPITAL
BRUNSWICK, MAINE

M-87

terment in Harbor View Cemetery.
Marshall—At Rockland. Sept. 13,
Alice R. Marshall, age 73 years, 5
months. 22 days.
Funeral Wednes
day. at 2 30 from Port Clyde Advent
Church. Interment In South Parish
Cemetery.
Greene—At Rockland. Sept. 11. Miss
Ruth Ellen Greene, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs.- Harold W. Greene, age 13
years, 2 months. Funeral Monday at
1 p. m. from late residence. 33 James
street, Rev. Roy A Welker officiating.
Interment In Sea View cemetery.
Herrick—At Portland, Sept. 11. Na
than Chase Herrick of Waldoboro, age
52 years.
Baker—At Camden. Sept. 12. Mrs.
Alice May Baker, age 62. years. 4
months. 29 days. Funeral Tuesday at
2 o’clock from Good funeral home.
Interment In Mountain Cemetery.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of daughter,
Ruth, who passed away Sept. 13. 1932;
and her father. Capt. Fred L. Maloney,
Sept. 13, 1938.
Two precious ones from us have
gone.
Two voices we loved are stilled.
Two places are vacant In our home
That never can be filled.
God In His wisdom has recalled
The boon His love had given
And though their bodies rest on
earth.
Their souls have gone to heaven.
Mrs. Fred Maloney and family.

IN MEMORIAM
In memory of Carrie E Upham who
passed away Sept 16. 1938
Deep In our hearts lies a picture of
a loved one laid to rest.
In memory's frame we shall keep It for
you were one of the best.
Our lips cannot speak how we miss
you.
Our hearts cannot tell what to say.
God alone knows our aching hearts
As we battle along life’s way.
Peacefully sleeping, resting at last.
The world's weary trouble and trials
are past.
In silence she suffered. In patience
she bore.
IJll God called her home to suffer
no more.
Not forgotten by her children.
Wayne Upham. Ruby Hannon, Hazel
Kirk, Mary Smallwood.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all those who ex
tended kindness to us during our re
cent bereavement.
• Alice F. Gale and Myra Massey.

Beano, GAR. hall, Thursday,
Sept. 17—2.15 p. m —adv.

BENEFIT BEANO
lOfil

I •:

■

1 |

NY

Encyclopaedia Britannica — 34
volumes, practicaly new, with book
BENEFIT BEANO
case—cost $160; sell $50.00. Call I. O. O. F HALL, SATURDAY, 8.15
663-M or see City Matron.—adv.
DOOR PRIZE $7.50
87*89
Attendance $6; Lucky Game $8
Defense Stamps Given Free
PLENTY OF GROCERIES
Buy Your Monument
87* It
THROUGH THE NEW
METHOD
AT A NEW LOW PRICE!

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

FUNERAL HOM§

I

Ambulance Service

I

• CLAREMONT ST.
BOCKLAND, ME.

TEL. 662

FCffiyiCTORY

BUY
UNITED
STATES

WAR
BONDS
AND
STAMPS

H » IL I *RMT

VINALHAVEN

U. S Senator—White R. 155,
Redman D. 50.
Governor—Sewall R. 159, Lame
D 56.
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Congress—Smith R. 160, Redon
Wonders
I
nett D. 49.

LADIES’ NIGHT

"Commando" Calling!
Curtiss-Wright Phnto

ELKS CLUB
Wednesday, Sept 16

1";^
\

ELKS and GUESTS

K.

Music

Refreshments

20 Lindsey St.,

Rockland

Tel. 1216-W
A Card or a CaU Wm Bring
a Representative

61Ttf

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.

in with you if you can, for here
in this American style is the
very thing he’s fighting for . . .
the right to live, look and act

like free people.

rics and what the designers have

WALDO THEATRE
kWi
B

1
1

TEL. WALDOBORO 10*

SHOW TIMES
Matinees
Saturday 230; Sunday 3.00
Evenings at 8.00

TUES.-WED,, SEPT. 15-16

THURS.-FRI., SEPT. 17-18

'T

TEL. 770

bring one of Uncle Sam’s men

You’ll be surprised at the fab

*9

(hilarious comedy from start to
finish)

Ralph A. Glendenning, Prop.

and when you come to see yours,

87*lt

“THE
MAGNIFICENT DOPE”

Rockland Marble &
Granite Works

The style of these Fall suits Is
good for anyone’s morale . . •

BUSINESS PRINTING

Consult with us about your
letterheads — we’ll
make
them speak the language of
your business.

Suits and bring a

with you

EDWARD EVERETT HORTON
in

Under a new system we now
can bay monuments finished and
ready for lettering and setting.
Save on Freight.
Save on
Labor. Save on Time.
Ask ns for details of this
Money-Saving Plan’
AU Work Absolutely Guar
anteed.

Com4 see these Fall

fighting man

HENRY FONDA, DON AMECHE
LYNN BARI

87*lt

|

110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MK
110-tf

Ol living fnen and some perceived
him there;
The old, of what they did all un
aware,
Each moment ran against him to
their bane.
The young, trusting their youth, that
of the pain
Of death knows nothing, gave him
not a care.
Purblind were all, none sought to
flee the snare.
The while his Anger counted out the
train.
Then he prepared to shoot, closing
each eye;
He fired and missed. I that his aim
did see
Thus reckless shouted: “Butcher,
hold thy hand!”
He turned and "Such ls war”, was his
reply;
“If you pass life without a glance
at me.
How greater care of me can you
demand?”
—Francisco Manuel de Mello

K. P. HALL

BURPEE’S
TELEPHONES
*90 or 781-1 or 781-11

Capt. C. W. Carver who now
makes his home at 928 Congress
street. Portland, is commanding
the troopship Chas. O Zollars, op
erated by the Quartermaster
Corps. US A. The craft registers
509 tens and will carry 800 troops.
Capt. Carver, a loyal Courier-Ga
zette subscriber sends a snapshot
pf himself, which, unfortunately
is dark for newspaper reproduc
tion.

KNOX COUNTY RESULTS

APPLETON—Considerably bet
New Supreme Governor
ter than two to one Republican
Of Moose Fraternity
with Mrs. Smith high line, and
Sheriff Ludwick heading the coun
ty ticket The town remained true
to its “dry” principles. *
CAMDEN—Did much to swell
the Republican majority. Gov.
Sewall and Mrs. Smith received
strong endorsement. County At
torney Burgess led the county
ticket with Ludwick and Regis
ter of Deeds Winslow running
closely for second honors. Voted
for package stores, but otherwise
very dry.
CUSHING — Almost everybody
Republican. State Senator Elliot
was high line on the county tick
et, with Register of Probate Vinal
Winslow and Burgess in a triple
tie for second place. All dry.
FRIENDSHIP — Emphatically
Republican and very dry. Bur
gess was high line on the county
ticket, pushed by Vinal.
HOPE — Staunchy Republican,
with the county candidates closely
bunched. An apparent error is I
seen on the No. 1 vote.
I
FRANK J. LA BELL, of Boston,
MATINICUS—Only a handful Mass., textile authority, was elected
of Democrats on this tight little supreme governor. Loyal Order of
island. Sheriff Ludwick was high , Moose, at the closing session of
on the county ticket.
I the 54th annual international conNORTH HAVEN—Here was the 1 vention of the fraternity held at the
banner Republican town of Knox Moose Child city, Mooseheart, Illi
County with only six votes out of nois, August 25. Immediately fol
149 cast for Governor being reg lowing his election he was installed
istered on the Democratic side. in office by U. S. Senator James J.
Sheriff Ludwick headed the coun Davis, director general of the
Moose.
ty ticket Overwhelmingly dry.
Mr. LaBell’s elevation to the high
OWL’S HEAD—Republican bet
est
elective office in the gift of the
ter than five to one, with Mrs.
is in recognition of his many
Smith high line. Ludwick, the Moose
years service in building the mem
county leader, hotly pursued by bership'’of the Order in the New
Winslow and Burgess. Dryer*n a England states. He is a fratemalist
chip.
of long and wide experience; is a
ROCKLAND—Republican three past exalted ruler of the Elks, and
to one, featured by the splendid a past officer in the Eagles andlhe
vote for Mrs. Smith and Burgess, Modem Woodmen of America.'
the latter leading the ticket.
Voted for the State Liquor Store,
Gave Victory Bull
Hotel Licenses and Package Stores.
The answer to the other question
was negative.
ROCKPORT—Nearly four to one One Presented By B. H. Nich
Republican, Burgess leading. Dry
ols Awarded At Skow
cn all questions.
ST. GEORGE—Sheriff Ludwick
hegan Fair
led handsomely in the Republi
can landslide. Snow led the DemThe American Jersey Cattle Club
cratic ticket.
This town was is engaged in the task cf providing
strongly dry.
1000 selected dairymen with as
SOUTH TOMASTON—The only many purebred registered Jersey
Democratic town in the county bulls. A representative of that or
for the head of the ticket. Sena ganization writes;
tor Elliot was the high Republi | “I am proud to announce that
can county candidate. Candidate one of the most outstanding Jersey
Snow’s fellow townsmen used him breeders In your county, B. H.
handsomely, and Williams, the Nichols, Afford Lake Jersey Farm,
Democratic candidate for Sheriff, at Union, is donating one of these
i Victory bulls. He has a great herd
ran ahead of his ticket. Dry.
THOMASTON — Better
than of cattle, which in the month of
three to one Republican on the June produced 1,134 pounds of
average. Vinal ran far ahead of butterfat. The dam of this calf
his ticket. Mrs. Smith and Wins- is Sybils Owl Gamboge Princess,
lowf were tied for second honors. ; whose record was 11.790 lbs, milk
and 623 lbs. butterfat during her
Dry all the way.
UNION—The Republinans did last year. His sire was Bishops
splendid work here, averaging Owl Poet who sired several of our
better than five to one. Vinal cows du-ing 1941. And is owned
was high line, Winslow one vote b» Senator Neil S. Bishop of
Bowdoinham, Me.
behind. Very dry.
“This calf was given away at
VINALHAVEN—The last town
Skowhegan
Fair on Aug. 19, and
to be heard from, but it was “a
good pitch.” Burgess high line, went to Lee D. Delano of East
leading Ludwick by one vote. Very Corinth.”
dry.
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
WARREN—Republican
workers
much in evidence in this substan Wonders I
tial Republican town. Vinal and
Burgess, both native sons were tied
for first honors. Dry all the way.
WASHINGTON — Strongly Re
publican and strongy wet. Lud
wick, favorite son, led the entire
ticket.

co/*

Every Wednesday Night

■

Ambulance Service

Educational motion pictures, of
particular interest to all civilian
defense workers, will be shown at
Community Building, Wednesday
night at 7.30. There will be four
films. The first will cover battle
field first-aid; the second, acci
dents and injuries, treatment for
common injuries such as shock,
sunstroke, eye injuries, etc; the
third, describes the effect of the
various gases on a person and the
first aid necessary with each, and
the fourth is the first of a series
that starts with a beginner and
takes him or her all through the
steps in driving an automobile.
These pictures have been brought
here by Van E. Russell, chief of
the fire department. The meet
ing is open to the general public,
and it is urged that all first aid
units, motor corps, air-raid ward
ens and men of the armed services
be in attendance.

There will be an extra per
COMPARATIVE VOTE FOR GOVERNOR
formance, only, for the showing of
the new Laurel and Hardy picture
1942
1940
at the Strand tomorrow’ at 4 p. m. APPLETON ............................. 57
32
81
27
so that the school children will be CAMDEN
333
986
271
....................... ........ 717
able to get to see it.
38
67
11
CUSHING ........................ ........ 52
135
156
36
FRIENDSHIP
....................... 104
Miss Ruth Thomas is a member HOPE .............................. ........ 51
30
90
16
of the South Paris High School NORTH HAVEN ............. ........ 143
19
177
6
teaching staff this year.
28
112
70
13
OWL’S HEAD .................. ....
819
2031
527
ROCKL.AND .................... ........ 1557
rip v
T
138
288
The Red Cross is sending out a
55
........ 202
191
319
plea for greatly needed turtle ST. GEORGE .......... ....... ........ 262
104
63
105
necked sweaters with long sleeves.
54
»MASTON .... ........ 50
218
489
151
There is plenty of yarn ready for THOMASTON ............... ........ 347 .
301
33
57
........ )<“>
the knitters and the call is ur
267
59
56
gent. So please get the yarn and VINALHAVEN . ................. .....
159
74
317
40
directions at once. Also plenty
........ 255
149
83
• 82
of yam for other needs.
WASHINGTON ............. ........ 145
2
22
MATINICUS ..................
3
24
Patrolman E. C. Ingraham has ISLE AU HAUT „.............
rejoined the force after a fort
5981
2319
1483
TOTALS .................... ........ 4366
night’s vacation, in the course of
which he attended every major
league baseball game played in
REPUBLICANS MAKE CLEAN SWEEP
Boston. Patrolman Carl A. Christofferson is having his vacation
State Senator—Elliot R. 154,
(Continued from Page One)
for the ensuing fortnight.
Pike D. 47
3
Yes
64
No
237
----- TRegister of Probate—Vinal R.
Y^s 67
No 230
F. L. S. Morse was speaker at the 44
•
•
•
•
155.
Rotary Club meeting Friday noon.
SOUTH THOMASTON
Treasurer—Dow’ R 149, Snow D.
Mr. Morse read several of his
poems, prefacing the reading with
U. S. Senator—White R. 49, 49.
a talk on the early history of this Rediman D. 51.
Register of Deeds—Winslow R.
section. Visiting Rotarians were
159.
Governor
—
Sewall
R.
50,
Lane
D.
George W. Scott and E. Copeland 54.
Sheriff—Ludwick R. ■> 161, Wil
Lang. Belfast and Frank E. Poland,
liams
D. 43.
Congress
—
Smith
R.
58;
Redon

Boston. Alfred C. Hocking of St.
nett
D.
47.
County
Attorney—Burgess R. 162.
George was a guest. Albert Adams
Commissioners—Hocking R. 144,
commenced his duties as club
State Senator—Elliot R. 53, Pike
pianist.
Libby R. 166, Packard D. 49,
D. 47.
Register of Probate—Vinal R. 51. Staples D. 40.
There will be a Fall round-up of
Treasurer—Dow R. 30, Snow D.
Questions
Boy Scouts at the High School 83.
1
Yes 42
No
building Thursday night at 7.30.
Register of Deeds—Winslow R. 2
Yes
30
No
There will be a half-hour Scout 50.
3
Yes 33
No
meeting, for roll call, followed by an
Sheriff—Ludwick R. 40, Williams 4
Yes 46
No
entertainment. Each Scout is to in D. 57.
♦ * * *
vite another boy as guest.
County Attorney—Burgess R. 50.
WARREN
Commissioners—Hocking R. 43,
U. S Senator—White R. 259,
Knox and Lincoln Past Grand Libby
R. 41, Packard D. 54, Redman
D. 27.
and Past Noble Grands w’ill meet at Staples D. 51.
Governor—Sewall R. 255, Lane
Odd Fellow’s hall, Rockland, Wed
Questions
nesday. Supper will be served and
D. 40.
each member is asked to furnish 1
Yes 38
No
Congress—Smith R. 253, Redon
2
Yes 30
No
liis own sugar.
nett D. 33.
3
Yes 27
No
State Senator—Elliot R. 249, Pike
Hector G. Staples, Past Depart 4
No
Yes 34
D. 29.
ment Commander of the American
• • * •
Register of Probate—Vinal R.
Legion left Monday for Kansas City,
262.
THOMASTON
Mo. to attend the National Con
Treasurer—Ddw R. 251, Snow D.
U. S Senator—White R. 343,
vention, The American Legion as
32.
Redman
D.
136.
a delegate and member, National
Register of Deeds—Winslow R.
Governor—Sewall R. 347, Lane D.
Resolutions Assignment Committee.
253.
151.
Sheriff—Ludwick R. 251, Wil
Congress—SmithR. 367, Redon
Raymond T. Adams of Augusta,
liams
D. 32.
member of the State Rationing nett D. 118.
County
Attorney—Burgess R.
State
Senator
—
Elliot
R.
378,
B<^ird, was speaker at the Kiwanis
262.
Club meeting at the Hotel Rockland, Pike D. 120.
Commissioners—Hocking R. 241,
Register of Probate—Vinal R.
Monday night. Mr. Adams talked
Libby
R. 238 Packard D. 34,
384
on the tire situation. Francis Orne
Treasurer—Dow R. 328, Snow D. Staples D. 30.
preiesided in absence of the presiden,
n.'Dr. Lloyd M. Riehardson.
143.
Questions
Register of Deeds—Winslow R. 1
Yes 67
No 192
Members of Sea Scout Ship “Red 367
2
Yes 48
No 203
Jacket” and guests enjoyed a haySheriff—Ludwick R. 332, Wil 3
Yes 56
No 201
ride Friday night to Owl's Head, liams D. 145
4
Yes 65
No 192
returning to the troop headquarters
County Attorney—Burgess R.
• • • •
for dancing and refreshments. 365.
WASHINGTON
Those present were Mary Hemp
Commissioners—Hocking R. 342,
U. S. Senator—White R. 138,
stead, Eileen Beach, Kay Weed, Libby R. 290, Packard D. 126,
Eleanor Weed, Louise Connolly, Staples D. 123, Smith R. 317, Fey Redman D. 82.
Edith Carr, Betty Holmes, Aimee ler D. 175.
j Governor—Sewall R. 145, Lane
Karl, Dorothy Sylvester, Jean Lock,
! D. 83.
Questions
Billie Aylward, Jane Miller, Anson
Congress—Smith R. 142, RedonYes 140
No338D. 76.
Olds, David Hempstead, Donald 1
Yes 118
No359 State Senator—Elliot R. 134,
Brewster, Hazen Sawyer, Albert 2
Yes 121
No357Pike D. 77. /
Burpee, Joseph Wilkie, Richard 3
Yes 150
No334 Register of Probate----- Vinal R.
Simmons, Horatio Cwan, Jr., Milton 4
• ♦ • •
Robarts, Ralvan Welker, Robert
j 133.
Smalley and J. A. Perry. Those
UNION
Treasurer—Dow R. 130, Snow D.
arranging the happy party were
75.
U.
S.
Senator
—
White
R.
191,
Joseph Wilkie, hayride; Anson Olds, Redman D. 27.
Register of Deeds—Winslow R.
dance and Charles Carr, refresh
138.
Governor
—
Sewall
R.
L95,
Lane
ments. J. A. Perry, first mate, was
| Sheriff—Ludwick R. 149, Wil
D. 33.
in general charge.
Congress—Smith R. 187, Redon liams D. 78.
County Attorney—Burgess R. 142,
A special meeting of the Past nett D. 29.
Commissioners—Hocking R. 131,
State Senator—Elliot R. 194,
Grands and Past Noble Grands
Libby
R. 127, Packard D. 77,
Pike
D.
25.
Association of Knox County will be
Register of Probate—Vinal R. Staples D. 74.
held at Odd Fellows hall tomorrow
Questions
200.
night with supper at 6.30.
Yes 98
No
Treasurer—Dow R. 186, Snow D.
No
Yes 91
The Methodist Missionary So 27.
No
Yes 107
Register of Deeds—Winslow R.
ciety meets Wednesday at 2.30 in
Yes 139
No
the church parlors. Rev. A. G. 199.
Hempstead will speak on “South
Sheriff—Ludwick R. 193, Wil
America.” There will also be a liams D. 37.
mite box opening.
County Attorney—Burgess R. 196.
Commissioners—Hocking R. 188,
Miss Eleanor C. Look, Knox Libby R. 179, Packard D. 27,
street, attended the wedding of Staples D. 26.
Miss Dorothy Wing and Ensign
Questions
George Nystrom, in Bath Saturday
1
Yes 42
No 184
night.
2
Yes 32
No 196
3
Yes 32
No 195
DEATH'S APOLOGY
Yes 44
No 186
Once I saw Death go sporting through 4
WKlt MM NROi molt ?RWW
a plain
• « • •

DANCE

K. P. HALL, THOMASTON

THURSDAY, 8.15
Attendance Prize $8.00
Free Game $8; Lucky Game 55
PLENTY OF GOOD PRIZES
87* It

William J. Sullivan is on a twoweeks’ vacation from his duties at
the M.B.&C.O. Perry office.

Pane Three

20th Century Fox Presents

done with less materials.
The Fall suite are ready . , .

$29.50 to $45.00
TOPCOATS
$25.00, $35.00

STETSON HATS
$5.00, $7.50, $8.50
- MALLORY HATS
$5.00, $6.00
WILSON HATS
$4.00

JEAN GYBIN'

with
Claude Rains, Ida Luplno
Thomas Mitchell
So big is the Curtiss Commando, giant new U.S. Army air cargo
carrier, that workers employed on pre-flight checks are equipped with
Western Electric telephone headsets for inter-communication. Thus,
despite the din of shop noises, this testman can report responses of
the huge hydraulic landing gear to controls operated by a fellow

___________________ worker to the cockpit,

—-------------------

in

“MOON TIDE”
(a moving drama of the
waterfront)

GREGORY'S
TEL. 294

416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
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THE STORY BO FAR: Alan Slade *2S
agreed to fly a "scientist” named Frayne
to the Anawotto river to look (nr the
breeding ground o( the trumpeter swan.
It is bleak country, and Alan suspects
Frayne of having something up his
sleeve, but Norland Airways needs the
job. Slade and his partner, Cruger, have
been having trouble competing with the
larger companies, and Frayne has paid
enough to enable Cruger to buy the plane
they need.
When he thought Norland
was going to have to quit, Slade applied
for overseas service with the army air
corps. His application was rejected, but
ibis disappointment has been lessened
considerably by the brighter outlook (or
the business and by the (act that I.ynn
Morlock, the local doctor's daughter,
has decided not to go to England with
her Red Cross unit. Now he has gone
with Lynn while she gives first kid
treatment to an outcast flyer named Slim
Tumstead, who has been hurt In a fight.
They learn that Tumstead knows about
Frayne and about the new Lockheed.
It Is a few minutes later, and they are
talking about their plans for the future.
Lynn feels that she must think first of
her father’s happiness.
. Now continue with the story. ,

'

CHAPTER IV

! "But you mustn't forget,” Slade
contended, "that you have your own

life to live.”
"That's what I’m trying to re
member,” was Lynn’s vibrant
voiced reply.
They came to a stop in front of
the hospital steps.
"Some day,” he said with a wave
of recklessness, "I’ll make you see
‘’Quite an arsenal you’re taking in,” he observed.
it my way.”
If it sounded like a threat it
brought no touch of concern to the uble,” observed the Doctor. A mild
"A refuge which will be a failure,"
hazel eyes searching his face. A and forebearing smile wrinkled the was the prompt response. “Your
■mile even hovered about her lip scholarly face behind the glasses. trumpeter is a child of the wilds.
ends.
“And that, I might also explain, is He cannot be adjusted to confine
"You’ve got a harder job than why we travel together.”
ment.”
that," she retorted, “if you’re flying
His new friend, Slade admitted,
Slade, after an inspection of the
in to the Anawotto tomorrow.” Then bland emptiness of Karnell’s face, seemed to know his bird life all
the smile disappeared. “By the nodded his understanding.
right.
way, I saw that ornithologist who’s
His eye-squint deepened as he no
“They tell me I’m to take you in
flying in with you. He was asking to the Anawotto,” prompted the ticed two heavier cases being lifted
me what I knew about the country bush pilot.
aboard. “By the way, are you tak
north of the Kasakana."
“That is my desire,” answered ing radio or wireless in with you?”
“Is he as screwy as he sounds?” Dr. Frayne. "It may so happen
“Why should I do that?” Frayne
asked Slade.
questioned. “It is with the lady
that we shall winter up north."
“He’s far from screwy,” was
“Down north,” Slade corrected. swan I wish to converse.”
Lynn’s slightly retarded answer. '“We speak of it here as down north.”
“But how’ll you come out?” asked
“He struck me as being cold and
Slade.
“How’ll we know where to
The man with the abstracted eyes
hard and shrewd. And I can’t fig ventured a shrug.
pick you up?”
ure out what he's after. It rather
Frayne’s gaze again became dif
"With time,” he said, “I shall be
makes me wish someone else was come better acquainted with your fused.
piloting him into that wilderness.”
“That may not be necessary,” he
country.” His movement, as he
Slade was able to laugh, as they swung a bag of what had every as finally explained. “We shall per
■hook hands.
pect of mining tools up to his com haps work our way through to what
"Don’t lose sleep over that,” he panion, was almost a dismissive are locally known as the Barrens
and come out along your Hudson
proclaimed. Then he laughed again. one.
Bay coast. It is a country you
•‘I’ve flown some queer nuts into
"Prospecting?” questioned Slade. may
happen to know?”
the North.”
"I am not interested in prospect
Slade smiled.
Slade, hurrying down to the air ing,” was the deliberated answer.
“I know it all right As much as
harbor, could see his moored plane “I am a naturalist.”
a white man can know such icebeing warped in to the landing dock.
As though in confirmation of that fringed emptiness.”
On the dock itself he could make
statement he lifted a case of mount
The bush pilot found himself be
out Cassidy, of the Norland staff, ed bird bodies up to his waiting
and two strange figures, one more companion. Then again the forced ing inspected with a new interest
“That is extremely good news,”
massive than the other. But what
averred his passenger. “As we fly
held his eye was the amount of smile showed itself.
“It may impress you as a foolish north, I hope you will give me in
{duffel piled along the dock’s edge.
profession. But for many years now formation about a country that is
As Cruger had told him, they were I have given my time to the study of
still distressingly unknown to me.’’
giving him a load all right. Even I bird life."
Slade resisted the temptation to
Cassidy’s broad face broke into a
Slade glanced down at the Mann- observe that it wouldn’t be so un
■mile as he handed him the scalesalip. For Slade's glance, at the mo licher-Schoenauer, the two holstered known to him by the time he’d
ment, was directed toward the two Lugers, the pair of shotguns of dif wintered there.
“But you won’t get swans as far
men already interested in getting ferent gauges and weight that rest
ed
between
a
scattering
of
cartridge
east
as the bay,” he pointed out
their equipment aboard. He resent
instead. “At least, not trumpeters.”
ed the efffhand way in which the big cases.
“Quite an arsenal you’re tak
Frayne’s smile became more
ger of the two strangers was clam
ing In,” he observed.
friendly.
bering about his ship. The worn
“Already,” he announced, “you
For just a moment the opaque
wolfskin coat that covered the wide
eyes
regarded
him.
are
helping me. And there is an
shoulders of this stranger made him •
*T am not unfamiliar with the other point on which you might en
look shabby and subordinate.
When the pilot turned to his sec North.” Frayne announced with a lighten us. Is the Anawotto River
ond passenger he experienced a patience that seemed coerced. ”It navigable?”
“No, it’s not navigable," an
sense of disappointment touched is well, in case of the unexpected,
swered
Slade. “It’s blocked by too
to
be
able
to
live
off
the
land.
”
With shame. For there seemed noth- ,
ing sinister about the straitened and . “Of course,” agreed Slade as he many falls and rapids. That’s what’s
scholarly figure confronting him. ! watched the firearms being stowed kept the country closed. Even Tyr
That figure even failed to look fool aboard. They were followed by a rell couldn’t get into it.’’
“But there were no planes when
ish. Slade saw a man considerably tent bale and sleeping bags, by con
Tyrrell
made his survey,” observed
densed
foods
with
foreign
labels,
by
less aged than he had expected, a
man with sloping and narrow shoul camp equipment and a box of signal the scholar.
“It's sure empty country,” assert
ders and an abstracted gaze that flares and cased instruments and
ed
the pilot, who had his own mem
even
two
carrier
pigeons
in
a
hood

looked out on the world from behind
ories of the Anawotto.
ed cage.
bifocal glasses.
“That,” murmured the swan hunt
“You’ve filling me pretty full,” ob
Slade stepped closer.
er, “is entirely to my liking.”
“Quite a load you're giving me,” served Slade.
“But you’re not entirely to my
he ventured as the man in the bi
Frayne’s face remained expres
.liking,** was the thought that hov
focal glasses continued to divide his sionless.
attention between the duffel pile and
“Any inconvenience that I may ered about at the back of Slade's
a checklist in his hand.
cause,” he said, ’.’I profoundly re head. Lynn, he felt, was right Yet
The abstracted eyes lifted and re gret I had hoped, on arriving he was their Santa Claus, as Cruger
garded him for a moment of silence. . here, to purchase a plane. But they had expressed it. He had paid well
for service, and he’d get service.
It was the glasses more than any are not to be bought, I find."
thing else, Slade decided, that gave j “There’s use for ’em just now,”
Slade dismissed that thought and
the stranger his look of delibera- ' observed the pilot. “We’re in the turned to study the silver-winged
tion.
Lockheed that rested on the waters
war, you know.”
"Why does that interest you?" the I The eyes behind the bifocals be of, the Snye. It looked spick and
stranger inquired. His tone was mild ' came less opaque.
span in its new coat of aluminum.
and without hostility. But the voice, I “But here at least,” observed the
He realized, as he swung about,
low-toned and remote, seemed
that the man in the bifocal glasses
man
of
science,
“
I
shall
not
see
it
marked by an exotic precision of come between me and my re was also studying the Lockheed.
intonation. It persuaded Slade that
“An attractive ship,” the scientist
he was neither an Englishman nor , search."
observed. “It was my intention to
“
The
office
tells
me
you
’
re
after
an American.
own her. But in that I was fore
trumpeter swans,” said Slade.
"This happens to be my ship,”
“I am seeking the nesting ground stalled by your friend Cruger.”
the pilot explained as he rested a
Slade smiled at the sharpened
fraternal hand on the sun-faded of that noble bird,” acknowledged note in the other’s voice.
the
ornithologist.
"They
are
ex

fuselage.
“You have to scramble for 'em,
“Ah, then we shall see much of i tremely shy and hard to find in the nowadays,” observed Cruger's bushbrooding
season.
That
is
why
I
go
each other,” said the other. His \
hawk partner.
I
smile was friendly but abstracted. into an empty country like the Ana
“
So
I
am
learning,"
announced
“I am Doctor Frayne. And this is wotto.”
Slade, not unconscious of the ped the swan-seeker. He said it casu
my camp-mate, my good man Fri
agogic
note, felt the need of prov ally. But some newer timbre in the
day, Caspar Karnell."
speaker's voice made Slade think of
No responsive 'word came from i ing that his interests extended be a gun pit smothered in tree
yond
gas
engines.
the big-bodied man in the wolfskin I
branches.
coat. He merely stood above the I “Ever try for them around the
The brief northern night was at
cabin hatch, his eyes expression Red Rock Lakes in Yellowstone?” its darkest when Cassidy, newly
he
asked.
“
They
started
a
refuge
less.
made watchman for Norland Air
"Caspar is not—shall I say?—vol- for trumpeters there not so far ways, shut off the radio. He sighed
back.”
*.
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Leavitt Storer went to North
Byfield Monday to resume his
studied at Dummer Academy.
Mr and Mrs. Harlan McLain
spent the week-end in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Walker
and daughter Mrs. Prescott Farris
of Medford, Mass., were in town
Saturday.
Mrs. Oliver Wood and Oliver
Wood. Jr., have returned from
Boston.
New telephones have been in
stalled in the homes of Elizaoeth
Genthner and Ernest 3oggs.
Frankie DeCosta was at home
on a short furlough, Saturday.

Russell Winchenbach was a
Portland visitor, Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Heroert L. Bryant
oi Round Pond, were guests of
Mrs. Nellie Overlook, Saturday.
pr. Georgp H. Coombs, who has
been a patient at Miles Memorial
Hospital, has returned home.
Mrs. Maurice Jenness, who has
been the guest, of Dr. ar.d Mrs. G.
H. Coombs for The past two
months, has returned to her home
in Newport, N. H.
Mrs. Nellie Boggs was a recent
visitor of Mr. and Mrs. George
Boggs. She is employea in Thom
aston.
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Weston went
to Boston, Sunday, for a week's
visit.
Philip Weston went Friday to
Portland, where he has en.isted in
the Coast Patrol.
Lieut. Gilbert Crowell is enjoyino a ten-days’ furlougn at his
home.
He has recently been
awarded his wings. Lieut. Crow
ell is stationed at hi present time
at Camp Benning, Ga.
Mrs. Gilbert C’owell has re
turned from Manchester N. H.

Notices of a ten percent raise in
wages, effective Sept. 14. have been
posted at the Georges River Woolen
Mills? This is the third raise in
wages made by the company since
Sept. 29. 1941. One hundred and
25 employes are effected.
There are several case of whoop
ing cough in town.
Dr. and Mrs. A. H. St.Clair Chase
have returned to their home in
Newton Centre, Mass., after spend
ing several weeks at their Summer
home.
Sixteen women were present a'
the first meeting Wednesday after
noon to make surgical dressings,
and it is hoped for as good at
tendance this Wednesday afternoon
from 1 to 4 o’clock, for the same
purpose.
Donations of chairs for
use at the surgical dressing room,
will be greatly appreciated, as
chairs are very much needed.
School children are collecting
salvage, the proceeds from which
will benefit each school.
Miss Elizabeth Castner, who has
been house guest of Mrs. Alma
Jameson while visiting relatives in
this town, Waldoboro and Wash
ington, has returned to her home
in Waltham, Mass.
Miss Ruth Starrett, daughter of
Mr. and' Mrs. Benjamin Starrett,
has entered the Gorham Normal
School. She was graduated from
Warren High School in June.
Curtis Tolman, who attended
Castine Normal School last year,
has entered on his second year of
training at the Gorham Normal
School.

to the opening exercises each
morning will be the flag salute.
The sophomore class held a class
meeting Thursday to discuss class
rings.
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Visitors recently at Frank Meserveys were Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Meservey of Camden, Mr. and Mrs.
Edgburt House and son of Damari
scotta and Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo
INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE
Meservey.
Mrs. Sarah Fuller and son Frank
recently spent an enjo.vabb eve
ning with Mr. and Mrs. Perl
Wentworth in Lincolnville.
Miss Hilda Kempton. R. N., and
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
uncle, Charles Wing of Massachu
setts are guests of her father
Advertisements In this column not to exceed three lines In
Charles Towle.
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
Visitors at the Gibson home over
lines five cents each for one tlAie; 10 oeota for three times. Five
the week-end were Mr. and Mrs.
small words to a line.
___
Herbert Hall and daughter of
Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called L e. advertise
Camden and Mis? Vivian Rowell
ments which require the answers to he sent to The Courierof Burkettville.
Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
Mr. and Mrs. Ormond Keene and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jones of
Searsmont attended Windsor Fair.
LOST AND FOUND
TO LET
Others who attended from the
neighborhood were Mr. and Mrs.
FENDER shield for Cadillac, cream
FOUR-ROOM apt to let on Pacific
Benjamin Cullinan and, son Frank St.;
$10 month
V. F. STUDLEY. 283 color, lost between Battery Bea • i
Cull nan. Mr. and Mrs. Alton Main St., Tel. 1154._______________ 87-tf and Rockland. H. B. BIRD, phone
924. City.
__ ___
87*89
Pease, Mr. and Mrs. Austin Towle,
Two bedrooms to let at 97 Union St.
SKIFF found In Penobscot Bay. 15
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Martz, James TEL. 970-NL_____________________ 87-lt i feet
long, white.
Owner can have
Waterman and Rupert Fish.
ONE. two and three-room apts. to same by proving property and paying
EAST LIBERTY

Mrs. Leroy Davis spent the
week-end in Camden. Her niece,
Evelyn Richards accompanied her
home for a few days' visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Hartford
of Camden spent the week-end
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
L. Grant. On Sunday they all
motored to Frankfort to call on
the Philip Alley family.
Ralph Reynolds and family have
returned to their home in Bev
erly, Mass., after having spent a
two weeks' vacation at their camp
on Stevens’ pond.
Vaughn Stevens is staying with
his sister, Mrs. Lloyd Colby.
Mrs Gertrude Skinner spent the
week-end in Appleton with Mrs.
Ella McLaughlin.
Elwin Adams is spending the
week in iBath
Earl Adams of Hartford. Conn.,
spent the week-end with his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Adams.
His sister. Glenice Adams returned
with him to Providence, R I., where
she will attend the Providence
Bible Institute.

“A Guide To Great Britain” will
be the subject of the paper to be
given Thursday afternoon by Mrs.
Carrie R. Smith, at the first meet
ing of the Study Unit of the War
ren Woman’s Club since the Sum
Mrs. Philip Ave.y of Milford, mer recess, which will be held at
N. (H., is the guest of Miss Dora the home of Mrs. Edna Overlock,
new Unit leader. Members who at
Gc.v, Friendship street.
Russell Wlnche.i’n.’a has been tend, are asked to bring in current
at home on a few days' furlough events.
Men of the Baptist Church will
from Camp Edwmis
put
on the annual chicken pie sup
Miss Una Clark was the week-end
per Thursday night at 6 o’clock at
guest of Mrs. Nellie Reever.
Montgomery rooms. The quality
Mrs. James McAleer of Wash thethis
supper has become a yearly
ington, D. C., is visiting her par of
institution,
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Leland Win thusiasm. and is hailed with en
THORNDIKEVILLE
chenbach.
The Library resumes this we&.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Vose of its Winter schedule of two after
Mr and Mrs. Joseph Pushaw
Rockland, were recent guests of noons and evenings each week, Sat and family recently visited Mrs.
Pushaw’s mother, Mrs. Lizzie
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Benner.
urdays and Tuesdays.
Mrs. G. F. Penniman and two
Date of the local contest, called Edgecomb in Liberty.
Miss Muriel Childs spent the
children, who have been occupy this year the 4-H Victory Exhibi
ing one of the Miller cottages at tion. has been set for the evening past week in Worcester, Mass., visi
Medomak, have returned to (.heir of Sept. 22, at Town Hall, with ting her brother, Arnold Childs.
home in South Framingham, members of both the Happy-GoMrs. Clifford Monroe of Easton.
Mass.
Luckies 4-H Club and the Georges Mass., is guest of her father, C.
Carl Hunt, who has had charge Valley Boys 4-H Club participating, C. Childs.
this Summer of a hotel at Fal under the direction of the local
Miss Olive Campbell recently
mouth, Mass, is
visiting his leaders and assistants, Mrs. Luella visited her aunt, Mrs. Albert Pease
mother, Mrs H M. Hunt.
Crockett and Mrs. Edna Moore in Appleton. .
Mrs Nathan Bogle of Randolph,
Misses Jessie and Faye Keene left Demonstrations and a progam will
Saturday for '.heir teaching du be presented, and followed by a spent last week, guest of her
ties. Miss Jessie goes to Gorham, social, the latter at Glover Hall. father, W. S. Lothrop and sister
and Miss Faye to the Schoo'1 of Social committee will be Faye Mar and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Ethical Culture in New York. tin, Lois Norwood, Herbert Moon Leroy Croteau.
Earle Upham has empoyment at
They were accompanied by their and Harvell Crockett. Miss Anna
aunt. Miss Julia Kaler, who will Simpson, county 4-H club leader, Hughes Woolen Mill in Camden.
will be present, and it is hoped that
A family reunion was held at
pass the Winter in Gorham.
agent, Ralph Wentworth, Raymond Crabtree’s on Labor Day.
Miss Elise Marcho has gone to county
be on hand also.
A picnic dinner was enjoveo under
Manchester. N H., where she will will
The
Georges Valley Boys 4-H the trees
enter school.
Club will have an exhibit at the
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Childs accom
Mrs. Caroline Hodgdon and Victory Garden show to be held
Thomas Lee have returned' from Wednesday at the Camden Opera panied by Mr. and Mrs. George
Waterbury, Conn.
House. A few members of the Ludwig of South Hope attended the
Nathan Chase Herrick died at Happy-Go-Luckies Girls 4-H Club Ludwig reunion held at Will Annis
the Maine General Hospital, Port will also exhibit in the Camden farm, Hosmer Pond road, Camden
Sunday
land, Friday.
His body was show.
brought here for burial Monday
Members of the Girls 4-H Club
morning. Accompanying the re will meet Thursday gfternoon after
SOUTH THOMASTON
mains were the widow. Mrs. Car school at the home of Mrs. Luella
Miss
and Joseph Baum,
rie Herrick. Portland, Thomas Crockett to complete the plans for Jr., wereJoan
guests
last week of their
Herrick, Washburn, Mr. and Mrs. the victory exhibition to be held. cousin Mrs. Arthur
Young in
Stanley Herrick and Miss Alice Sept. 22. All records and reports of Sharon, Mass. Mrs. Young
and
Herrick of Waban, Mass. All three the past year’s work should be com two children returned here with
brothers were in the first World plete for this meeting. The Boys
for a two weeks’ visit.
War. Mr. Herrick was about 52 4-H Club will meet Friday night them
Vincent
Wiggin of Boston spent
years old and had been working with Mrs. Edna Moore to complete the week-end/
and holiday here
the
plans
for
the
Sept.
22nd
in Portland. Interment will be
with
his
mother,
Mrs. Elizabeth
on the Feyler lot at Rural Ceme contest.
Wiggin.
A
son,
Dana
Leonard,
was
born
tery.
Leroy Wiggin has been in the
Mrs. Hannah Jackson has re Sept. 10, tq Mr. and Mrs. Edwin hospital at Togus for the past
Gammon.
Mrs.
Gertrude
Starrett
turned to Boston, after passing
is caring for the mother Ad baby. two weeks and is reported to be
the Summer at Stahl's Tavern.
Charles Wilson is confined to his improved in health.,
Town Schools opened Monday
Honored at Shower
home with a broken ankle.
with
the following teachers: Com
IMr. and Mrs. Wendall A.
Warren High School Activities
bined Village School, Mrs. Ran
Genthner were given a surprise
(by Gloria Haskell)
dall Hopkins; Bassick Dist., Mrs.
shower a,t the home of Mr. and
School
opened this Fall with an LaVon Godfrey; Spruce Head,
Mrs. Merlin Eugley Sept. 10. The
enrollment of 66 students, divided Miss Lempi Makinen; George's
by classes as follows, seniors, 13; River Road, Mrs. Ellen Nelson.
as he reached for his thermos at the juniors. 14; sophombres, 15, and
Miss Alice Baum spent the
end of the deal table and drained it freshhmen, 24.
week-end in Portland and with
New books have been placed in nine other girls who were former
of its last cupful of coffee. Then,
lighting his pijje, he stepped out into the school library under the classi classmates at Westbrook Junior
the open and blinked about through fication of science, English and College, held a reunion at the
history.
the darkness.
Eastland Hotel.
The senior class held 'a class
He wished he could be having a
Mrs Gladys Clement, her daugh
second thermos of coffee. But there meeting Wednesday and elected a ter, Mrs. Otis May, Fred Luscornb
secretary, Joan Smith, to take and son Fred Jr., all of Massa
was no bright-lighted eating room in new
the place of Maurice Alholm.
that third-rate outfit on the edge of x Plans were made for the fresh chusetts, are guests of relatives in
town.
Nowhere. Its air lanes were as men reception to be held soon.
Edw. Hopkins is guest of his
short of ships as its administration
New American flags have been
building was short of paint All it placed in both main rooms. Added sens in Massachusetts.
Floyd Rackl'iff who is employed
was, in faith, was a rough-and-ready
in
South Portland spent the week
jumping-off place for a lot of luna
was spent playing games. end here with his ’ mother, Mrs.
tics who wanted to dig holes in a evening
A buffet lunch was served with a Helen Rackliff.
wilderness where the frost went bridal
cake forming the centerProceeds from the sale of the
deeper than the gold. It could nev piece. Mrs. J. O. Jameson, Mrs.
scrap
material being collected at
er be classed with those high-toned Maude Mank and Mrs. Elsie Lawthe
Makinen
Camp will be given to
airports he'd heard 'many a far- son assisted in serving.
Mrs. the State Guard Reserve Unit
traveled pilot talking about.
George E. Darroch had charge of known as Cline’s Hell Cats. Any
No, Cassidy decided as he made the guest book. Mrs. Genthner, one wishing to contribute who has
his rounds, this was a melancholy formerly Miss Phyllis Newbert, re no way to get it to the storing
place for a man of spirit. He didn’t ceived many beautiful gifts, also a place may have it moved by con
like the quietness of the hangar purse of money, from friends and tacting Everett Baum, Joseph
where the twin-motored Grumman relatives.
Baum or Albert Sleeper
amphibian stood surrounded by the
Others present were Mr and Mrs.
A new consignment of yam was
engine entrails the workmen had left Levander M. Newbert. Donald Eug received at the Community Serv
scattered about. He was glad to ley,, Mr. and Mrs. Levi T. Robin ice Club meeting Wednesday aft
move down to the dock edge, where son, Joan Robinson, Vera Jame- ernoon. Anyone wishing to knit
there was a little sound of water- sop, Mrs. Lydia Morse, Mrs. Alice men's sweaters for the Red Cross
riffles against the floats of the Paat- Heyer, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Genth may obtain yarn and directions
craft that would be going out in ner, Mr. and Mrs. James Storer, by notifying Mrs. Wiliam Maki
Bumheimer, Ruth nen who is chairman of that com
three hours’ time. Beside it, the Mrs. John
Burnheimer.
Priscilla
Shuman, mittee.
only remaining ship in the harbor,
Mrs. Eben Elwell received a let
loomed the new Lockheed that Freeland Shuman. Frances Weav
looked more' like the ghost of a er, Mrs. Vellis Weaver. Elizabeth ter recenty from her son who is
plane, in the uncertain starlight, Miller, Esper Mank. E. Beulah master of a ship doing convoy
than a workaday framework of met Mank. Mrs. Ellard Mank. Mrs. duty in foreign waters.
Richard Brown went to Portland
al and linen well covered with alu John Miller, Shirley Miller, Mrs.
Arthur Carroll, Mr. and Mrs. Del Tuesday where he enlisted and
minum paint.
Heyer. Mrs. Donald French, will enter training at once in Air
It startled him, as he stood watch mar
Elva Born em an, Mrs. Orville Corps Mechanics School.
ing it, that anything so quiet could Jameson, Mr. and Mrs. Carlton
Miss Medora Thorndyke who
give birth to movement But as he Weaver, Katherine Weaver, Mrs. has
been spending the Summer
watched he saw a shadow detach Clarence Shuman, George Ben here has returned to her home in
itself from the shadowy fuselage. He ner, George Flanders, Mrs. Mau Malden. She was accompanied by
saw that shadow drop to the near-by rice Libby, Gladys Smith. Harold Mrs. Eva Sleeper as far as Ogunfloat, and then leap, quick-footed, tc Smith, Jr., and Rev. H. Louise quit, where she will visit her
the dock edge.
Perry. Others sent, gifts who could daughter. Mrs. Daniel Noonan.
(To be continued)
not he present.
Miss Natalie Jackson lias re-

let
improvements; 29 BEECH ST., charges FRED R WHITBMORE, R p
City.
87 89 D. 1, Box 103. Vinalhaven______ 87-89
MODERN furnished apt. to let. cen
GLASSES lost, steel rims. In blue
trally
located.
Inquire
RUBEN case.
PHILIP FRENCH. 87 Summer
STEINS ANTIQUE SHOP. City. Tel St.
87*89
1285_______________________________ 87-89
FURNISHED room to let. with bath;
53 Pleasant St TEL. 955 R______ 87 89
FIVE ROOM modern house to let,
nicely furnished
EVER Erl' HUMPH
REY, Glen Cove. Tel 987-J.
87«89
RENT plan, house and 6 acres land
Two-ROOM furnished Apt to let. for sale. Thomaston, $900; 3-rooni
Apply at 12 WARREN ST., or 11 house. ‘,2 acre land, Thomaston S!
JAMES ST________________________ 86-tf City. $300: camp. >,i acre land, $250
city. V. F. STUDLEY, 283 Main St .
ROOM-to let, modern at 37 Willow Tel.
__________________________ 87 tf
St.. L. COHEN.
86*88
TUXEDO for sale, size 38.
MRS
HOUSE to-let at 28 Beechwoods St- ALICE FERNALD. Tel 575 ______ 87 83
Thomaston.
MRS A. J. CHASE. 36
BANGOR buggy, light weight. $io7
Beechwoods St.
________________ 86-88
grocery wagon. $15; actually worth $25
FOUR-ROOM
tenement
to
let, each; cultivator $8. like new. C. F
flush, garage, at 55 Cedar St Apply 21 PRESCOTT. 29 Prescott St . City.
T ST., after 5 p. m._________________ _
87*89
TWO-ROOM furnished apartment,
SIOVE Ior sale, combination gas
bath, no children; 57 PACIFIC ST.
1 and coal, enamel; 69 Beech St., City
____________________________ 85*87
TEL 38 M________
87-89
FIVE ROOM tenement to let at 15
RED Rock cross breed pullets for
Rockland St. D SHAFTER
85 tf sale.
laying.
FRED L. MILLER.
TENEMENT to let at 62 Summer 1 Warren,, file. Tel. 15 13._________ 87*89
St. Available after Sept. 14. FRAN
SMALL trailer, and extra tire for
CES H. PERRY. Tel. 186-R
81tf sale. A F. THOMPSON, 10 Erin St
Thomaston.
86 88
BROWNE Morse office safe for
sale 5' high, 2' square. TEL. 699 86-88
MINNEAPOLS Hunnewell thermo
static draft control for hand fired
EXPERIENCED maid
wanted
for furnace; men's bicycle; 355 BROAD
86*88
general
housework.
MRS
E
D. WAY, artea 5.30 p. m.
JOHNSTON. North Vassalboro, Me.
OAK dining table,
five chairs,
87*89 baby's wardrobe, lunch room fixtures,
DRESSMAKING and altering, also dishes. MRS. F. BOHN. 12 Clarenchildren's clothes.
MRS
DONALD don St., City.___________________ 86*88
BREWSTER. 30 Granite St.______ 87 89
MODEL A. Ford Sedan for sale, first
condition.
WM
FEYLER.
GIRL wanted to assist with house class
86*88
work and care of children; go home Thomaston
nights, MRS. LEIGH. Tel 506 87 89
COTTAGE of Dr. F. C Dennison at
All
GIRL wanted for housework In North Pond. Warren, for sale
small family In Wellesley. Mass , $8 Modern conveniences. Inquire of AL
per week
Nice room and board: ’i FRED M. STROUT. Thomaston.
hour from Boston by bus. Apply P ___________________________________________ 86 90
O BOX 192. Thomaston.
87-89
NEW milch Guernsey cow and calf
VIRG MORTON, opposite
GIRL or woman wanted to care for for sale.
86 88
child 2 years old
Inquire at ROCK Race Track, Thomaston.
LAND PHOTO STUDIO. 439 Main St.
BASE
Viol
for
sale.
Genuine
87*89 good condition and good volume Kay.
L
SEWING and alteration work want H. DARLING. 37 Knox St., Thomas
____________________________ 86*88
ed. Tel Union 11-5. MRS HERBERT ton
F. WAKEFIELD, care L. Guyette.
STANDNG hay for sale.
C. M
South Hope.______________________ 87*89
OVERIjOCK, 135 Holmes St.. City
86 88
ROOM for light housekeeping wanted for man and wife. TEH,. ROCK
MARY Thurston home. Spruce and
LAND. 665 J._____________________ 86*88 School Sts. for sale. Inquire MAY
86 tf
HIGHEST cash
wholesale prices NARD INGRAHAM, Roekport
paid for good quality used cars. Write
SMALL
farm
in
South
Thomaston,
or telephone us. SUBURBAN SALES
sale or to let; 14 BROAD ST., Cltv.
COMPANY. Tel. 29 2. South China. for
Me.________________________________ 86 88 tel. 907 M_________________________ 85 87
MARE for sale; seven years oli.
USED or new
h. p. and fi h. p
1400
Two horse dump cart.
electric motors, wanted. Call or write weight
E
DAVIS. Warren.
Tel
EMII, RIVERS. Rockland. Me
86-88 6MAURICE
23.
85*87
DOG house wanted. TEL. 223-W
ONLY $500 needed as down payment
86-88
on 93 acre farm located on Improved
GIRL or woman wanted for house road, near neighbors and Town of
work. no children, no cooking, eve Warren; good 8
room house with
nings free; 455 OLD COUNTY ROAD. fireplaces. 75 ft. barn, two 40 ft
Tel. 645-J85*87 poultry
houses;
school bus, milk
phone and electricity.
Fine
WOMAN wanted for general house truck,
and general farm at only
work.
MRS R L. STRATTON, 112 poultry
with $500 cash, balance easy
Beech St.______________________
85-87 $2400
terms.
Inquire
FEDE1RALLAND
$8. guaranteed. Shampoo, flngerwave, BANK OF SPRINGFELD REPPREmanicure, $1.25. EVA WEAVER Tel. SENTATTVE. R L. NESS. 165. Main
67 R_________________________
86 tf Street. Waterville.’’________________ 85-87
LISTINGS wanted for small houses
FARM, 100 acres, for sale, on Bog
5 to 7 rooms. Have several customers Rd : double-deck hen pen., three
to pay cash for dseirable residential brooder houses.
Price $700.
GEO
and farm property. L. A THURSTON. NEILD. 9 Maverick St. City.
83*88
Tel 1159._________________
70-tf
NEW crop of delicious comb and ex
FURNITURE wanted to upholster tracted honey for sale
GEORGE T.
called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM NEWBERT. 11 High street. ThomasING. 19 Birch St.. Tel 212-W
84-tf ton.
_______________________________
HOME of the late Alvah J. Llneken
for sale, 17 Dunn St.. Thomaston. Ex
cellent condition. Ten rooms. Slate
roof. Garage.. Price reasonable. Apply to FRANK D, ELLIOT_______ 76 tf
CHIMNEYS cleaned
TONY, the
DESIRABLE property for sale In
GREER 12 Ed wards St. or phone 570, Camden.'to settle estate J. HERBERT
Owls Club.________________________ 86*88 GOULD. Tel. 2306 or 2170. Camden
69 tf
YARN We are prepared to make
your wool Into yarn. Write for prices.
D. & H. hard coal. egg. stove, nut
Also yarn for sale, H. A. BARTLETT. $15 50 per ton. del. Nut size and run
Harmony. Maine,
80-88 of mine New River soft, not screened
$10 25 to® del. M. B. & C. O. PERRY
DENTAL NOTICE
519 Main' St., Tel. 487
83-tf
During the Summer and Fall will
makP appointments for Tuesdays and
Fridays. DR J H DAMON. Dentist,
office over Newberry's 5 & 10 cent Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
store. 362 Main St Tel. 415-W. 83 tf

FOR SALE

WANTED

MISCELLANEOUS

Mrs. George Nickerson and son
Robert Nickerson of Swampscott,
Mass., and Miss Marion Ross of
Marblehead spent the holiday
week-end as guests at Henry Keler’s. They returned home Wed
nesday.
Bert Keller is at Community
Hospital in Camden for treatment.
S. Joseph Andrews returned
Tuesday frem a short stay at the
Veteran's Hospital in Togus.
Six members cf the Tuesday
Club and the husband of one of
the members who acted as chauf
feur. dined recently at Withams
Lobster Pound.
The Mission Circle met last week
with Mrs. T. J. Carroll at Mt.
Pleasant.
Local contest for the boys’ and
girls' 4-H Clubs will be held at the
Grange Hall Sept. 18
Harold, Sylvia and Charles
Head in company with Mr. and
Mrs. Marion Heald and son John of
Camden attended Windsor Fair
Labor Day.
School opened Tuesday with
Inez Ripley of South Union as
teacher as last year.

Do FALSE TEETH
Rock, Slide pr Slip?
FASI'Et'iri, an Improved powder
be sprinkled on upper or lower plat
holds false teeth more firmly in pla
Do not slide, slip or rock. No gui
my. gocey. pasty taste or feelli
FAS I'Etl H ls alkaline . (non-ach
Does not sour Checks ' plate ode
(denture breath)
Get FASTEETH
any drug store.

Mrs. Charles Anderson and
Kenneth have returned from S<j
Bristol. Kenneth will leave
weeks for University of
Mrs. Alex Davidson and son I
rence have been spending the
with relatives in Castine]
Mrs. Christina Christie
hostess to the “Bridge Eight”
nesday night at her home. Luncij
was served.
Union Church Circle meets fol
11 day picnic Friday at Mrs. r
Macintosh's camp at Shore J
Bring dishes and beano pr|
Those not solicited please o
sweets.
The committee; Je
Maker, Rebecca Arey, Evie I
nigar, Carrie Burnes. Meet a
Band Stand at 9 a. m. for trans
tation.
Rackliff and Witham lo
pound at Greens Island was dr.i
Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Fxi’j
Monaghan served dinner to sixl
James W. Hamilton, son ol
Elizabeth Hamilton and the
Earl L. Hamilton, has been in<
€d into the U. S. Navy and is
stationed at Newport, R. I.

The Night Hawks’ met Sul
night at Camp Merrie Macs, I
Acres with their husbands'
guests of honor. A shore stl
-was served.
Mrs. Meredith Trefrey. whf
been the guest of her mother I
Edith Vinal. returned Friday tl
join her husband at New 111
Conn.

’ Mr. and Mrs Clinton Tee,
as guests over the holiday: M
Mrs. Wyman F. Teel and dau|
Mary of Augusta.
Ladles of the G A.R will

a picnic Wednesday at camp
rie Macs. Shore Acres. M< i|
please meet at the Band
and transportation will be
for a small fee. If not pleasatJ
picnic will be held the next
Mr. and Mrs Lloyd Webstei j
have been visiting her parent
Mr .and Mrs. Charles Webstc
turned Monday to North
mouth, Mass.
Mrs. Rebecca Greer and son
have been visiting her parent
and Mrs. Robert Arey. ret;
Tuesday to Augusta

Mrs. Ada Simpson of Thom
who has been the guest of h(
ter, Mrs. Mertie Carver, ret I
home Friday. She was accompf
by her son Paul.
Miss Carolyn Calderwood.
passed the week-end witlil
father, Austin Calderwood, ret]

Monday to Bangor
Mrs. Donald Patterson left

dav for Buffalo. N. Y.
Dr. Ada Balfor and chi|
-came Saturday from North
I lina and are guests at the ho|
Capt. and Mrs. Clinton Teel
The Farm Bureau met Tlj
with Mrs. Carl Dyer.
Mr. and Mrs. O. V. Drew h|
dinner guests Sunday at
Drop Camp. Dark Brook. MrJ
Mrs. Lloyd Webster of North
'mouth, Mass.
Miss Marilyn Carver is at tel
Howard Seminary at Bridge!

Mass.
Mrs.

Frank

Mullen

and

Elizabeth Morse entertan.- |
Mother and Daughter Club
all day picnic Wednesday aj
home of Mrs Evie Hennigar
prizes went to Mrs. Ora IngJ
Mrs. Margie Chilles and Mrs
Mullen. Honors at cards to|
Mullen and Mrs. Madeline 5
Special guests were Mrs. J
Smith and Mrs. Edith Ericks
Mrs. Dorothy Ratcliff of Har
Conn, is the guest of her sir tf i|

Scott Littlefield.
Mrs. Georgia C. Kent

The community was saddenl
the sudden death of Mrs. Of
C. Kent, wife of David Kent
occurred Sept. 9 at, her home
was

born

in

North

Have:i|

63 .00 a year

•
turned from Portland where she
spent the Summer with her father
Samuel Jackson.

WEST ROCKPORT

Telephone 8-5

SPECIAL OFFER!
For a Limited Time Only

500 Sheets 8^x11
Yellow Second
Sheets

V 1
'~AJ

A clean, smooth sheet, for busi
ness—for school—for typewriter.

;

£3

Only 45c

FOB 600 SHEET PACKAGE

We D« Not Break Packages

Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra

The Colirier-Gazette
BOCKLAND, MAINE

ANSWER TO
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

WAR
arasraas

SSH
as
s

li

will cost money
Your Government c«

Pledge today to b u
©very pay day Bond
foil Savings Plan.
Bonds cost $18.75 ai

The help of every

Do your part by t

PIT day.

__------- ]

Tuesday-Friday

I

Tuesday-Frlday
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VINALHAVEN
MRS OSCAR LANS
Correspondent

« JS:
Telephone 8-5

Lceed three lines lnn cents. Addition^
|or three times. Five
lied 1. e. sdvertiseInt to The Courier*
litlonal.

AND FOUND
[shield for Cadillac, cream
I between Battery Beark
ad
H B. BIRD. ph^

______________
87*89
Lnd In Penobscot Bav 75
(white
Owner can haVp
Bring property and payinir
|ed r whitbmore; b 7
$03 Vinalhaven.
87-89
J lost, steel rims, iti bn~7
IIP FRENCH, 87 Summer
87*89
l

[OR SALE
house and 6 acres land
Thomaston. $900: 3-room
Icrr land. Thomaston St
i amp. '2 acre land S2sn
STUDLEY, 283 Main St '
l___________________ 87 tf
Ifor sale, size 38i
Mrs’
JlALD. Tel 575.
87 89
Ibuggy, light weight, tioIn. $15; actually worth $25
!)•'
$8. like new. c p
129 Prescott St.. Cltv
_________ 87*89

I
sale, combination gaT
lamel; 69 Beech St., City
:__________________
87-89
cross breed pullets for
[.
FRED L.
MILLER
Tel. 15 13._________ 87*89
Jller. and extra tire for
|THOMPSON, 10 Erin St .
86 88
M >rse office safe for
|2' square. TEL 699 86-88
p.Hunnewell thermocontrol for hand fired
In s bicycle; 355 BROAD5 30 p m_______
86*88
Ing table.
five chairs
lobe, lunch room fixtures^
Ts F BOHN, 12 Claren[_______________ 86*88
Jl' rd Sedan for sale, first
I
WM
FEYLER
[___________________ 86*88
[ of Dr F ci Dennison at
J. Warren, for sale
All
leniences. Inquire of ALfTPOUT. Thomaston.
86 90
| Guernsey cow and calf
,'IR.G MORTON, opposite
Thomaston.
86 88
J for sale. Genuine Kay.
|on and good volume. L.
1. 37 Knox St., Thomas
______________________ 86*88
hay for sale.
C. M
135 Holmes St., City.
___________________ 86 88
Jirston home. Spruce and
sale. Inquire MAY
lAHAM, Rockport
86-t*
Im In South Thomaston,
k let; 14 BROAD ST., City,
________ 85 87
sale; seven years cli.
Two horse dump cart,
t
DAVIS, Warren. Tel
__________
85*87
/needed as down payment
farm located on Improved
I neighbors and Town of
pel 3 room house with
ft. barn, two 40 ft
Uses; school
bus, milk
le and electricity.
Fine
r general farm at only
l$500 cash, balance easy
fculre
FEDERAL
I-AND
SPRINGFELD REPPRER L NESS, 165, Main
rville.''________________ 85-87
acres, for sale, on Bog
-deck hen pen., three
hses
Price $700.
|avertck St. City.
83*88
Iof delicious comb and exfv for sale
GEORGE T.
|il High street, Thomas♦he late Alvah J. Llneken
punn St., Thomaston ExIttion
Ten rooms. Slate
Price reasonable. AptK D ELLIOT.
76 tf
ir, property for sale In
[ • ■ » estate. J. HERBERT
2306 or 2170. Camden^

Mrs Charles Anderson and son
bnneth have returned from South
J.to. Kenneth will leave in a
L- weeks for University ol Maine.
|>ir Alex Davidson and son Lawnfe have been spending the past
pk with relatives in Castine.
| Mrs. Christina Christie was
ostes. to the “Bridge Eight” WedLday night at her home. Luncheon
|as served.
Union Church Circle meets for an
I; day picnic Friday at Mrs. Clyde
Macintosh’s camp at Shore Acres
rin:t dishes and beano prizes,
dose not solicited please bring
k-eets. The committee: Jennie
faker. Rebecca Arey, Evie HenHgar Carrie Burnes. Meet at the

and Stand at 9 a. m. for transporItion.
I Rackliff and Witham lobster
[und at Greens Island was drained
jnday. Mr. and Mrs. Edward
lonaghan served dinner to sixteen.
Lames W. Hamilton, son of Mrs.
liiaoeth Hamilton and the late
jrl L. Hamilton, has been inductmto the U. S. Navy and is now
Jatloned at Newport, R. I.
|The Night Hawk.< met Sunday
ght at Camp Merrie Macs, Shore
kres with their husbands as
[jests of honor. A shore supper
as served.
[Mrs Meredith Trefrey, who has
en the guest of her mother Mrs.
hith Vinal. returned Friday to re
fill her husband at New Haven,
bnn.
|Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Teel had
guests over the holiday: Mr. and
Irs. Wyman F Teel and daughter'
lary of Augusta.
[Ladies of the G. A.R. will enjoy
picnic Wednesday at camp MerMacs. Shore Acre?. Members
lease meet at the Band Stand
lid transportation will be given
|r a small fee. If not pleasant the
rnic will be held the next day.
|Mr and Mrs. Lloyd Webster, who
live been visiting her parents, Mr.
Ir and Mrs. Charles Webster, re
plied Monday to North Wey|outh, Mass.
Mrs Rebecca Greer and son who
be been visiting her parents, Mr.
Id Mrs. Robert Arey, returned
pesday to Augusta.
Mrs. Ada Simpson of Thomaston
to has been the guest of her sisMrs. Mertie Carver, returned
fine Fridav She was accompanied
her son Paul.
|Miss Carolyn Calderwood, who
ssed the week-end with her
[her. Austin Calderwood. returned*
Hriday to Bangor.
Irs. Donald Patterson left Mon-

for Buffalo. N. Y.
Jr. Ada Balfor and children,
ie Saturday from North CaroJa and are guests at the home of
?t and Mrs. Clinton Teel,
he Farm Bureau met Tuesday
J'.i Mrs. Carl Dyer.
Ir and Mrs. O. V. Drew had as,
pier guests Sunday at Drew
bp Camp. Dark Brook, Mr. and
Lloyd Webster of North Weyluih, Mass.
Miss Marilyn Carver is attending
[ward Seminary at Bridgewater,
|.;s.
Irs. Frank Mullen and Mrs.
[zabeth Morse entertained the
Jther and Daughter Club at an
day picnic Wednesday at the
fine of Mrs. Evie Hennigar. Beano
Jzes went to Mrs. Ora Ingerson,
Is. Margie Chilles and Mrs. Floss
lullen. Honors at cards to Mrs.
illen and Mrs. Madeline Smith,
pcial guests were Mrs. Jennie
Bith and Mrs. Edith Erickson.
Mrs. Dorothy Ratcliff of Hartford.
Jnn. is the guest of her sister Mrs.
)tt Littlefield.
Mrs. Georgia C. Kent

a.nd 11 months. Mr*. Kent was a
devoted wife and mother and
leaves a large circle of friends to
mourn her loss. Besides her hus
band, she is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Wava 8anderson of
Jamaica Plain, Mass. Mrs. Mertie
French of Augusta, one son Lee
Smith of Elm drove, Wis., two sis
ters, Mrs. Effle Salisbury and Mrs.
Lida Champney of Rockport, also
six grandchildren.
Mrs. Kent was an Interested and
active member in these orders:
Marguerite Chapte r, Order of East
ern Star, Ocean Bound Rebekah
Lodge and L. Carver Relief Corps.
The orders in a body attended fu
neral services which were held
Sunday at 2 o’clock from the Fos
sett funeral home. -Rev. Charles
Mitchell, pastor of Union Church
officiated. The profusion of beauti
ful floral offerings gave silent
tribute of love and esteem.
Interment was made in Ocean
View cemetery.
The bearers:
Charles Boman, L. W. Lane, For
rest Maker, Floyd Robertson, Angus
Hennigar and Harry Wilson.
Those from out of town to at
tend the services: Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley French of Augusta, Mr.
and Mrs. James Sanderson of
Jamaica Plain, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
Lee Smith of Elm Grove, Wis., Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Champney and
Mrs. Effle Salisbury of Rockport.

Dr. Conley will be at his Vinal
haven office from the arrival of the
boat Wednesday afternoon until its
departure Friday morning.—adv.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR
Mr. an^ Mrs. William Rosenkrans and Miss Muriel Smith
have returned to their respective
homes at Yonkers, N. Y., and
Philadelphia.
Winfred Lord was a business
visitor in Bangor last Friday.
Earl Powers, who has rented
the Robbins bungalow for the
Summer, left last Sunday for
Bangor where he has obtained
employment.
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Harmon spent
last Sunday with his sister and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Robbins and
Winfred Lord spent the week-end
recently at Jonesport, guests of
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Harmon and
Captain and Mrs. Lewis Kirby and
family
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Higgins and
mother, Mrs. Leon Higgins have
returped to their home at Malden.
Mass., after spending a short va
cation at one of Henry Grey’s
cabins

LAWRY
Mrs. Mary J. Simmons returned
home from Rockland Tuesday
where she visited1 her son for a
few days.
Mrs. B. P. Miller, Mrs. Hartwell
Davis and daughter 'Leatrcie and
Mrs. Adrienne Pelletier attended1
the Flag-Gustavson wedding in
Jefferson Sept. 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Etheridge of
Portland and Mrs. Basil Bums and
son of Friendship and- Mrs. B. K.
Wallace were guests of Mrs. B. P.
Miller Monday.
Mrs. Adrienne Pelletier has re
turned to her home in Lfewiston
after visiting Mrs. B P. Miller for
three weeks.
Mrs. B. K. Wallace kept house
for Mrs. Angie Simmons in the ab
sence of Mrs. Mary Simmons.
Miss Daisy Simmons of the vil
lage was guest recently of Mr. and
Mrs. L. A. Simmons.
Mrs. Leroy J. Brann and son
Arnold are

visiting

relatives

in

New Hampshire and Vermont.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Faukingham
and family are visiting relatives in
West Jonesport.
Coast Guardsman, 1st class L. L.
Benner and Mrs. Benner and
daughter Shelia were home from
Centerville, Mass., over the week
end.
Sgt. Oscar James Simmons of
Camp Edwards, Mass., was home
over the week-end to visit his
brother and- sister-in-law Mr. and
Mrs. Lester Simmons.

The community was saddened by
sudden death of Mrs. Georgia
(Kent, wife of David Kent, which
curred Sept. 9 at her home. She
L born in North Haven, the
Righter of Lorenzo and Mary
reenlaw. Her age was 62 years Buy War Savings Bonds and. Stamps

hard coal, egg. stove, nut
In. del Nut size and run
River soft, not «re™t
|l M. B & C. O. FER^y,
Tel 487 .
83-11
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Sheets
Imooth sheet, for busi|school—for typewriter.
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Vinalhaven Lions

Vice President Carver Pre
sided, Meek As a Lamb—
New Singers Revealed
Washington, Sept. 9—Members of men are not Improperly placed.
By Margaret Chase Smltl

Congress are taking a satisfaction in Many letters come to me from
The Vinalhaven Lions Club meet
the coming elections, because they families who feel that thelr men ing
in Union Church vestry last
are proof that our representative are not physically qualified for ac Thursday,
while handicapped some
tive
duty.
Unless
we
have
plenty
form of government can go on,
by
a
small
attendance nevertheless
even in a war where we have to of qualified doctors for proper carried on a very interesting and
examinations
of
the
men.
there
are
regiment to get efficiency.
meeting.
Maine's election comes
two bound to be some cases where men constructive
King Lion L. W. Sanborn had an
months before any other. I feel are taken who are not fit for com nounced
that at this meeting Vice
that both Members and the voters bat duty.
President Edw. O. Carver would sit
who elect them appreciate the The United States services not in
King Lions chair at the head
seriousness Of the right and duty only feed, clothe and house thelr of the
the
and preside over the
to choose carefully the men and men better than any other Nation, meeting.tableWhether
lt was the
but
they
take
great
care
of
them
women who will make up the next
thought
of
Lion
Ed
the
Congress. Members are realizing medically. Many men go into the whip hand over them holding
or not that
the responsibilities of their office in service and are “fixed up” better kept some of the members
away is
than they ever were. The Army is not known, tifit they need have
this crucial time.
no
I have not been in Maine as much now taking men with minor physi fear
for Lion Ed turned out to be
as I would have liked, because of cal defects which will be remedied. as meek
as the proverbial lamb.
i the feeling I should stay with the These men will serve in non-comThat
is,
he was meek enough up
bat
positions,
thus
releasing
fully
job in Washington whenever there
to
the
time
for the entertainment
was business to attend to here. It qualified men for combat.
committee to put on its program,
has been most helpful to see some The man in combat at the front and
then, when he found they had
of you citizens personally, to learn needs many men behind him in no program
to present, he put on
about your problems and views con non-combat service, and the WAAC one of his own,
in detail
cerning legislation which will be be the Waves and the B class of men and with many describing
a
juicy
“
bon
mot”
fore us in the House where I rep can do this.
his visit to an out of town Lions
•
•
•
•
resent you.
*
“Veni” • came: “Vidi” I saw; “Vici” I conquered. Julius Caesar said it centuries ago; Tum-A-Lum Farm,
some time ago, with Past
• * • •
Whenever a constituent brings a meeting
owned by Mr. and Mr*. George J. Horning, Sherwood, Oregon, are saying it today with Victory bulls.
King Lion O. V. Drew as a partner
spdcT&l
case
to
my
attention,
think

The three built pictured above are to be given as part of the War Time gift of 1,000 outstanding Jersey
The war means that civilians will ing a medical error has been made and pal. According to Lion Ed the
eirecto deserving owners of grade dairy herds. The Horning daughters, 7 year old Priscilla and 11 year
PEL. got lost in the wilderness of
have to get along with as little in
taking the man, I send it along the
•Id Patricia, are bidding the Victory Bulls a military farewell.
small town, and had to get help
medical care as possible. We do[ to General
O. Towne, Medical before
he was finally put on the
not have enough doctors for the Director ofJohn
Procurement and As right road
home.
service
men
and
/or
the
rest
of
us
signment
for
the
Selective
Service
SWAN’S ISLAND
STONINGTON
NORTH WALDOBORO
Reports
from
several committees
to go along as usual.
at Augusta.
Mr and Mrs. Maurice Sprague
Mr. and Mrs Leo Blood and fam
Mrs. Elizabeth Miller visited last
were heard among theip being a re
It is estimated that there are Board for Maine,
•
•
•
•
have gone to Thomaston where he week and Sunday with her friend, ily, and Mr .and Mrs. Montie 155,000 practicing physicians in this
port on the salvage committee by
has employment in Morse's Ship Mrs. Marie Burnheimer Pinkham Money and family' have moved to country. Besides the doctors now Dr. Roscoe L. Mitchell, Maine Past King Lion O. V. Dew. The
of Health, has asked my Club is slowly rounding out a com
in Damariscotta.
yard.
Rockland.
in the Army and Navy, another Director
support
of Federal appropriations
Mrs. Maggie Calderwood isspend1Mrs. Marne Kent is visiting her
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua Smith of 9,000 are needed at once. Orders1 for prevention and cure of venereal plete program for the collection of
ing
the
nights
with
her
friend
Miss
aunt in Manset for a few weeks.
Bucksport and Mr. and Mrs. Cum have been given to the agencies diseases and I have written saying scrap, and in this connection Lion
Charles Joyce Is buiding a fire Belle Sprague, since the call of her mings of Rockland were recent who are selecting doctors for the i that I support appropriations as Drew announced that at the Zone
services, to consider the needs of large as possible for this purpose. meeting which is to be held In
place for the Macdonald sisters of farm laborer, Guy Ames, to army guests of Mrs. Celeste Coombs.
communities
for medical service, To win this war we need a healthy Vinalhaven Sept. 24, State Chair
New York who have a Summer service.
Mrs. Myron Harding of Seal
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Vannah
of
when
selecting
a physician for people, and this class of ailment man Richard Hallett, of Boothbay
home here.
Mass., Mrs. Kenneth Harbor is visiting her husband at service.
Harbor, a talented writer and
Miss Nora M. Mohler of North Brockton,
is among the worst.
the Richards' house.
Boardman
and
son
Sterling
of
speaker, will be the speaker of the
The
problem
of
medical
service
is
ampton, jdass., and Miss Mary Indiana, Mrs. Randall Benner of
The War Department says that evening before the meeting. It was
Margaret
Drew
arrived
Friday
acute
on
some
of
our
islands
and
a
Hobbs of Framingham. Mass., Jefferson were callers on friends to resume her position as teacher
health of the Army is excellent, voted to replace the cot stretcher
petition has been sent to me from i the
have returned to their homes after here last week.
which
comfort the families bought by the Club for public use
in
the
school.
cne town saying that they want to i of the should
spending a month here.
men
in
the service. Death
Delmar Heyer and family have
Regina Weed, R. N., of Portland retain their only physician, until rates from all- causes remain very that was somehow lost tn transit
James A Mattingly of Orlando. moved from their former residence
about the time the steamboat was
another
can
be
secured.
•
Fla., who is U. S. Geological Sur near Feyler’s Corner into the Clar passed Labor Day here.
low. Health conditions in the Army discontinued.
Practically
everything
has
to
be
Mrs. Clarence Sawyer ’ and chil
veyor is stopping at the Trask ence Shuman house.
transported to this place by boat.1 outside the United States are very Special mention must be made of
House while he is surveying the
William Miller visited the week dren of New Jersey are in town. Steamer service has been discon favorable., There have been no the soloists discovered by Lion Drew
Erinor Blood has returned to tinued and small boats have to be serious epidemics and only slight when the Club sang “Home On The
islands around.
end and Sunday with his friend.
in hospital admissions due to Range" and he made several dif
Mrs George Smith has returned Norman
Twenstrup, at South Rockland
This isn’t very satisfactory, rises
queer
diseases peculiar to the new ferent members sing the verses as
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Dow have used.
home after spending the Summer Waldoboro.
citizens say, even in present good
in Rockland, where she has had
Wells are becoming dry and some moved their furniture to Portland. weather, and in bad weather, and parts of the world where our men solos, with the Club chiming in on
medical treatment.
the chorus. Some certain parties
farmers are hauling their supply of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Ellis and freezing, it would tie very serious ( have been sent.
family will occupy their house in case of accidents and for ex The War Department says abso sang who claimed they had never
The Observation Post is cnce water.
lutely that the jaundice which has sung a note before, and one Lion
again over on this side of the
W. N. Robinson of Sutton, Vt. here.
pectant mothers.
been showing up in a number of chipped in with a parody that
Island and each is taking his turn visited at Kendall Teague’s Sunday.
Mrs. Waverley Gross is Living with
It would take so much time, and the
camps, is not yellow fever and brought down the house.
for the 24-hour a day duty.
Miss Ada Winchenbaugh. Richard her sister Mrs. Lida Gross at the transportation would be so un
no relation to it, despite rumors
Lion Drew claimed afterward that
G. F. Newman has returned to Robie and friend from Wollaston, Greenlaw District.
certain, that doctors from other has
Mrs. Ruth Williams has gone to places probably would not come, and that there was a yellow fever while there were no Carusos or Bing
the island after spending sev Mass, and the Misses Lizzie and
Crosbys in the Club, they made a
Winnie Winslow of Warren were Portland.
eral months in Portland.
if they did, the services would i epidemic.
Venereal
disease
rates
have
shown
callers
on
Mrs.
Laura
M.
Teague
A.
H
Tuck
of
(Bar
Harbor
visit

Misses Jennie B. Lutz. Bessie E.
probably be too expensive, the peti- | a steady decline in the past few darn good showing for a crowd of
ed recently at John Dunton’s.
Kast and Virginia L. Kast of Har Sunday.
tion says. I have taken this up ■ months and are lower than at any men who used to think it was a bit
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jess
Mathews
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Blastow
risburg. Pa., have returned to
with proper authorities, but realize time since mobilization, the Surgeon slssified to sing in public.
Lloyd E. Webster of North Wey
their homes after spending their Stafford, Conn., Me. and Mrs. Ralph are living in the Carrie MacDon that with a national shortage of General
says. The Army is co-op mouth, Mass, was a guest at the
Dean
and
Mrs.
Winnie
Sherman
of
medical
men,
the
question
of
where
Summer vacations at their cottages
ald tenement.
erating closely with States and lo meeting. Among those most sadly
Waldoboro were evening callers on
here.
Mr. and Mrs. John Jenkins a doctor can be of the most serv cal
health offlcilas and in most , missed at this meeting was Lion
Mr.
and
Mrs.
G.
C.
Walter
and
Mrs.
ice
is
hard
to
answer
and
will
cause
Rev. H B. Stock, D.D., has re
(Justina Harding) and son Wil
communities
the local law enforce I Herbert Loveless of Somerville,
Maude
E.
Mank
last
week.
suffering whichever way it' is de ment agencies
turned to his home in Carlisle,
liam were recent visitors here.
have co-operated. i Mass, who all Summer has attendIn
the
absence
of
the
pastor
cided.
Our
soldiers
and
sailors
Pa., after spending two weeks at
Mrs. Ida Barter and grandson
There
is
considerable
demand for ed the Vinalhaven Club’s meetings
Chester
Duncan
supplied
the
pulpit
the Trask House.
Terrance were recent guests of must have the medical care they extending the zones around camps j and been a most welcome visitor but
need, if they are to defend us and where liquor may be sold or im
Mr. and Mrs Walter Chesney of the Nazarene church at Union in her brother Pearl Hutchinson.
it must be recorded that the house
the morning and here in the
and daughter Marylon of Portland afternoon.
Alvin Lord, who has been visi win the victory we all want. The morality is permittted. and Congress keepers are now figuring they will
remaining
doctors
must
distribute
have been visiting her parents,
friends here, returned to Con
is watching this very closely, since
Rev. Miss Perry has returned, ting
their services as well as they can we have passed a law giving the have to secure three pies less to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kent for a from
necticut
Saturday.
her vacation and filled her
and we can help by not calling a services authority to control this. have enough to go around, now that
week.
Lion Herb has gone. Which goes to
place
in
the Methodist pulpit last
doctor
unnecessarily.
Miss Winifred Norwood has re Sunday. It was Labor Sunday ^nd
The percentage of respiratory prove the old saw, “There is no
e e e a
CUSHING
turned to the island to five after her theme was on that subject.
diseases last Winter was very low great loss without some small gain.”
Dr. Louis Benson is having re
spending some months in Port Most of the Summer visitors hav
One reason why we must have compared to last year, and since Next meeting will be the Zone
pairs made on his house. S. H.
land.
ing returned home, the attendance Olson and brother F. G. Olson are adequate medical service for the the warm weather came the rate meeting to be held on Thursday,
Selective Service and the army and has shown a steady decline, for all Sept. 24, place not yet determined.
Miss Irma Morse has returned was normal.
the work.
navy is so that we can know our diseases.
home after visiting her friend
Mrs. E. G. Miller and children, doing
Mrs. Nora Ulmer is in Rockport
Mrs. Philip Whitehill in Schenec Adelaide and Gerald. Mrs. Laura
MATINICUS
with her sister Mrs. Susie Davis
tady, N. Y.
M. Teague and Mr. and Mrs. W. R. fcr
Millspaugh. of Summit. N J., Mrs. son Stanton of New Harbor, were
Mr and Mrs. O’Brien and Mrs.
an
indefinite
stay.
Walter were Sunday evening callers
Word has been received from J. Fulton Ferguson, son David, of recent callers on relatives in town. Kenneth Ives of Reading, Mass.,
on their old friend, Mrs. Doga Beverly
MINTURN
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
C. Geyer, who was re New Haven, Conn., Miss Pearl
and son Norman at cently inducted
Langille, Elizabeth and Richard
ST.
GEORGE
Violet Dunham and son Ronald Twenstrup
into
the
service.
He
I
Frank
Ames.
Waldoboro They were for
Elliot of Salem. Mass.. George
Mr.
and
Mrs. Warren Ford of
who were here for a few days, have South
is
now
stationed
at
Keesler
Field,
A
family
party
was
held
at
the
mer residents of this place, moved
returned to Bath. The former's to Denmark, the land of their na Miss., he reports it as being very Vannah. son George Jr., to Malden, home of Mrs. Emma Kinney re Thomaston visited1 her parents,
father-in-law returned with them tivity, then to Chicago and then hot there, and is stationed with Mass.. Mrs. Levon Cedestrom, chil cently. Those present were: Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Raynes over
dren, Karl. Allan, Paul and Anne, and Mrs. James Kinney and three the holiday.
Olive Walker is visiting at the to their present home. The party the flying squadron.
Supt. Allen made a trip to the
home cf Mr. and Mrs. Alden were lunched on blackberries,
John Olson took a party of 28 of Dorchester, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. children of Warren, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Libby, daughter Jane of
Stanley.
Island
recently.
to
Teel
’
s
Il?nd
on
a
picnic
recently,
Charles Kinney and daughter of
doughnuts and cream.
Belmont. Mass. Miss Fannie Crute Connecticut,
The Mary A made a special trip
in his new boat.
Elmer Davis is doing repair work
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Austin
Among those who have recently returned to Winsted. Conn., Tues Kinney and two children of here Saturday evening to get
on Maynard Dunham's house.
GLENMERE
Eddy Stanley is haying for Cal
painted their buildings and are in day to resume her teaching in the Spruce Head. Mrs. Merrill Wall, some cattle.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Holmberg progress cf so doing, are the fol high school a position, she has whose husband is in an army
W. B. Young was home from
vin Stanley.
John Martin spent a few days and family have returned to Rocky lowing. H. O. Morse. Maynard Mc held for the past 30 years.
training camp in Oklahoma, Mrs. Portsmouth for a few days last
Hill. Conn., having spent the past Cartney, F. G. Olson and J. Fulton
Word has been received from Burton Irvin whose husband is week. Mrs. Young went Tuesday
recently on the mainland.
Beverly Geyer, who was inducted also training in Florida., Alfred to Tenant's Harbor where she will
Evelyn Johnson and children month at the Johnson cottage. Ferguson.
Mrs. M. J. Maloney has returned into the service recently. He is Kinney, Elosia Kinney, Arthur remain with relatives for an ex
Vernon Franklin and Dorothy They were accompanied by Mrs
spent a few days last week at Holmberg's brother and son en- from a visit with friends in Boston now in Mississippi, with the air Kinney and Alice Kinney. Mrs. tended stay.
rcute to Willimantic.
corps, training for gunning serv Emma Kinney was guest of honor.
and vicinity.
Stonington
Milton Philbrook and family
Donald Watt who has employ
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Whitaker ice.
Marilyn Martin, and Bobby Mar
have
returned to Westbrook for
Miss Faustina Robinson has been
tin, who have been visiting here, ment in Bath was a recent guest have returned to New York, after
Annie Fillmore of Presque IsJe called to Waltham, Mass., due to the school year.
have returned to their home at of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wins a few weeks spent at Pilot Point, is the guest of her sister, Mrs. An the illness of Mrs. Sleeper.
Mrs. Marian Young has gone to
low Watt.
Vinalhaven.
guests of Mrs. Charles Bailey.
Braintree, Mass., for a few weeks
sel Orne for two weeks. Miss Fill
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Chaples of with her daughter, Julia.
Mr. and Mrs. William Ditchet
Colonel Merritt Edson of Wash more is a teacher in the high school
Charlotte Bridges and children
Barre,
Mr. and Mrs. Owen
and
family
have
returned
to
South
ington.
D.
C.,
son-in-law
of
Mrs.
Sheila and Lowell are visiting
Mrs. Lavon Ames was in Vinal
at Presque Isle, a position she has ChaplesVt.of and
Clark Island were din haven on business last week.
Weymouth, Mass. They were ac Mary Robbins, this town, figured held for several years.
here.
Laura Matthews has returned companied by Miss Dora Seavey conspicuously in the recent attack
Mrs. Chaney Ripley is visiting
H. L. Killeran has had new ner guests Sunday of Mr. and
of Port Clyde who will be their on Solomons Islands, he and his chimneys built in his house. His Mrs. Seymour Fuller.
home from Rockland.
relatives on the mainland.
Clyde Grant spent the week-end
Ralph Henderson spent a few guest a few days before entering men killed 17 Japanese in one cave daughter Miss Orpha Killeran, R.
Olennis Ames has returned to
days last week with his sister Eve Burdett College. Miss Seavey will at Tulagi Island, which was no N., is passing her vacation with with his family returning to Camp Rockland to attend school.
take a secretarial course.
small job, as not one Jap.surren- him, before returning to her work Monday. He was accompanied on
lyn Turner.
Raymond Ames resumed his
Fred Barter of East Weymouth dered. all had to be blasted /out of in the Augusta hospital where she his return trip by Alec Hathorne studies at Cobum Classical Insti
Mass., is visiting his brother-in-law their positions. In one dugout or is superintendent of nurses.
who will visit at Portland Head.
tute Monday.
LINCOLNVILLE
Byron Davis.
cave a single Jap, who had been in
Don Bryant has returned to his
Mrs.
Elsie
Wilson
of
Worcester,
Mrs.
Ada
Jenkins
is
recovering
Schools in town opened Tues
Mrs Julia Miller, who has been the cave with corpses for three Mass., jvho has been the guest of from an illness.
home
in New Jersey.
day for the Fall term with one guest of her sister, Mrs. Elsie Giles, days, was still firing. For two days her daughter, Mrs. Charles Bailey,
Roberta Young has returned to
Mrs.
Ture
Jacobsen
and
son
change in teachers. Miss Lydia the past few weeks, was called to he had lived without food or wa
Hyde Park, Mass, to attend school.
Pilot Point, returned home in com
Wing is taking the place of Miss Waltham, Mass., Sunday by the ter.
Many of the dugouts, con pany with Mrs. John Wheelock, Stanley have returned to Bath
Mr. and Mrs. Lent returned to
after spending two weeks at their
Jessie Young in the Miller District sudden illness of her sister, Mrs. tained as many as thirty or more
their home in Winthrop, Mass..
daughters,
Gretchen
and
Carol,
of
and the pupils are being conveyed Laura Sleeper.
Japs, some of which had to De Auburndale, Mass., who have been home here.
Mr. and Mrs Theodore Caddy of Thursday after their annual vacaby Wendell MacLeod
Mrs. L. C. Sheerer of Pawtucket, crawled into, in order to destroy spending their vacation at Pilot
here.
Connecticut spent the holiday tonFlora
George E. Dickey of Worcester, R. I., and granddaughter Gayle those in hiding, and could then be
Philbrook has so far reMass., is in town for a few days Treat of Thomaston, were guests exterminated only by dynamite or Point. Dr. and Mrs. Whitaker of week-end with Mr. and Mrs. movered from her illness that she
New
York,
are
now
guests
at
Pilot
Henry
Caddy.
called by the illness of his par last week of Mr. and Mrs. Frank hand grenades. Colonel Edson's
Mrs. Annie Kinney visited her has left Knox Hospital and gone
ents Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Dickey. Wiley.
family have spent several Summers Point. Mr. Bailey spent the week
to Bath where three of her sons
end
with
his
wife,
returning
to
her family here recently.
Mrs. Rachel Swift of Boston is
The Ladies' Circle will meet in town, at present his youngest New York. Monday.
have
employment.
Miss Charlotte Caddy and John
visiting in town with relatives.
with Mrs. Dorothy Hupper, Mar son Bobby is with his grandmother
Bud
Woodbury,
of
Braintree,
Kinney were at Portland Head for
Robbins, here, where he has spent
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dickey of tinsville. Thursday afternoon.
Mass., who was a guest at Mary
Belfast were calling on relatives
Dr. Merrill and family have re the Summer. The older son Austin Flint’s for three weeks, has re Labor Day. Alec Hathorne re home in Hyde Park Wednesday
turned home with them.
following a 10-day visit with Mr.
is in Washington, D. C. where he
in town recently.
turned to Cambridge. Mass
home.
Miss Edith Watts, Miss Cora and Mrs. John S. Ranlett.
Howard Pottle left on Tuesday
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ward of is a student at Georgetown college. turned
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hanley, son Murdough and Mrs Lewey Burned
Almon Cooper passed the holiday
for Camp Devens where he will Lynn, Mass., are at “Home Acres.” Mrs. Edson, has also remained in
Washington druing her husband's Paul, with their sister Miss Mary returned to Massachusetts Satur at his home here. Mrs. Cooper l£ft
be called for active service.
absence, where she is helping in de- Hanley and their daughter Wini day.
Friday for her new position in
Norman L Gray of Roswell Fly
Ten per cent of your income dense work.
fred of Dorchester, Mass., and
Misses Leola and Faustina Rob Cape Elizabeth.
ing Field. Roswell, N. M., is at
in War Bonds will help to
Harry Young took a crowd to Damariscotta, have returned to inson attended a picnic at Gay’s
home on a 15-day furlough.
their cottage a t Damariscotta, Island Labor Day with Bernard
build the planes and tanks Windsor Fair.
Mr. and1 Mrs. Arthur Wood and
after a few weeks spent with Mrs. Robinson and family of Thom
Register
of
Probate
Willis
Vinal
that
will
insure
defeat
of
Hit

son Ray of Bath were week-end
and Mrs Vinal of Warren, were at William Boynton and brother aston.
ler and his Axis partners.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Ross.
William McNamara at their farm
their cottage over the holiday.
Misses Patricia Cady of Albany, here.
ROCKVILLE
Clyde Maloney was at home from
N Y., and Barbara Fielding of
The
Fall
term of school opened
Glens Falls. N. Y.. who were guests Portland for the week-end.
John Egerton of .New York has Sept. 8 with an enrollment of 15
of Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Broughton,
at their Pleasant Fields heme for arrived at the Egerton farm, for a in the village school.
Charles P. Tolman and Mrs.
several days have returned home. vacation with Harold Goss, who
Ida Olson of the Gilbert' Beauty has been spending the Summer Florence Bolduc recently spent the
day with Mr. Tolman’s sister Mrs.
Salon. Rockland spent the holiday there
week-end at her home here.
Mrs. Lucia Cooley spent last William Dalton at her cottage at
F C. Wheelock, Jr., with a week in town at her rooms at W. Wildwood, Rockport.
Mi;s. Noyes Fanner passed a few
friend of the Harvard Medical A. Rivers’, while vacationing from
days this week with her parents,
school, has been the guest «of his her work in Thomaston.
Tom always soloa whaa ha
Miss Bernice Orne returned to Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Keller.
parents Rev. and Mrs. F. C.
Hero to a hotel for pocmaaont aad transient guests away from the
_ ricita
riii Kate—so there’s more of her
Several from the village attend1Shamoakin.
Pa.,
last
week
with
Wheelock
at
Gray
House
for
a
few
bustle 0< the commercial hotel, in a quiet, restful atmosphere youTl
Fruited Spice Cake for himt Kate
days.
the Cocks family with whom she ed Windsor Fair Labor Day.
win* her wing* with Rumford—the
enjoy. Only 6 minutes to downtown Boston fay rapid transit Family
Harold
Hall
has
returned
to
The past week has made quite makes her home there They have
baking powder that gives eakes each
•uttss availabl*. Garage facilities connected. No liquor sold.
a change in our Summer popula spent the past few weeks at their Houlton after being a week-end a lovely lightness, makes cookies that
calls on the boom! fRIli
Boom md hath hom S3 —double from 35 —suites from S3
tion, reducing it to nearly a mini Summer home, here, the former 'and holiday guest of his parents, everyone
Patriotic pamphlet of angaries*i raeMr.
and
Mrs.
Vesper
Hall.
Leander
Moore
place.
mum. Those who left fcr their
ipesl Conserve for victory, write
466 Commonwealth Avenue, at Charlesgate West
F. J. Hunter was at home from Rumford Baking Powder* Boa RS,
F. I. Geyer had employment at
homes were: Mrs. N. H. Street,
Square
■ Henry A. Burnham. Mgr.
Bath for the Labor Day week-end. Rumford, Rhode Island.
children. Roger and Mary Ellen, Medomak. the past week.
Mr. and Mrs M. F. McFarland,
Donald Moran returned to his
Mrs Millspaugh, daughter Estelle

AIR CORPS RATE!

wrier-Gazette
tKLAND, MAINE

[ANSWER TO
hSWORD PUZZLE

WAR NEEDS MONEY!

will cost money to defeat out enemy aggressors.
Your Government calls on you to help now.
Pledge today to buy Defense Bonds regularly. Make
[every pay day Bond Day by participating in the Pay
roll Savings Plan.
Bonds cost $18.75 and up. Stamps are 10i, 25i,
up.
Zf

The help of every individual ia needed.
Do your part by pledging to buy your share every
PV day.

Jtoana"—BOSTON
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Natural Wheat Enriches Bread, Aiding

To Take Part In Victory Gar
den Harvest Show At
Camden

««««

Farmers & Giving Health to Americans

n oramtoky
Correspondent

t.tt>a

’ g.wjy.wwip'iwn yr

.. The Camden and Rockland Gar
den Clubs have Invited Knox Coun
There will be a Study Class at 7 ty 4-H’ers to take part in their Vic
o'clock. Thursday evening in the tory Garden Harvest Show at Cam
Methodist vestry, the subject being den Opera House, Wednesday, Sept.
“The Story of the Christian 16. This show is one of thousands
Church.” The topic this week will
be “The World into Which Jesus being held all over the nation by
' patriotic and horticultural groups
Came.” All are welcome.
Tlie Baptist Ladies Circle will for the benefit of Army Emergency
meet Wednesday in the vestry, at ' and Navy Relief. E!ghty-flve per2 o’clock. There will be sewing ln i cent of the gate receipts, after de
the aftrnoon and a businss meet duction of Federal Tax, will be
ing at 5, when new officers will be turned over for this relief and funds
elected. Mrs. Herbert Nafcbert, who will be used to meet emergency
has been president of the circle for needs of families of men in our
the past fourteen years has re armed forces.
signed. Those on the nominating 4-H garden, crops and canning
committee: Mrs. Lucy Sillery, Mrs. members may exhibit according to
Minnie Wilson and Mrs. Minnie ithe appended list of classifications.
Newbert. Supper will be served at Exhibits may be mailed to Anna
6 o’clock and will be in^harge of Simpson, county club agent, Box
by ALICE ADAMS PROCTOR
Mrs. Ruby Hall.
415, Rockland, to arrive Tuesday, I IEALTH on the home front in
The Garden Club will meet at the Sept. 15 or may be brought to the
the war is the key to the sta
home of Mrs. Arthur Elliot, Thurs Opera House any time Tuesday or
bility with which the nation main
day afternoon. Miss Rita Smith Wednesday up to 10 a. m.
' 4-H members have been working tains Its vast production pace.
will give a talk on Roses.
When Paul V. McNutt, director,
Mrs. Kenneth M. Roes and hard this season raising and pre
daughter Mtss Patricia Roes were serving “food for victory.” This Office of Defense Health and Welovernight guests Friday of the for show offers a fine opportunity for far Services, recently* launched a
mer’s brother, Charles W. Brown, the boys and girls to exhibit some nation-wide campaign urging Ameri
of their efforts.
•
cans to eat health food he focused
Portland.
Following is a list of the classifi the spotlight on the necessity of
Miss Sally Gray left Mnday for cations eligible for awards.
“keeping the home energies burn
Auburndale Mass., where she will
Division 1
enter LaSalle University.
ing” so that victory might be as
Open to 4-H members 10-14 years sured. Diet and nutrition are as
The weekly meeting of the Con
tract Club was held Friday at the jof age inclusive. A member may important as military strategy.
Levensaler House, Knox street, with enter one or more of the following
War demands that all the natural
three tables in play, high scores classes providing the canning or food elements be put to work.
going to Mrs. Margaret Spear and vegetables are a part of his 4-H Director McNutt’s experts have
Mrs. Evelyn Robinson, Warren and project. Blue, red. and white tags turned their attention to basic
Dr Lucy Spear. The next meeting will be given the three best in each foods. Calory content, vitamin con
will be Friday at the home of Mrs. class.
Class 1—Three pint jars of three tent, and mineral content are the
Arthur Elliot.
measuring rods.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Ford who different fruits.
That is why wheat, one of the
Class
2
—
Three
pint
jars
of
three
have been guests of her parents,
great
vitamin storehouses (the ber
different
vegetables.
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Raynes, Ma
tinicus, for a week returned heme Class 3—Three pint jars of three ry contains thiamin, riboflavin and
niacin) has taken on such great
different greens.
Saturday.
imjfcrtance.
These health essentials
Class
4
—
A
group
of
at
least
four
Mrs. Cora Robinson entertained
different
vegetables
with
not
less
need
no
longer
be discarded under
the third* annual gathering of the than three of any one variety (for
the
millers
’
steel
rolls ln the pro
Robinson family recently at her garden project only).
duction of refined flour; they can
home on Beechwood street After
Class 5—Ten potatoes (fcr potato be saved, are being saved, for a
a delicious supper served by her, project
only).
creamy white flour that goes into
those present were entertained by
Class
6—Ten best ears of corn a new bread rich in power impulses
organ music, group singing, and (sweet com
project only).
secreted in the grain itself. *
kodachrcme slides shown by Orett
Class 7—Best quart of shell or
A new process for peeling the
Robinscn. Others present were W. dry beans (for bean project only).
wheat grain — removing the outer
N. Robinson, of Sutton, Vt., Mr.
Division 2
and Mrs. H. T. Batchelder of Wey
hull that refuses to be digested —
mouth, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Ken
Open to 4-H members 15-21 years makes this bread possible. The
neth Teague and family of Wal inclusive. Same as Division 1.
grain is neither cracked nor
doboro, Mr and Mrs. Walter Wil
scraped so that the priceless vita
Division 3
ley and family of Rockland, Fred
Open to 4-H clubs. Blue, red and min deposits are not disturbed. So
Robinscn, Cushing. Mrs. Blanche
white
awards will be given for the the bread becomes, In turn, a vita
Upham, F L. S. Morse, Mr. and
best
arrangements
of vegetables by min product, so high in natural
Mrs. G. A, Wade and Mr. and Mrs. a club. Exhibit must
be arranged vitamins that the flour from which
Orett Robinson and family.
in
a
space
of
not
more
than two it is baked requires a small per
Mrs. Sidney Barry of Groton, square feet. No restrictions
on cent enrichment of Vitamin B, to
Conn., and Mrs. Alec Wiggin of source of vegetables. The exhibits
Rockiand called on friends in town will be Judged on quality, arrange meet the Federal Standard set by
the U. S. Food and Drug Adminis
recently.
ment and variety.
tration.
Mrs James Carney and daugh
Credit for producing a bread
Division
4
ter Miss Barbara Carney went to
Portsmouth, N. H., Wednesday
Open to 4-H canning members unique in baking history must go
where they will be guests of the 15-21 years inclusive. Exhibit must to M. Lee Marshall, president of the
former’s mother Mrs. Margaret consist of five pints of five varieties Continental Baking Company, who
including meat—when added to developed the wheat-peeling pro
Pratt fcr a few days.
Miss Leona Frisbee and Miss bread and butter and milk will cess for its discoverer, Theodore
Sally Gray were guests of honor make a complete meal. This ex Earle, a California engineer. Mr.
at a surprise going-away party hibit should be accompanied by a Marshall now occupies an import
Friday evening given by the C.H.S. card 3*4 inches by 5 inches show ant position in the War Depart
Club and a group of friends. Each ing menu.
ment. A confirmed wheat worship
girl was presented a gift from “The 1
per, Lee Marshall grew up in the
Gang” while dancing and games 1 Roger Morse went to Beverly. Mass. flour business, lie started as a boy
furnished enjoyment. Refreshments Sunday where they will be the picking up spillings from wagons
were served and those present were guest
of their aunt and uncle. Mr. bringing grain to a mill in Missouri
Mrs. George Frisbee, Mrs. W. B. D.
Mrs. Oscar B. Anderson for a and ascended the ladder of success
Gray. Mrs. Dana Sawyer, the Misses and
until today he directs the multiBeverly Kirkpatrick, Jean Crie, week.
Ruth Miller, Esther Achorn, Gwen
dolyn Barlow, Florine Burnham,
FRIENDSHIP
Betty Barton and Glenice Lermond.
Charles P. Dodge Jr. is attending
Russell Kelley, Robert Young, Ben the Pratt Institute in Brooklyn,
jamin Smalley, Jr., Elmer Biggers, N. Y.
A
«
Jr., Lawrence and Walter Chap
Melvin E. Bums Jr. has returned
man, Glen Simpson, Lewis John from Boston, having motored there
NAOMA MAYHEW
son, Peter Lynch, Andrew Cooper, last week with Mr. and Mrs. Murry
Correspondent
George Tilson and Almond Pier Brown of Acton.Mass.
XX zs
Z*'. zs
pont, all ct Thcmaston, and Charles
✓X“nx zs
Miss Mary Packard is spending a
Huntley of Rockland.
Tel. 713
Mr and Mts. Harold Burton and vacation from her nursing duties in
daughter Marilyn returned to their Portland, with her parents Mr. and
Packard.
Mrs. Jessie Wing and her grand
home in Belmont, Mass, today Mrs.Almore
Mr. and Mrs. Chamberlin Sim daughters Barbara and Dottie Ann
after being guests of her aunt, Mrs.
mons were in Portland recently and Griffin of Haverhill, Mass., hav°
Josephine Stone for a few days.
James Dana left Monday for He also called on Mrs. Hazel Deane cf been guests of her brother and
bron where he is registered at He- Yarmouth.
sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
Llewellyn Oliver went to Boston Bassick.
bion Academy.
Mr. and Mrs. David L. Courier Monday on business.
George H. Thomas spent Monday
Mrs. Adriene Pelletier of Lewis
left Sunday for Medford, Mass,
in Portland cn business.
ton
is
guest
of
Mrs.
Bedfield
Miller.
where they will visit relatives while
Eben Randlett, Jr. is confined to
Mrs. Nellie Marriner of Water
Mr. Courier, who recentlj’ enlisted
in the U. S. Navy, awaits his orders. ville is visiting Mrs. Josephine his home by illness.
Mrs. Marion Bassick is enjoying
Miss Nellie M. Tibbetts arrived Laury and Miss Eda Laury.
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver, grand a vacation from her duties at
Sunday from Augusta and has an
apartment at the Lome of M:. and junior of the Grand Temple of Achoms’ Department Store.
Mrs. Wendall Barlow. Miss Tib- Maine, has received from Grand
Pfc. and Mrs. Chadbourne Rich
fcetr*. joins the oflice staff at the Chief Ida Nevers, that due to diffi ards were week-end guests of his
Maine State Prison, Monday.
culties of transportation it has been parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rich
John Dana arrived home Satur necessary to cancel the District ards.
day after being the guest of his Convention of the Pythian Sisters
Miss Marion Ferguson of Port
aunt and uncle. Mr. and Mrs. J. in Maine.
land who has been a guest of Mr.
Hayes Pulsifer, Canton.
The Methodist Ladies' Aid was and Mrs. Gerald Dalzell returned
Mrs. Frances Jealous will return entertained at the Alice Broas home Sunday.
to her home in Brookline, Mass. cottage Wednesday for an all day
Df. and Mrs. Leslie Arey of
Wednesday after being the guest of session,with a large gathering of
Chicago
are guests of his sister,
her son and daughter-in-law, Mr. members and invited guests. A box
Miss
Edith
Arev.
and Mrs. L. F. Jealous, Main street. lunch at noon was supplemented by
Miss Marie Young of Cambridge,
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Libby and refreshments and coffee served by
son Roger, and Mrs. Hiram Libby the hostess Miss Broas, assisted by Mass spent the week-end as guests
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
spent Saturday in Portland.
Mrs. Abbie Stevens. preceding
Mrs. Lee Walker entertained at the lunch, a business meeting was Herbert L. Young, coming to at
a tea Saturday afternoon at her conducted by the first vice presi tend the wedding of her sister. Mi=s
heme on Dunn street in honor of dent Gertrude Oliver. The name Muriel Young to Paul McFarland.
Miss Lucy Dickens, daughter of
Mrs. Douglas Walker and Mrs. of Miss Alice Broas was presented
Dr.
and Mrs. W.' L. Dickens, has
James French, both of Washing
membership.
returned to Gorham Normal School.
ton, D. C. Mrs. Albert Elliot artd forCapt
John Murley of Fairhaven,
Rev. and Mrs. M. H. Dorr. Jr.
Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton poured from was dinner
guest
Saturday
at
the
are
enjoying a vacation at Lake
3 to 4 and Mrs. Robert Walsh and
Mrs. Frank Elliot from 4 to 5. Olivers. He was accompanied by Megunticook.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tilden and
Seventy-five invitations were sent Clayton M. Oliver who has been at
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Beverage spent
which included friends from Thom his home for a few days stay.
Miss Rachel Stetson of Thomas the week-end in East Union guests
aston. Rockland, Camden, Belfast
ton was guest last Friday cf her of Air. and Mrs. Virgil Torrey.
and Union.
Miss Ethel Armstrong assumed
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Seekins and brother. Leonard Stetson.
•Luther Wotton returned home her duties as teacher in ira’h“Mrs. Edgar Libby spent Monday in
Saturday from Boston, gc-ing there matics at Thcmaston High School
Portland.
Monday mrning.
John Egerton arrived Sunday on a business trip.
Irving Moulton of Boston spent
Mr. and Mrs. George Straffin of
from New lork City and is at the
the
week-end with Mrs. Moulton at
Brockton,
Mass,
are
guests
of
Mrs.
Fge-ton Farm, Cushing, for two
Josephine Lawry and Miss Eda the home of her parents, Mr. and
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Malquist Lawry’ at her Forest Lake cottage. Mrs. Clarence Mitchell.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Pierce and
John Mulhall cf Wollaston, Mass,
(Charlotte Welch) are now resid
is visiting Mr and Mrs. Dalton daughter June of Clinton were re
ing in Portland.
cent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Nor
Miss Maxine Mitchell and Mrs. Wotton.
Mrs. Sidney Carter, Mrs. Ella man Fuller at their cottage at Nor
and Mrs. Nellie Wallace of ton Pond.
X’Famotis to relieve MONTHLY'S Morton
Miss Hazel Witherspoon, ac
So. Waldoboro are in New Bedford
companied by Mrs. Raymond Mavand Fairhaven^Iass. fcr a visit.
hew, left Mnday morning for
Boston.

CAMDEN

FEMALE FAIN
You who suffer such pain with tired,
nervous feelings, distress of ’’irregu
larities''—due to functional monthly
disturbances — should try Lydia E.
Plnkham's Vegetable Compound. It
has a soothing effect on one of wo
man’s most important organs. Also
fine stomachic tonic I Follow label
directions. Worth trying!

LYDWE.HNKHiM’SSSJSS,

OVER THE TOP
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McFarland-Young

UNITED STATES WAR

Miss Muriel Young, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert L. Yeung cf
Camden, became the bride of Paul
McFarland, son of Mrs. Evelyn Mc
Farland Williams of Portland, at

BONDS-STAMPS

i The Rev. Winfield Witham. per-

FOR VICTORY
wHk

Tuesday-Friday

Gautesen of Camden, William O.

Invite The 4-H-ers

Tel. 2228

Tel. 94

a pretty home wedding Saturday.

Iformed the ceremony.
1

Tuesday-Friday

Attending

M. LEE MARSHALL
farious activities of the far-flung
Continental Company. Marshal)
recognized the need for a bread
containing all the richness and
strength of the wheat grain. A sup
porter of the national bread enrich
ment program from the beginning
—Lis company is the largest single
enricher of bread in the country —
he never became detached from the
conviction that “wheat should be
put to work” to do a full nutri
tion job.
When the Earle process pro
duced its first peeled wheat and a
light brown flour resulted, Lee Mar
shall was not satisfied. He studied
public reaction and made repeated
further tests on flour streams, until
he achieved a flour that produced a
creamy white bread containing vita
mins so essential to health.
Diligence and costly research re
warded him when finally after
months of experimenting in his
Kansas City mill, he saw a creamy
white flour, rich in Vitamin B„
Vitamin B„ niacin and iron begin
to flow into the bins. There was no
question now about the creamy
white bread, high in natural wheat
vitamin content. In a few weeks,
Continental’s bakeries were produc
ing thousands of loaves of the new
bread which promises to help solve
the problem of undernourishment
among the country’s millions.
By actual test, in almost a hun
dred key cities of the country,
housewives recognizing the flavor,
the quality, fhe texture of the new
bread, are shown to be turning to
it at the rate of 5,000 housewives
a week.

the couple were Miss Marie Young
of Cambridge, Mass, sister of the
bride, anu Raymond Smith.
The bride wore a street length
dress cf red and white with cor
sage of white roses. Miss Young
wore blue velvet and her corsage
was of pftik roses.
Mrs. McFarland is a graduate of
Camden High School in the class of
1940 and Mr. McFarland is a
graduate of Camden High School
in the class of 1942 and is emplyed
at the Camden Shihpbuilding &
Marine Railway. The couple left
immediately for a honeymoon at
Norton Pond. Mrs. Evelyn Williams,
Mrs. Ruth Pease of Hope and Miss
Marie Young of Cambridge, Mass,
were among the guests from out of
town.

Darrach and R. L. Jones.
,

Mrs. Kenneth E. Nichols (Mina

Tower) and son. Tommy, on their
way to Hartford, Conn., from a
week in Brooksville, were overnight
guests Friday of Mr. and Mrs. H.
O. Heistad.

EAkM OF

Music

Rockport Farm Bureau will meet

Thursday at 10.30 for all-day
session with Mrs Hester Chase,
Beech Hill. Miss Lucinda Rich
will have charge; subject, “Home
Management.” Members are asked
to take dishes and silver.

Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Ingraham have
returned from a week’s vacation
spent at their camp at Norton Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Richards
i and sons, Carroll and Gerald, spent
-Sunday as guests of Mr. and Mrs.
APPLETON
Raymond Henderson ln Camden.
Callers
last
week at the home of
Mrs. William Howe of Long
Beach, Calif, is visiting her par Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Brown were
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Bowden, Mr. and Mrs. Ed- Fay of Rutland,
Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Roland Gushee
Sea street.
Depp Jones of Virginia has re I and family, Mr. Grace Brown, Mrs.
turned home after a visit with Miss Floyd Gushee and son, Mr. and
Lois Burns at the home of her par Mrs. Luther Calderwood of Woronoco. Mass, and Mr. Laurence Rob
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Orris Burns.
Mrs. Hildred Rider entertained bins of Searsmqnt.
The many customers of Ellis
Friday night two tables of bridge
with covered dish supper preceding Young of Thmaston, driver of a
play. Guests were Mrs. Marion bakery truck, regret his leaving.
Richards. Mrs. Nina Carroll, Mrs. Mr. Young is entegring the Navy.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hall and
Marion Ingraham. Mrs. Elsie Haw
kins, Mrs. Nellie Staples, Mrs. Marie daughter of Camden were guests
Bisbee and Miss Helen Small. High over the hliday of his parents, Mr.
score went to Mrs. Bisbee, with Mrs. and Mrs. Leslie Hall.
Recent callers of Mr. and Mrs.
Hawkins receiving second prize and
William Currer were Dr. ahd Mrs.
Mrs. Richards, consolation.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples and Paul Jones and daughter Sally of
family attended the Staples familv Union, Mrs. Pinkham ©f Rockland,
.reunion Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Davis of Rock
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Staples, Sears land and their son, Sgt. J. W. Davis
port. Miss Rita Cash also ac of Charleston, S. C., who is home
on a furlough.
companied them.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Fay of Rut
Miss Lucille Dean and Miss
Mass, were guests last week
Phyllis Carleton leave .Saturday for land,
of
Mr.
and Mrs. Roland Gushee.
Somerville, Mass, where they will
Mrs. Dora Jackson and son who
enter > Fisher College for business have
been visiting her parents, Mr.
training.
and Mrs. Merton Wadsworth, have
Mr. and Mrs. James Harper and returned to their home in South
daughter Jean of Westport were Windham.
dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and
Mrs. Blanch Brown is spending
Mrs. Everett Pitts. Jean remained a few days in Camden guest of her
for a longer visit but Mr. and Mrs. aunt, Mrs. Bessie Light. ,
Harper returned home that night.
Mrs. Julia Currier has been con
A meeting of the teachers of the fined to the house with a bad cold.
Baptist Sunday school was held Mrs. Evelyn Pitman and son
Friday night at the parsonage. Arnold of the Ridge were in North
Work for the coming year was out Vasselboro Sunday to see the new
lined and plans were made for Rally grandson bom to Mr. and Mrs.
Day to be observed Oct. 4.
Jonson Pitman.
Miss Agnes Robbins who is em
A meeting of the Rockport Farm
Bureau will be held Thursday at ployed by the Belview Hotel in
Chase Farm, Beech Hill, with din Boston is visiting her sister, Mrs.
ner served at noon under the di Cassie Paul.
Lorenzo Skinner and family who
rection of Mrs. Hattie Davies and
Miss Lula Payson. Topic for dis have been spending the Summer in
cussion will be “Home Furnish town, have returned to their home
ings.” Miss Lucinda Rich, Home in Ashland.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Calderwood
Demonstration agent, plans to be
and son Lee of Woronoco, Mass.,
present.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Smith, enroute were guests last week of her
from Vinalhaven to their home at mother, Mrs. Grace Brwn.
Quite a number from here at
Milwaukee, Wis., were overnight
tended
the Winsor Fair over the
guests Sunday of his aunt, Mrs.
holiday.
Effie Salisbury.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brown and
Walter Whittier, Jr. left Sunday
Brown
visited
for Bangor where he is enrolled as Mrs. Maynard
a student at Beal’s Business Cillege. friends in Newcastle Friday.
Miss Nancy Buck of Warren and
Mrs. Orlando Cole and son
Timothy returned fast week to Miss Vanessa Moody of the village
Philadelphia after spending the spent Labor Day with their grand
Summer at the Capt. Eells’ Boat mother, Mrs. Gertie Moody.
Barn residence.
Lorenzo Durling and Dick JackWEST WASHINGTON
son, who have been guests at the
Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Brainard
home of Mr. and Mrs. Orris Burns,
have returned to Royal Oaks, Mich. who have spent the Summer at
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Champney the home of their daughter Mrs,
and Mrs. Effie Salisbury* were in Lina Bartett have started1 for their
Vinalhaven over the week-end, home in California. A card' from
called there by the death of their them Tuesday said they had
sister, Mrs. Georgia Kent. They reached Michigan and having a
were entertained at the heme cf good trip.
Mrs. Cleo Bartlett came home
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Greenlaw.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Parker, Sr. from Gardiner General Hospital
of Searsport are spending a week Friday where she has had been a
with their daughter, Mrs. Frank surgical patient for two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Jones and
Rider.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Haining and sisters Geraldine, Arlene, visited
son Byron who have been at the here the past week and returned1 to
home of her sister, Mrs. Byron their home in South Coventry,
Rider, Camden road, have moved to Conn., Tuesday.
the Murray house on Pleasant
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wellman
street.
passed the week-end with his
Dr. J. F. Herlihy, who has been brother Alton Wellman.
spending the Summer at his cot
Mrs. Hazel Weaver and two
tage on Russell avenue, returned children of Jefferson are visiting
Saturday to New Milford, Conn, her mother, Mrs. Maud Hibbert.
where he is a teacher at Canter
Kenneth Priest left Tuesday for
bury School for Boys.
Nashville, Tenn., to enter the serv
Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Heistad en ice and his wife, Mrs. Mildred
tertained Sunday honoring Miss Priest R N., will leave Monday to
Borgi Naverstad and Miss Lilly join him there and also plans to
Hagh, of Camden, who will return
soon to Brooklyn. Other guests serve on a nurse's corps while Mr.
were Dr. and Mrs. Eivin Moss and Priest is in training. Mrs. Priest
Mr. and Mrs. Carl J. Swanholm of will be accompanied south by her
Thomaston, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas brother Elden Bartlett, who will
Anderson, Mrs. Anna Nelson and drive the car through and return
daughter, Miss Virginia Nelson of home by train.
Mrs. Walter Withee and five
Rockland, Capt. and Mrs. Gundersen and daughters, Sylvia and children of Detroit were at her
Barbara of South Hope, Mrs. Knut home over the week-end.

ECONOMY IN

cJke ^Kitchen

iy Gladyt St. Clair Heistad
Mrs. Foster L. Haviland, chair building the former Nathaniel Hawthome house at Tanglewood in the
man of Church Music of the Maine Berkshires
as a Summer studio for
Federation of Music Clubs, conducts , the Berkshire Music Center, have
an interesting feature in the Port j been made public by Mrs. Guy C.anland Sunday Telegram. Entitled nett, president of the National
“Hymns, Old and New,” the column i Federation. Senator Arthur Vanl denberg of Michigan, Dr. Walter
presents hymns familiar through Damrosch, Mrs. Mary Louise Curtis
long acquaintance — tender and Bok, Mrs. Elizabeth Sprague Cool
sweet and full of memories and also idge, outstanding patron of chamber
the newer hymns which are finding 1 music, are few of the many famous
their way into the latest approved men and women on the list. Other
hymn collections. The music is names noted are: Charles Wakefield
shown in each Instance, accom Cadman, Frank LaForge, Rudolph
panied by a brief story of composer Ganz, Dr. Edgar Stillman Kelley,
and author, and perhaps by men Booth Tarkington, and so oa.’
tion of some personal incident Practically the entire 48 States are
represented — Maine’s representa
which makes them alive.
The hymn shown in the issue of tive being Donald M. Payson of
Sept. 6 was “Portland,” the words I Portland.
• * • •
by Rev. Israel Jordan, and the mu
J
Mrs.
Gannett
states that as soon
sic by Dr. Lathan True. Dr. True’s
as
building
materials
become availa
name particularly -interests us, not
only because he was long a promi ble, the Hawthorne house, razed by
nent figure in Portland’s music fire in the 1890’s, will be rebuilt on
circles, but because of the local its original foundations and in
tough given through Alice Fiske replica of the original structure.
Sturgis’ study with him over some Andrew Hopewell Hepburn, Boston
period.
(Mrs. Sturgis was out achitect, will be the architect su
standing ln Rockland’s musical ac pervising construction.
• * * •
tivities for several years, both as
organist and pianist.) From Mrs.
The September issue of Readers
Haviland’s article we learn that Dr. Digest contains a fascinating artl*
True received his early training cle about the broadcast known as
from Hermann Kotzschmar, whose '“Wings Over Jordan” which I have
name has been perpetuated through mentioned before in this column.
the gift of his namesake, the late This broadcast given every Sunday
Cyrus Hermann Kotzschmar Curtis, morning has more than 10.000.000
namely the Kotzschmar Memorial people listening to it, and William
Organ at Portland City Hall. (1912). F.'McDermott in the original article
Dr. True spertt three years ln in the Progressive tells how it is
Leipsic studying with Martin the outgrowth of a dream held by
Krause, a Liszt pupil, followed by a an illiterate sharecropper’s son who
course with the famous English back in his early plantation days
theorist, Dr. Ebeneezar Post. Sev longed to proclaim to the world the
eral times he returned to London virtues of his race.
for further study in various spe
cial branches. Dr. True taught
UNION
piano in Portland for 25 years, dur
ing which time he conducted Fire of unknown origin destroyed
choruses, and a small orchestra, the house and barn on the former
played the organ in various Wilson Merriam place at 2.30 Fri
churches, finally succeeding Dr. day morning. The place was un
Kotzschmar at the First Parish occupied but had been bought by
Unitarian Church after 47 years of Mauristi Laine of New York City,
who had planned to move to Union
service.
• • • «
next month. Saved were outbuild
ings
including a hen house and
Among the new pictures attract
ing no small amount of attention small garage. Union firemen used
is “Holiday Inn” which has tunes water from a well on the George
by Irving Berlin, and the flrst movie Robbins place. There was insurance
conjunction of Bing Crosby and and estimated value of the loss was
Fled Astaire. The film has charm set at $2,500.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Drum
ing Irving Berlin melodies. Five
years ago “Holiday Inn” was’Just mond of Long Island, N. Y. are at
a “musical note in Berlin’s melo their place here for a few days,
dious mind.”
His wish was to having arrived Saturday, accom
drape a Broadway show around a panied by Mr. and Mrs. Allen
series of songs for national holi Drummond. The latter couple (cdays of this country. And now we turned Monday.
have “Hoiiday Inn.” Two of the
Miss Jones of China occupied
best songs in the movie are “Abra the Methodist pulpit Sunday and
ham,” a solid swing spiritual for gave a stirring message.
Lincoln’s birthday, and “Let’s Start
Miss Hazel N. Lane of Rockport,
the New Year Right.”
director of rural religious educa
It is said that Fred Astaire shows
held a service Sunday at the
no sign* of slowing down. Each tion,
North
Chapel. Much inter
of his routines have a new and est wasUnion
manifest
and there was a
different sparkle. One dance has large turnout. This
had
an intriguing story—a Fourth cf not been opened for chapel
years,
and
July number, it is done to the ac women of the community assisted
companiment of torpedoes and fire Mis* Lane in preparing it for use.
crackers, in Astaire’s favoite stac Sunday School was attended by 35.
cato buck and wing, of course with
fresh frills. We’d know it would
dazzle any audience, but it was a
GLEN COVE
headache for studio technicians. Mrs. Marjorie H Wood of Woods
Astaire could explode his own tor ville, Mass., son William and Mrs.
pedoes, but the firecrackers had to Helen McLean of Arlington have
pop in time with his tapping feet. been recent guests df Mr. ana
So—technicians built an organ that
Donald Wood.
would set off the crackers electri Mrs.
Mrs.
Agnes Studley of Home
cally to enable the organist to play stead, Fla.,
her sister Eva Newton
the explosions at exactly the right
and
daughter
Norma of Portland
time—or spots—in the score.
were recent guests of Robert
• • • •
Names of nationally prominent Studley.
sponsors for the “Little Red House”
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Worf
project of the National Federation
of Music Clubs, which involves re Wondersl

' PERSONAL Stationery

fruit
8calloped Apples and Cheese

K

cup fine bread
crumbs
< cooking apples,
sliced thin

Have distinguished letter
papef, visiting cards, and
“note briefs,” at little coeL
“Say It Smartly**

Job Printing Dept.

cups

shredded
American
cheese
Salt
2 cups milk

Line a greased 2-quart baking
dish with bread crumbs. Place al
ternate layers of apples and cheese
In dish; sprinkling each layer of
cheese with salt Top layer should
be cheese. Pour milk over all,
sprinkle with crumbs and bake in
moderate oven, 350* F., for 30 min
utes, or until apples are tender. 6
large servings.

TEL. 770

The Courier-Gazette
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Nut Crusted Apples
baking apples
U cup bread

tbs. apricot
preserves
1 egg white.
Itgatly beaten

crumbs
cup brown
sugar
la cup chopped
nuts

ti

A SUP

Wash, core, but do not peel
apples. Cut ln %-lnch slices, brown
on both sides in a little sausage
fat Sprinkle lightly with salt, add
a little granulated sugar, coutinue
cooking over low heat until apples
| are tender and lightly gla$e^

1

3

4

SJ

7

II

IX

IH

15

IB

1$

Core apples. Fill centers with
apricot preserves. Brush apples with
egg white, coat with bread crumbs,
brown sugar and nut mixture. Add
water and bake ln moderate oven,
350* F., for 45 to 60 minutes.

Fried Apples

__

Mrs. George W
ained her contra,
jfternoon at her ho::
street.
The Albert H Newt
nill meet Friday t
sonic Temple. Ti.
ire Mrs. Milton Grifl
Spaulding. Mrs. Gra1
Mrs. Gecrge Gay.

Pupils and staff o
[Gaining School, wh<
Jarthgannon Lodge
since June 11, will le
uorning by train 1<
I J, Winter quarter!
d the present tin ■
mpils in the school
timbers 54. Miss Jf
iirector and princip.<
vho has been a pathbounty General Hos
■onvalescing at the ll
•eturned to the loi
X
—---Mr. and Mrs. R
ind daughter, Loul

vere week-end gut [
4rs. Frank W
i venue.

Mrs. Harriet Level
\twocd, have been
ievensaler’s sister,
jraham. Masonic
five weeks They le
levensaler for her
aridge. Mass., and
for Lakeville. Conn
the teaching staff a(|
School.
Free .Fingerwave
manerit. Cora Rul
St.,* City. Tel. 1120-1

Visi> Lucien K.
second floor. 16 Sch|
Fellows Block, CitCoats and Cloth Co:
prices.
Complete line of
Simplicity Foundal
(front lacing cors< |
etc. Expert fitting
Mrs. L. K. MansfielJ
Phone 1100, Rockl.f
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An Action Pack

Thrills
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JANE II
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Baked Minceme-* Apples
Wipe, pare and core four large
baking apples. Place in pan with
1 cup ligli: corn syrup. Simmer
slowly, tuni'ng apples frequently
until they are tender, yet hold their
shape. Remove to casserole and
fill cores with mincemeat. Place a
marshmallow on top of each apple.
Pour syrup around them and bake
in hot oven (400* F.) until marsh
mallows are puffy and brown.

Mr. and Mrs. Geo:
ind, who have bee.i
fmberhind’s mothei
yllley. Old County
urned to their home
N H.
_

Answer to this puzzle on page four

Five Suggestions for Serving Apples

Apple Porcupines
This makes an attractive dish for
a children’s party. Provide each
child with an individual red apple
"stuck" with sandwiches. Prepare
ribbon sandwiches using the chil
dren’s favorite spreads: peanut but
ter, jelly, preserves, cream cheese,
honey, etc. Cut sandwiches in cubes,
stick on ends of toothpicks and
ways of serving this important force into apple.

Miss Marion Harvi.
<rs Finma Harvey, 11
ft Saturday for G 1
h00l for her Senin:
Jlss Harvey, who tr.
istine Normal Scla
ending there two
ently received fro
rail Drincioal of tlie
E.S.N.S., Alum:
iward.
_____

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ii

As there definitely is going to be
less dried fruit for the American
menu and as canned fruits are
somewhat uncertain, fresh fruits
will become more and more Im
portant as the months of war
stretch ont
Apples are, of course, one of the
best of the winter fruits because
they are inexpensive, are adapted
to almost endless recipes and have
a good content ot Vitamin C. They
also have a lot of natural sugar
which ts important in these days
of sugar rationing.
So, the following tested recipes
from Vivian Whaley, director ot the
A A P Kitchen, may suggest new

and Mrs. Alt<
Ethel Hayes) of I
nests recently Mr. ai
,orton of Camden i
ard Hayes, and Mi
Portland, forme:
dockland.
_____

&

52 153

r

55
. -

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
46-Hol low-horned
ruminant
11-Equellzed
48- Wild
13- Not yet feathered, 49- lnflamed epot
as a bird
50- Fur4>earing animal
14- Narrew road
(Pl.)
15- Epoch
52-Decayed
17- Tardy
54— Numbers between
18- Uneven
12 and 20
19- Eternity
55- Wante
20- Turf
21- Tellurlum (abbr.)
VERTICAL
22- Serpent
24- Preflx. Backward
25- Runs out suddenly
1- Spartan bondman
28-Faetene securely
2-Avoided
91-ln a greater degree 3- *3plit
32- Preflx. Before
4- Untt'. 33- Judges
5- A compete point
35-Guldes
(abbr.)
37-Exlst
6- Father
3ft-Become tainted
7- Old length measure
40-Preposltion
8- Exclamatlon of
42-Miechievous child
sorrow
‘
44-Branch of learning
9- Rotating parts of a
48-9trlke gently
machine
HORIZONTAL
1-An egret
5-A fruit (pi.)

VERTICAL (Cont.)
10-Native of Sweden
12- Acts
13- Walklng-stieke
16-Length. measure
22- Small particles
23- Repulse
26- Corroded
27- Fish eggs
29- A constellation
30- Guided
33- Reduce in rank
34- Boxes
35- Metric measure of
capacity
35-Gazed
37-Illiberal adherent
of a religloue
creed
39-Crude metal
41-Unfastene
43-Top of the head
45-Carry (colloq.)
47-Half a acore
49-Salnte (abbr.)
51-Rupeea (abbr.)

63-Ahead

,

THCRSD

Wanna Laugh'
Picture Cause It^
Lough-Lit

BERGEN»I
FIBBER McGI
LUCILLE

SHORTS

Tuesday-FrlcJay

I
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KEATING-MAX WELL
Miss
Bette Maxwell, daughter cf
Rockland Soldier Weds Brooklyn Mrs. Paul Maxwell. Winter street.
Girl at Langley Field
Auburn, Mass., was married Sept. 8 Held In North Waldoboro 1 Adult Women Informed Of
The 4-H Boys and Girls
in the Chapel of Annapolis Naval
The weding of Miss Frances M. Academy to Ensign David Keating.
Was Attended By 103
Material Program
Won Many Awards At
Codey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry McLain
Persons
Changes
’Scotta Fair
John Henry Codey, Sr., of Brook- Keafing of Lee. formerly of Rocklyn, and Master Sergeant Maurice land.
The Mank Family held its 28th
Garden and canning exhibits
This is to acquaint adult women
Cadet Robert E. Barde came Sat K. Shepherd, son of Mr. and Mrs. * Miss Norma Card of Auburn was reunion in Maple Grange Hail, at
who
are
interested
in
taking
Red
took
the lead this year as Lincoln
urday to Join Lis father, Capt. John D. Shepherd, of Rockland, bridesmaid and a classmate of , North Waldoboro. Sept. 2, this
took
place
in
the
Catholic
Chapel
Ensign
Keating
was
best
man.
Cross
Home
Nursing
in
Rockland
County 4-H members sent many
Elmer E. Barde of Arlington, Va.,
being the fourteenth . consecutive
who has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. at Langley Field, Va., Aug. 24, at I Mrs. Keating wore a gown of
that the program has been mate project exhibits to Damariscotta
| white silk marquisette and lace cut
lC
been held m^ tbj.s con_
Robert H. House. Camden road. 2.45 in the aftemon.
rially changed. This change has Fa r, Sept. 1st and 2d. A new’ fea
Miss Kathleen V. Cody, sister of hoop skirt style en train with' ?e?!ent
- T?e fiTst
Young “Bob” came to assist in cele
By K. S. F.
been made by National Society be ture this year was the canning
the
bride,
was
maid
of
honor,
and
fingertip
veil
of
tulle
and
lace
^eld
®
°
d
s
P
rll
}g
Grove,
East
brating his grandfather’s birthday.
Master
Sergeant
G.
Canestrari
was
I
caught
with
orange
blossoms
and
''
alaobero.
cn
the
farm
now
owned
cause the Red Cross Hc-me Nursing j booth in w'hich 4-H girls worked
,
both return Tuesday,'
(carried an old-fashioned bouquet- toe president. L. I. Mank.
Ca^>t. Barde to Arlington, Va., and best man.
Course is adaptable to the needs, Tuesday and Wednesday afterTh? belladonna, or nightshade,
The bride wore a brown crepe of white roses and lilies of the valThe day was a
war.m for cfn]"
Fobert to Blacksburg, Va., where he
interest and abilit es of every class i noons. They canned plums, peaches, with purple flowers and black ber
afternoon
dress,
with
Australian
,
ley.
Miss
Card
wore
ice
blue
*
crt
but
103
sat
down
to
a
delicij
tomatoes
and
blackberries
by
the
I j a student at Virginia Polytechnic
green accessories, and the maid of marquisette and satin with match- 1 cus P/^n13 dinner, consisting of group. This course may now be hot w’ater bath methed and beets ries, has been found growing on
Institute.
honor wore a crepe dress of Austra ing hat and carried an old-fash- every.h-ng eptable and in abund- taught bv either of the following in the pressure cooker and using Grove street in Bangor. Children
have been warned against the ber
ioned bouquet of sweetheart rcses. 1 ance After dinner a.l repaired to two nlans:
the new screw top type jars.
Mr and Mrs. Albert Wallace en lian green with brown accessories.
ries. which they have used in deco
Ensign and Mrs. Keating wi’l th? hall above where" President
An
informal
reception
was
held
The
continuous
plan
is
in
use.
Girls
demonstrating
in
the
booth
tertained Miss Bertha McIntosh
rating
their mud pies. Here they
have
a
10-day
trip
to
Washington
Mank,
called
the
meeting
to
order
\nd Frank Young Sunday at a beef at
OQntthe residence of Master Serg- and New York State, after which The same officers were chosen— There is a change in the minimum were Muriel Cunningham, Helen are red.
and
Mrs.
G.
Canestrari
at
time
requirement
for
adults.
This
, Humason, Sheepscct; Lorene Vansteak fry at the Borgerson cottage
ant
• * • *
Langley Field, Va., immediately Ensign Keating will enter Cornell President, L. I. Mank; vice presi- may be given in a minimum of j nah, Louise Vannah. Beverly Han
Ash Point.
for a four months' course in ad- ! dent, George Benner;secretary, F. four weeks. The total number cf cock, Nobleboro; Evelyn Clark,
Baseball has grown so popular in
after the wedding.
vanced engineering. — From theiA. Flanders; treasurer, H. B. Bow- hours remains the same, a mini Elzabeth Sawyer, Mary Sawyer, many Central and South American
The
bride
is
secretary
to
Cap

Mrs. Leonard Campbell and
Worcester Telegram of Sept. 9.
i ers; dinner committee, George mum of 24 hours for adult classes. Lorraine Curry and Dorothy Har ccuntries that it is rivaling the
daughter, Judith, Mr. and Mrs. tain E. F. Cavanagh. Jr. of the
The bride has visited in Rock- Benner, OraviUe Sherman. Alice
Spanish “sport” of bull-fighting.
The interrupted plan is a new den, Rockland.
Arnold C. Rogers and Mrs George Army Air Corps, New York City.
• • • •
The groom was a graduate of land and is enthusiastic about the i Duncan and Isabelle Sprague, pro- plan developed to meet the needs
A special exhibit showing the
Avery, who have been visiting here Rockl&nrl*
“hTZT nf I beauty of the place and of the hos- gram committee Mrs. Duncan.
of
people
who
feel
they
cannot
give
amounts
to
can
and
store
for
each
KocKiana
High
school
class
oi
|
„
lfol
Voted
tQ
hold
the
reunion
at
the
1933
and
for
ten
years
was
em-l*^
1
*
of
P
eople
whom
she
met
<
the last two weeks, have returned
The nrdget auto was speeding
the time to taking the complete person for one year with a repre down the road.
to their home in Portland
About every
same
place
and
on
the
last
Wedcourse on the continuous plan. sentative amount of these was at seventh foot it would hop into the
ployed at the William Glendenning
nesday
in
August
unless
deemed
Mrs. Donald Farrand, Talbot market. He enlisted in the U. S.
Mrs. Seth Low has closed her unwise by the secretary. A vote Under the interrupted plan the tractively arranged against the air five feet or so, then dash on.
avenue, will entertain members of Army Signal Corps Sept. 27. 1940 cottage at Battery Beach and re !of thanks’ was extended to Maple course may be divided into the bluegreen burlap background.
Finally a ccp halted the driver In
Projects represented in the club bewilderment.
the Tonian Circle, Wednesday eve and has received rapid promotions, turned to her home in New Ycrk, Grange for their continued cour- four units described in the new
ning. ,
Red Cross Home Nursing textbook, members’ exhibits w’ere garden, po
holding the rank of Master Serg Saturday.
"Say,” he barked at the driver,
I tesy and generosity.
and a class group may elect to tato, bean, canning, sewing, cook
eant.
I The collection amounted to take anv one or more of the units. ing, poultry and pig. Following ls "Am I crazy or whatll wrong with
Mrs. Robert B. Magune, North
that puddlejuniper."
Miss Nancy Howard has entered $10.96.
The Red Cross Home Nursing the premium list.
As co-hostesses Mrs. Bertha
Main street, left Monday for Glen“Nothing, officer,” apologised the
Mrs.
Duncan
presented
this
pro

4-H Premium List Lincoln Coun driver, “It's me. I’ve got thp
rock, N. J., where she will visit her Humphrey and Mrs. Junetta Kal upon her studies in the School of gram : All men called to their certificate will be issued to students
daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and loch will entertain the Educational Nurses of Peter Bent Brigham Hos I .eet with bowed heads, in re electing the interrupted plan only ty Fair—1942.
hiccoughs.”
if the entire course (4 units) is
Bean—Junior— 1st Stanley Jones,
• * • •
Mrs. Robert G. Dunton.
Club Friday, 3 to 8.30 p. m. at pital, Boston.
spect to the departed members. completed within a period of six Wiscasset; 2d Manlev Jones. Wis
the Humphrey Cabins, Glen Cove,
ARMY HUMOR
Mr. and Mrs. John May and Piano Solo. Espar Mank; interest months.
casset; 2d Ronald Hodgdon, Wiscas
Mrs. Alfred G. Hempstead gave near bus line on Route One. Mrs.
ing
remarks.
W.
R
Walter;
trum

If
woman
ls the basis of the
The minimum time requirements set: 3d Robert Colpitt, Aina; 3d
a talk on “Superstitions” at the Humphrey is honoring Mrs. Kal daughter Betty, have returned to
September meeting of the Baraca loch as the latest life member of their home in Cleveland. Ohio. pet and trombone duet, Lilia John for each unit under the interrupted Reynold Cunningham. Sheepscot. , largest single category of Army
Class of the Methodist Church this club which now has 42 "Lif Mrs. May and Betty have been son and Chester Duncan; song, plan are:
Bean—Senior—1st Calvin Cheney, ■ jokes, as she unquestionably is, the
pun is still the most popular type
How to Take Care cf Mother and Aina.
Wednesday night. The meeting was ers.” Box lunch at 6, speakers spending the Summer at Crescent |I John. Elinor and Maurice Boynton.
Sweet Corn—Sen'or—1st Calvin of humor.
held in the vestry following a pic and current news.
Beach, Mr. May joining them re- j James Whalen and Kenneth Dun , Baby, 12 hours in two weeks.
can, who responded to an encore;
The girl asks the doctor how to
What to Do When Sickness In Cheney, Aina.
nic supper, arranged by Mrs. Fan
cently fcr a brief vacation.
i
remarks, Rev. Sidney Packard; vades the Home, 12 hours in two
Garden— Junior— 1st Norman get rid Of a little wart, “Shoot
nie Dow, Mrs .Leona Flint and Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. Edward Gonia are
I trumpet and trombone duet, Mr.
Bragg, Orff's Corner; 1st, George him or marry him," replies tne
Ivy Chatto. They were assisted by attending the Gift Show in BcsMr. and Mrs. Raymond Ander- an£j Mrs Chester Duncan; vocal weeks.
Health and Happiness in Home Benner, Bristol; 2d Maurice Has medico.
Mrs. Lena Stevens, Mrs. Ella tcn.
• • • •
sen cf Talbot avenue, will enter- | duet, Cora Mank and Lura Walker; Life, 10 hours in two weeks.
kell, Orff’s Coiner; 2nd Wallace
Browne. Mrs. Rose Gardner and
tain Tuesday evening fcr the j trumpet duet, Elizabeth Miller
In
order
to
relieve the present
How the Community Protects the Prock. Orff’s Corner; 2d Howard
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Wiggin of benefit of Pleasant Valley Grange. and Lllla Johnson; quartet singing,
Mrs. Vincie Clark. Fifty were pres
shortage
of
meteorologists,
train
Health
of
the
Home
and
Family,
Bryant,
Bristol;
2d
Edward
Clark,
ent.
Bangor are occupying a cottage at Supper will be served at 6 c clock Boynton trio and James Whalen;
South Jefferson; 2d Errol Clark, ing courses will be made available
Union during the former’s annual and games will be played during ; remarka by Mrs Adciie w^r. 10 hours in two weeks.
No more than four hours of in South Jefferson: 2d Evelyn Gibbs, in five leading universities at gov
Miss Gloria Lundell of Hartford, vacation.
the evening.
Mrs. Laura Teague and several struction. divided into two periods, Wiscasset; 3d Shirley Cain, Wiscas ernment expense. Women are es
Conn., was home for the week
------! others; closing song. “God Be With may be given in any one day.
set; 3d, Theodore Clark, South Jef pecially \irged to take this train
end. Her father, Charles A, LunMr. and Mrs. Wilpas Sallinen
Mrs.
Annie
Thorndyke
who
has
I Ycu Til We Meet Again.” Ice
Any women interested in taking ferson; 3d Ava Shattuck, South ing, which is open to both men and
dell, has recently undergone an were overnight guests of Mr. and
appendix operation and will return Mrs Shirley Barbour in Eastport. been visiting here and in Camden, cream was served. Several honor any one of these Units, or all four Newcastle: 3d Ancil Prock, Orff's women. Applicants must be col
has returned to South Hcpe.
guests were present and members units, are requested to notify, by Corner; 3d Allen Benner, Orff’s lege graduates or seniors, between
to this city for convalescence.
------j
as
far distant as Bath. W. R. penny postcard, Mrs. H P. Blodg Corner; 3d George Carruth, Wis 20 and 30 inclusive, able to pass
Mrs. Edward M. Brown of Win
Mrs. Choris Jenkins will enter Walter was the oldest guest pres ett. 150 Talbot avenue, Rockland, casset; Aubrey Carruth, Wiscasset; the Civil Aeronautics Administra
Mrs. Harry E. Wilbur and son, throp, Mass., who has been visit
before Sept. 15. If a sufficient 3d Robert Grover, Birch Point; 3d tion physical examination, and citi
Frederick, have returned from Am ing her husband at the Thorndike tain E.FA. Club Wednesday aft ent.
We all feel this reunion ranks number of women are interested, Hollis Erskine, Wiscasset; 3d Allan zens of the United States. Upon
herst, N. S., where they visited Hotel returned yesterday, accom ernoon at her home on Pleasant
among the best and much credit then an attempt will be made to Newcombe, Walpole.
sucessful completion of their study,
three weeks with Mrs. Wilbur’s panied by Mr. Brown who is on a street.
is due our entertainment and pro- form classes in Home Nursing.
Garden— Senior— 1st Roberta graduates will be expected to take
parents, Mr .and Mrs. Charles week’s leave of absence from his
assist-, Please state whether afternoon or Splettstoezer, North Edgecomb; 2d a position in the U. S. Weather
Brooks.
Mrs. Mary Robbins of comdnn
Camden gram committee and)q]]their
rnnrArnp/
Naval duties here
ants.
In
behalf
of
all
concerned,
evening classes are preferred' Be Thomas Colpitt. Aina; 2d Oscar Bureau as junior meteorologists
street recently spent a few days
F. A. F.
explicit, and prompt, in making Hanley, Bristol; 3d Lcrene Vannah, ($2000 per year) cr a commission
Mr. and Mrs. Frank McGuire of
Mr. and Mrs Guy Nicholas of with friends in Bath and Westport. 1 say thank you!
reply as proper Instructors will Nobleboro; 3d Stephen Prentice, in the Army or Navy.
Calais are visiting at the home of South Portland spent the week-end
For acceptance in this nine
have to be secured providing a Bristol.
their daughter, Mrs. Allston E. in Rockland and at Crescent
SPRUCE
HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Alwin French were
months
’ course, applicants must
large
enough
group
responds
to
Potato
—
Junior
—
1st
Bernard
Smith, Broadway, where they Beach. Mr. Nicho’as is having a week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Charles Murphy and Miss make it worth while.
have
completed
cne year of dif
Grover,
Birch
Point;
2d
Jason
Edplan to spend the Winter.
week's vacation.
Harry Rogers, South Waldoboro.
Helen Meservey entertained over
ferential and integra calculus and
Mrs.
H.
P.
Blodgett
gerly,
Jr.,
Aina;
3d
Fred
Potter,
1 the week-end Mr and Mrs. Charles
South Newcastle; 3d Malcolm Rus one year of college physics. Tui
Walter S. Rice, who is employed
Miss Ruth Gregory has returned
Miss Ethel Smalley, who is em- W. Morton of Portland and Mr.
tion. books and subsistence will be
sell, Bristol Mills.
in Portland, was in Rockland Sat ito Madison where she ls teaching ployed in Washingtn, D. C., is hav- and Mrs. George Bean of Rock
APPLETON
Potato—Senior—1st Clayton Dol- paid by the government. Before
urday, on his way to his home In mathematics in the High School. ing her vacation and is visiting her i land.
Mrs. Irene Mink has returned loff, Medomak; 2d Calvin Chenev. appointment can be tna^p, appli
Bucksport.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jacob
Mr and Mrs L. R. Tinney and home from Attleboro, where she Aina; 3d John Damon. Aina; 3d cants must have acquired a private
Mrs Bessie Sumner has returned Smalley, Willow street.
James Hughes have returned to underwent surgical treatment. While Donald Achorn, Orffs Corner.
plot’s certificate of coinpetancy
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Moulaison, from New York where she at
their homes in Quincy, Mass., there she was the guest of her sister,
|
from
the CAA. Additional intformaPoultry
Management
—
Junior
—
Thomas Anastasia and Mrs. Louise tended the wedding of her son,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A. Smith, after several weeks’ vacation in Mrs. Jeanette Sherman.
1
tion
may
be secured by writing to
1st
John
Hanley,
Bristol:
2d
Lou
se
Billings visited Mrs. Isabel Anas Merton R. Sumner to Edith Summer street, had as guests Sat- the Tinney cottage
Among those from this vicinity Vannah, Noblebcro; 2d Ronald th? Chief Reference Research
tasia, a patient at the Central Hengst.
urday, Lieuts Commander James A.
and Training. U. S. Weather Bu
Mr and Mrs. Francis Russell attending the Windsor Fair, were Hodgdon, Wiscasset.
Maine Sanitorium, Fairfield, Fri
Lewis of Boston and mother, Mrs. came here Saturday from Urania, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Paul Mr.
reau, Washington, D. C.
Pig
—
Junior
—1st
Robert
Bodge.'
day.
Miss Velma Byrnes, who left Mary Lewis cf North Haven.
• • • •
Louisiana, returning Tuesday ac- and Mrs. Merrill Esancy. Mrs. Waldoboro.
this week-end for Taunton, Mass.,
Carolyn Page, Joseph Gushee,
Canning
—
Junior
—
1st
Priscilla
„
i
t
,
companied
by
Mr.
Russell's
three
"As
strong
as
blades of tempered
Mrs. Dorothy Hopkins was given where she is to be manager of
Mrs. Ralph L Wiggin entertained childPren who have been with their Raymond Gushee, Mrs. Helen Shuman. North Waldoboro; 1st
steel,
a dainty shower Friday at the Sears. Rcebuck & Co., order office, the Rug Club at her cottage at Inndparents. Mr and Mrs. L. c. Bimpson. Mrs. Esther Mocdy and Joyce Banks. North Whitefield; 2d
As delicate as lace,
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. was honor guest at a dinner party gjahams Hill, Friday, for picnic |lwellPfor the past year
Mrs. Daisy Clark.
Adlene McCurda. Ncrth Whitefield; The fragile grasses interweave
Ambrose Melvin, Hill St., by friends given by Miss Virginia Merriam,
Nomination <*f officers for the en
And hold the hills in place.”
____
Mrs. Irving MeLeod and three suing year at Golden Rod Rebekah 2d Margaret McCurda, North
and relatives. Mrs. Hopkins re Park street, Thursday
night.
* • *
.
The Misses Virginia Ccnnon and sons of Portland are at the home Lodge was held at the meeting Whitefield.
ceived many lovely gifts. Decora Those present, all members of the
Canning— Young Farmer— 1st
“Any Bonds Today?” is typical
tions were cut flowers and roses. Rockland Sears Order Office were Maxine Perry entertained several of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wednesday night. Blanche and Eileen French, Nobleboro.
of the “official” pieces:
A light lunch was served.
Miss Dorothy Sherman, Mrs. Ber service men last night at the home Batty where they will remain for Julia Brown furnished a treat of
Cooking and Housekeeping — Any Bonds Today?
the
present.
of
Miss
Connon,
Union
street,
at
a
ice cream. At the last meeting, the Junior—1st Jeanette Gagnon, Wis
nice Call, Miss Beatrice Mills, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. William D. Talbot Byrnes and Miss Merriam. Miss surprise birthday and supper party,
Mrs Whitney Wheeler had as committee. Annie and Ruth Pease, casset; 1st Louise Vannah, Noble- Bends of freedom, that’s what I'm
selling
and children, Marion and John, Byrnes was presented with a pen honoring Miss Connon’s sister, Lu guest over the week-end Mrs. Mar served sandwiches and fruit punch. boro; 2d Eleanor Ricker, Noble
who have been spending the Sum and pencil set. Following dinner cille. Hamburgers and green com jorie Dolley of Augusta. Mrs. Election of officers will be in order boro; 2d Beverly Oliver, Nobleboro; Any Bonds Today?
Scrape up the most you can,
mer in Rockland, closed their Tal the group attended movies at the were enjoyed around an outdoor Wheeier accompanied Mrs. Dolley at the next regular meeting.
3d Priscilla Loring, North Edge
fireplace, with ice cream and birth on her return home.
Mr. and Mrs. Hererbt Hall and comb; 3d Isabelle Gagnon. Wiscas Here comes the freedom man.
bot avenue home Monday, and re Strand Theatre.
Asking ycu to buy a share of free
day cake served indoors during the
turned to their home in Portland.
Miss Lucille Stone of Thomaston daughter were week-end guests of set; 3d Evelyn Gibbs, Wiscasset.
dom today.
evening.
Miss
Marie
Clark.
Thom

his
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lesl.e
They recently returned from a trip
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram H. Crie
Cooking and Housekeeping — Any
has been a recent guest of her
Stamps Today?
aston
was
also
a
guest.
Hall.
to the West in company witji Mrs. left Monday on a week’s trip to
sister, Mrs. Richard Waldron.
Senior—2d Helen Humason, Sheep
Mrs.
Julia
Currier
has been ill the scot; 2d Lorene Vannah, Noble We'll be blest if we all invest in the
Talbot’s father, E Murray Graham Boston and vicinity. Mr. Crie is
Rev. and Mrs. A. J. Wilson re- past week, but is improving.
Mr. and Mrs. William Ellis of
U. S. A.
of Portland, for the tri-ennial con on vacation from his duties at the
boro.
to their home in Norwell,
Saugus,
Mass.,
spent
the
week-end
(
^
arn
Here comes the freedom man.
Miss Ruth Arrington goes to Cas
vention of the Grand Chapter and First National Bank.
Cooking and Housekeeping — Can’t make tomorrow’s plan,
and holiday with Mr. and Mrs. Mass., after spending the Summer tine Friday where she has a teach Young
Grand Council.
Farmer—1st Muriel CuningEmery Ellis. Mr. and Mrs. William at their cottage here.
ing position.
ham, Shepscot; 3d Eileen French, Not unless you buy a share of free
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. St. Clair en Ellis were dinner guests of Mr. and
dom today.
tertained: Sunday at dinner on the Mrs. William M. Burns Saturday
Nobleboro.
First
came the Czechs, and then
EAST
FRIENDSHIP
Sewing—Junior—2d Eileen Tarr,
shore, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Reed and
SOUTH
WALDOBORO
came
the Poles,
LAST TIMES TODAY
g
_____
A shower was given recently to
children Sullivan and Ann, Eliza
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Standish Whitefield; 2d Muriel Tarr, White- And then the Norwegians with
beth and Ehiery St. Clair, Jr., Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis H. Burgess Mr. »nd
Copeland. The and daughter Marion left Sunday field.
three million souls;
Sewing— Senior— 1st Beverly
Harold Mason, Timothy McDonord of North Weymouth. Mass., who ccuPle received many useful gifts. for South Dakota, where Mr.
Then
came the Dutch, the Belgians
and
coffee
were Standish will be employed on a Hancock, Nobleboro.
and Miss Camilla Livingstone of are spending a week
week in
in Warren. Sandwiches
and France,
served.
Gardiner.
where they arc visiting Mrs. Jane
Government Reservation.
Then all the Balkans with hardly
Andrews, Mrs. John B. Robinson
Harry Moore has bought the
Mrs. Chares Drew has closed
a chance.
Wawenock Club was entertained and George Teague, were callers in farm, formerly the Autio place.
her Summer home here and with
It
’s all in the book if only you
Wednesday at the home of Mrs. Rockland Monday.
' Mr. and Mrs. Emery Philbrook her son "Bobby" has gone to Bos
look;
Cora Snow, with a dinner. Friday,
ton.
cf
Matinicus
visited
Mrs.
iPhilIt
’
s there if you read the text.
A UNIVERSAL HOURS
the club met with Mrs. Evelyn Mr. and Mrs. John G. Snow. brook’s parents last week.
Mrs. Stella Collamore, who has
They fell at the point of » gun.
Snow in Thomaston, honoring the Summer street, had as week-end
America mustn’t be next.
Harold Jameson has enlisted in been at her home here, vacation
birthday of one of its members. A guests, Frank F. Trafton of Bucks
ing, has returned to her work at
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Any Bonds Today.
the
Coast
Patrol.
birthday cake was a feature of the port and J. Emery Trafton of
—from Christian Science Monitor
Charles Jameson had the mis the Old Ladies’ Home in Rockland.
dainty luncheon served by the Snyder, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Hooper and
• • • "
UNITED
fortune
recently
in
breaking
a
toe.
hostess. Kliss Katherine Keating
Walter White of Jefferson were
Following
Orders
while
working
at
the
Kelp
plant
in
STATES
was a guest of the club.
callers recently at the home of Joe
Rockland.
The big truck driver was tough,
Mrs. Alma Wincapaw, daughter Benner.
so the bass, business cut by priori
Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps
Mrs. Esther Davis spent the
and family of Rockland called
ties, decided to fire him by mail.
Sunday on Mrs Wincapaw’s father week-end with her niece and
The
next day the driver didn’t
BONDS
nephew; Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Joseph Marshall.
show up. but a week later he was
Miss Nora Seaver and Miss Kay Davis.
|AND
back. Didn’t you get my letter?”
Miss Frances Lee has been visit
AUREL•HARDY
Crane were in Boothbay last week
asked the boss.
CAMDEN •
•
• PHONE
2 519
nd DANTE THE ’.AGICIAN
STAMPS
cn business. Miss Seaver goes to ing friends in Georgetown, Mass.
"I did."
All schools in town began Sept
Boothbay Hospital, Sept. 20, where
“Well, did ycu read it?”
TODAY—BARGAIN DAY
she has employment on the nurse 14. The children of this district
“Sure, first I read it inside, then
2
BIG FEATURES
2
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Encyclopaedia Britannica — 34 burndale, Mass., concluded their
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case—cost $160; sell $50.00. Call home.
Regular Prices
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Stone of I
663-M or see City Matron.—adv.
For hatless Som
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87*89 Rockland with Mr. and Mrs. Ed>- i
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ward Angus of Everett, Mass., were |
brief and breexy
callers at O. Frank Jackson's and ■
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permanent that's
Alvin Wallace's.
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Oliver Brown has been spend
to flip into place.
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a week with his daughter in
Get a featherNEIL LITTLE
this section.
edge!
SHEPHERD-CODEY

g. aiui Mrs. Alton L. Horton
X; Hayes) of Bath had as
re.cnlly Mr. and Mrs. Albert
of Camden and Mrs. EdHaves, and Miss Sylvia Hayes
' portiand, former residents of

by Gladys St. Clair Heistad

building the former Nathaniel Haw
thorne house at Tanglewood in the
Berkshires as a Summer studio for
the Berkshire Music Center, have
i been made public by Mrs. Guy Gan
nett, president of the National
Federation. Senator Arthur Van(denberg of Michigan, Dr. Walter
Damrosch, Mrs. Mary Louise Curtis
Bok, Mrs. Elizabeth Sprague Cool
idge, outstanding patron of chamber
music, are few of the many famous
men and women on the list. Other
names noted are: Charles Wakefield
Cadman, Frank LaForge, Rudolph
Ganz, Dr. Edgar Stillman Kelley,
i Booth Tarkington, and so on.’
Practically the entire 48 States are
represented — Maine’s representa
tive being Donald M. Payson of
Portland.
* * • •
J Mrs. Gannett states that as soon
as building materials become availa
ble, the Hawthorne house, razed by
fire in the 1890's, will be rebuilt on
its original foundations and in
replica of the original structure
Andrew Hopewell Hepburn, Boston
(achitect, will be the architect supervising construction.

« * « «

Tlie September issue of Readers
Digest contains a fascinating arti
cle about the broadcast known as
1 “Wings Over Jordan” which I have
mentioned before in this column.
This broadcast given every Sunday
‘ morning has more than 10.000,000
people listening to it, and William
F. McDermott in the original article
in the Progressive tells how it is
the outgrowth of a dream held by
an illiterate sharecropper’s son who
back in his early plantation days
longed to proclaim to the world the
virtues of his race.

UNION
Fire of unknown origin destroyed
the house and barn on the former
Wilson Merriam place at 2.30 Fri
day morning. The place was un
occupied but had been bought by
Mauristi Laine of New York City,
who had planned to move to Union
next month. Saved were outbuild
ings including a hen house and
small garage. Union firemen used
water from a well on the George
Robbins place. There was insurance
and estimated value of the loss was
set at $2,500.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter E. Drum
mond of Long Island. N. Y. are at
their place here for a few days,
having arrived Saturday, accom
panied by Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Drummond. The latter couple re
turned Mcnday.
Miss Jones of China occupied
the Methodist pulpit Sunday and
;gave a stirring message.
Miss Hazel N. Lane of Rockport,
director of rural religious educa
tion. held a service Sunday at the
North Union Chapel. Much inter
est was manifest and there was a
large turnout. This chapel had
not been opened for years, and
women cf the community assisted
‘lis* Lane in preparing it for use.
Sunday School was attended by 35.

Hand
jl;<. Marion Harvey, daughter of
;t'p:, 'I Harvey, Berkeley street,
Saturday for Crorham Normal
1
her Senior year of study,
ar H. "vey. who transferred from
•;e Normal School, after at
tjcint tliere two years- has rey r. 'eived from William D.
Ijli'Drincioal of the closed school,
C ESNS., Alumni Scholarship
Urtrd

yr and Mrs. George E. Umberiy,c .
have been visiting Mrs.
<rberii.i’d's mother, Mrs. Mary
Isiiiev Old County road, have reI. .ned to their home in Portsmouth,
hH
_____

Mrs George W. Smith enterLned her contract club Friday
Lternoon at her home on Summer
|<:reet
The Albert H. Newbert Association
Hi meet Friday evening at MaI :
I't-mple. The housekeepers
Mrs Milton Griffin. Mrs. Matie

hpamding. Mrs. Grace Rollins and
|jfrs Gecrge Gay.
pupil' and staff of the Bancroft
(Training School, who have been at
Garth-mnnon Lodge, Owl’s Head,
(since June 11, will leave Wednesday
norainv by train for Haddonfield,
k j Winter quarters of the school.
It. the present time there are 94
jpils in the school and the staff
timber' 54. Miss Jenzia C. Cooley
nrector and principal of the school.
• -11 a patient at the Knox
(county General Hospital, and later
knvalescinf at the Hotel Rockland,
feturned to tlie lodge Saturday.

Mr und Mrs. R. Wyman Foster
nd daughter. Louise, of Portland
wre week-end guests of Mr. and
Prank W. Fuller, Talbot
■avenue.

Mrs. Harriet Levensaler and son,
lywocd, have been guests of Mrs.
Eevensaler’s sister, Mrs. E. B. InTraham. Masonic street, the past
Eve weeks They left Friday, Mrs.
tevensaler for her home in CamBridge Mass., and Mr. Levensaler
l'or Lakeville. Conn., where he is on
the leaching staff at the Hotchkiss
ichool.

Free .Fingerwave with every perbanerit. Cora Russell, 63 Park
Cltv. Tel. 1120.—adv.
86-88

Visi> Lucien K. Green & Son’s
hecond floor. 16 School street, Odd
■Fellows Block, Cltv, for Furs, Fur
I Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
9t f

I prices.

Complete line of Gossard's Miss
■Simplicity Foundation garments,
(front lacing corsets, combinations,
(etc. Expert fitting and alterations.
(Mrs. L. K. Mansfield, 232 Main St.,
(Phone 1100, Rockland.
41-T-tf

GLEN COVE
Mrs. Marjorie H Wood of Woods- «
le. Mass., son William and Mrs.

lelen McLean of Arlington have
>een recent guests flf Mr. and
ilrs Donald Wood.
Mrs. Agnes Studley of Homeitead, Fla., her sister Eva Newton
nd daughter Norma of Portland
cere recent guests of Robert
Studlev.
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Worlr
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.CHILDREN’S SHOW

THURSDAY ONLY
Wanna Laugh? Then See This

Picture Cause Its—
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27- Fiah eggs

29- A constellation
30-Guided
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3$-Reduce in rank
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BUY YOUR WAR BONDS NOW

SHORTS

NBWS

PERMANENT

SHERIDAN
REAGAI^

I

gha’aaj
>toMa*MMf

AT THIS THEATRE

Added

Starting Next Monday
Evening Shows At 6.30, 8.30

Latest March of Time
"MEN OF THE FLEET*
Plus PARAMOUNT NEWS

0,1 sal

UNION
Miss Janette Stephenson, daugh

PAYSONS’

•

ter of Dr. and Mrs. Milton C.
Stephenson is enrolled at the Mary
A. Burnham School of Northamp

BEAUTY SALON
•

ton, Mass, for the school year which
ccmmeinces Sept. 22.

TEL. 1078

10 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND

87-88

Caurier-Gaaette Want Ada Work

Wondersl

OTHER PERMANENTS
$2.50-$4-$5

GILBERTS BEAUTY SALON
375 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 142
55-T-tf
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In Flying School

tyOeUe

a. l?e€iee

“God Help India!”

Curtis PaysOn Of Union
Learning the Ropes In
California

Mr. Broadbent Wonders
What Will Happen If the
British Move Out

Curtis Payson of Union, now lo
cated at the Chico Army Flying
Behoofs basic flying school In
Chico, Calif., writes interestingly
to his grandfather Fred' E. Bur
kett The following is quoted:
• • • •
“This is a pretty big field, with
9000 enlisted men and 300 cadetf.
There are about 400 BP.’s here
which we are flying now. We were
processed most of Friday and
Saturday, and did little but drill.
Saturday morning however we
went to the flight line, met our
Flight commander and Instruc
tors I have a fdrmer R.C.AjF. man
as my instructor; he is a sergeant
now in the U. S. Army Air Corps.
A nice chap too.
"Yesterday our schedule start
ed in earnest and we were on the
flight line from 7 to 12.30. We each
got our first ride in a B.T. which
is some different from a Ryan----about like getting out of a model
T Into a Greyhound bus. These
B.T’s are a loV bigger, heavier and
have about three times as much
H. P. They also have a variable
pitch propellor, more instruments,
a fuel mixture control, stabilizer
and rudder tabs, flaps, etc. Start
ing them is a big problem You
pump a fuel pump with one hand.,
the nobble pump with the other;
hold the stick with one foot and
then emerge the starter, then en
gage it. and finaly end up in a
flurry of flailing arms and kick
ing feet, which, if you are lucky,
will reward you with an asthmatic
cough or two that might develop
into an even combustion in the
engine. If not you start all over
again. All this time there is one
foot that is not doing anything. I
Wish they would figure out some
way to work that in somewhere.
“However it is a lot of fun* learn
ing to fly, them and with luck we
should solo by the end of this
week or the first of next.
They are a little faster than
the iPt. cruise at around 140, land
about 90 or 100. We were up again
today and did our first flying in
them. Yesterday we just got a
free ride.
“Last night the Elks Club put
on a dance for the new class and
everybody went. They had around
70 or 80 girls and served punch.
The dance started at 8 and ended
at 10 and we were In, bed by 11.
"We still have ground school
around a couple hours a day here.
But most of the emphasis now is
on flying. We have 8 Vs weeks of
it here then to advanced. If lucky
we should graduate around Christ
mas time.
“I also got one hour's instruc
tion in a Link trainer, which ls a
model airplane operated on the
ground. It simulates actual flying
conditions and has stick, rudders
and Instruments just l'ke a regu
lar plane. You operate it hooded,
and it is to train you in instru
ment flying. We get around 20
hours in It.
•“After about 20 hours all our
time will be spent in instrument,
right, and formation flying, and
well get plenty of that. The class
ahead of us will get about 80 hours

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—

here in all

“This place is northeast about
250 miles of where I was. and
about 200 miles north of Sacra
mento. It is Just as hot here as it
was in Dos Palos and the week
before we got here the thermome
ter registered 134 during one day.
Thgt was official from the Weath
er Station. It isn't that hot now.
The country isn't quite as flat and
there are a few more trees. But
it's still not like Maine.
“Chico itself is about the size
of Rockland. Its biggest business
is the girls’ college, which opens
this month. It is eagerly looked
forward to by the boys here.

RAZORVILLE
Harold Pitman was home from
Camp Edwards over the week-end.
returning to Camp Monday
Mrs.
Kenneth
Priest
and
brother Elden Bartlett started for
Tennessee Monday. Mrs. Priest
will remain to be near Mr. Priest
while in camp. Mrs. Priest who
is a nurse, will w’ork at her pro
fession while there. Mr Bartlett
will return by train.
Sanford Jones, 2d. and sisters
have been at their home here for
several days. Robert Esancy as
sisted in harvesting their hay crop.
The Ralph Martinsons were
Bunday dinner guests at the Nor
man Fradd's
School began here Tuesday with
full house.

Mrs Sarah B. Day of Union was
in town Sunday and in company
with Mrs. Maud Howard attended
the Fair.
Miss Geraldine Lincoln is moving
to Union with her sister Mrs. Mar
guerite Payson where she will at
tend Union school.
Alvah Jones who had his steers
at Windsor Fair received several
dollars in prize money
Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey Allard
and mother Mrs. Naomi Allard all
Of Rhode Island are visiting rela
tives here and greeting old friends.
The Cecil Bradstreets Who
have Summered here have re
turned to their home in Rhode
Island where Mr. Bradstreet is a
teacher.
The Donald Campbell's spent the
week-end hens at their place and
called at Edith Overlock's on their

way home.
The next meeting of Trinity
Union will be held at the South
Liberty Church Sunday Sept. 20. all
day, Mrs. Irene Tillson will speak
at 230 p. m. Other speakers to
be announced.
Special singers
will be present. Basket lunch at
noon. AU are welcome to attend.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Trask who
have lived in Augusta for several
years are moving onto their place
here.
He is in the pulpwood
business.

Uuv War Savings Bonds and Stamps
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LIFE'S DARKEST MOMENTS

My Most Unfor
gettable Character
By Louis A. Walker
My first recollection of her goes
back 62 years in the middle of a
certain night, the first after my fa
ther and mother had separated. It
was my first night with Grandpa
and Grandma. I awoke from a
frightful dream sobbing on a pil
low soaked with tears. Grandma
took me out of my crib into bed
with Grandpa and her, where I
seboed myself to sleep agair.
She was not really my grand
mother at all, but only stepmother
to my father whom she had
mothered from infancy with rare
devotion.
Grandma, from that
night which darkened all my child
hood, became the guiding spirit of
my life unto this day. She took
me in when I was five years old and
bade me the long goodbye when I
was 14.
My father had been a great dis
appointment to her and she seemed
to expend redoubled energy and
passion upon me that I might not
follow in his footsteps. Over and
over she would hold me in her arms
and tell me the story of mv father,
apologizing for bringing such sor
rowful things so early to my mind
on the ground that she would not
be with me long and that she must
therefore crowd much into little
time.
She would say “I know I ought
not to talk to you about these
things while you are so young but
I want you to guard against your
father’s mistakes and I shall not be
here much longer to talk to you.”
She was not yet quite 60 when she
spoke thus and I would reply, “O.
you will be here a long time yet,
Grandma; don’t talk like that."
She would make all possible al
lowances for my father’s misdoings.
One of them seems especially sig
nificant in the light of modern
scientific research. Said she, "Your
father was the best behaved boy I
ever knew and I have taught 30
terms of school. Up to the time
he was 18 years old he was obedient,
well mannered, clean, a goed stu
dent, obliging and helpful. We
never had an hour’s anxiety over
his behavior. Everyone liked' him
too. But the Winter he was com
ing 18 he fell on the ice hitting the
back of his head a hard blow. He
came home, sat down to dinner,
seeming none the worse for his fall
but he ate and ate until Grandpa
and I had to forcibly restrain him.
"There was no immediate change
in his character apparent but from
that day on he was always in
trouble; fighting, drinking, gamb
ling, even lying and cheating, ex
pelled from school, wasting every
thing he had and now leaving his
wife and his little boy. These
things are bringing Grandpa and me
down in sorrow to the grave. I
have often thought that maybe the
injury to his head may have some
thing to do with this change in his
character for he was such a lovable
child and a good boy in every way
up to that time.”
She took no chances, however, on
my father’s evil ways not being
heritable. She devoted the whole
passion of a most intense nature to
my salvation. She stenciletf her
ideals of truth, morality and up
rightness into the very fiber of my
being by the constant impact of
her fiery teaching. And though I
grew tired of the repeated drawing
of the picture of the man she want
ed me to be, her passion and hot
tears kept me from showing too
much childish impatience.
She did not spare the rod, either,
upon occasion and I had to go out
to the lilac bushes in the front yard
and cut the whip for my own casti
gation. When I brought in a brit
tle one, she sent me back for
another.
In her moral lectures she covered
the whole of life, always explain
ing that these premature lessons
were because of the shortness of
her time and her agonized deter
mination to prepare me for tempta
tion. She Quoted the Bible, Shake
speare and Benjamin Franklin but
never gave me any conventional
theological instruction. I suspect
that her views were not in accord
with the orthodoxy of her day.
My father was supposed to be in
the lumber camps of Michigan. My
mother was employed where I
could see her occasionally.
Grandma and Mother took me on
a mysterious trip from our home in
Allegany County, N. Y. to Michigan
which neither of them ever ex
plained to me. I remember nothing
about the trip except that the train
ran onto fiat boats and crossed over
water to Detroit. I did not see my
father. In later yean old neigh
bors told me the gossip that Grand
ma went to Michigan and spent a
large sum of money to get hiy fa
ther out of jail where he was con
fined on charges connecting him

with a counterfeiting gang. Per
haps she took Mother and me along
hoping to reunite the family there
and failed. She never talked to
me about the trip or its purpose.
Her educational method was not
limited to the lecture and corporal
punishment, nor yet to passionate
pleadings.
She emphasized the
value of formal education as some
thing tto be gained which no one
could ever take away from me.
Her’s was a well stored mind.
She told me the stories of history
and biography. She would recite
the poetry of Sir Waiter Scott, By
ron, Wordsworth, Tennyson, Lowell
with fine dramatic effect. She
formed my taste in reading. From
the age of six I began to be interest
ed in the great English classics but
I also pored over Robinson Crusoe,
The Swiss Family Robinson, The
Youth’s Companion and Chatter
box with her approval.
She believed in work, hard work,
with the hands. It was she who
went into the pasture with me and
taught me how to repair and build
a rail fence. She knew how and
she could teach. Her example had
to compete with the slovenly farm
ing which I saw all around me and
she denounced laziness and shiftless
ness with a vocabulary which had
plenty of force and pungency with
out recourse to expletives.
“Go to the ant, thou sluggard,”
she would declaim, and I can yet
hear her saying "Not slothful in
business, fervent in spirit.”
She kept a good supply of incom
parable apple pies in the cellar. At
least she intended to. Even when
she found herself short of pie for
a meal she was not severe. A
remonstrance on how hard it was
for her to find herself unprepared
for a meal at the last minute was
all I heard about it. And I had a
voracious appetite for. pie. Some
times, when I left my play to go
down the outside cellarway after a
piece of two of pie I would find the
door barred on the inside.
I hated to go into the house and
down cellar after pie. So I took
my knife and shaved off the edge
of the cellar door opposite the bar
just enough so that I could reach in
with the blade and lift the bar.
When Grandma discovered my
guilt, I never saw her so white
lipped and stern. She pointed out
that I had been guilty of breaking
and entering upon the path which
leads by many crooks and turns to
a felory's cell. It seemed to her that
all her suffering to save me might
fail and she might again have to
watch a beloved child stagger down
the wide road to ruin. She gave
me such a scolding as put respect
for law and contempt for a sneak
into the very substance of my emo
tional life.
Judged by modem standards of
child training, her methods may
have been unskillful. I am not
sure. Perhaps she was too tragical
ly earnest with a young boy and
thereby cast .needless shadows of
melancholy across the pathway of
his life. Perhaps her appeal was
based too much on what she want
ed him to be like and not enough
on his own natural desires and
ambitions.
It is now 52 years since I sat in
the room where she lay dying and
was called to her side. Bending
close I caught her last faint
whisper. It was still the old ex
hortation of what she wanted me
to be. “Be a good boy; be good to
your father and meet me in
Heaven.” In death her two boys,
the one she had seemed to lose and
the one she strove so desperately
never to lose were her last thought.
She was a bright, magnetic, driv
ing personality, not sad or depress
ing, although I may have given that
impression because of her tears and
travail over me. Full of poetry,
full of practical wisdom, a born
executive she was sought out for
counsel and leadership by the peo
ple of the countryside.
Whatever the verdict of pedagogy
upon her methods, she is giy most
unforgettable character. Her teach

ing has been the strongest external
influence in my life.
And now. as the time draws near
of which she spoke at last, I realize
gratefully how she has never left
me nor failed me all these years.
I hope I shall not fail her rendez
vous.

CLARRY HILL
Clifford Rowell was at home
from Portland for the' week-end.
F. X. Roy and Lawrence Han
non have employment with Hugh
McCorrison of Appleton.

Miss Christine Upham is visiting
her aunt Mrs. Shirley Norwood of

FRIDAY

YOUR BIUGEST FUR BUYING THRILL
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

In these days of widespread
lack of appreciation of the grave
danger which confronts our coun
try it is heartening to find a man
who is alive to this danger and
who is doing all in his power to
help our government in Its effort
to win the war and preserve our
precious freedom.
This outstanding resident of
Knox County does considerable
trucking in his business and ordi
narily uses quite a supply of gaso
line. Although it meant a curtail
ment of his ability to deliver ma
terial to his customers and a loss
of some business he cut his sup
ply of gasoline in half and adjust
ed deliveries accordingly.
He received an order, accom
panied by a check, for certain
material, and a few days later the
sender of the order called on the
telephone, inquiring why his order
h3d not been filled. He was told
that the business man was doing
all he could to conserve rubber and
gasoline, that he was expecting a
consignment of material at Rookland. and as soon as it arrived he
would call for it and at the same
time deliver the order to his cus
tomer, making one trip of it.
The latter again called up, say
ing that he had sent a check
with the order and if he could not
get the material right away he
would cancel lt.
The business man replied: "If
that is the sort of American you
are I will play the game with you,
I did not put the cheok in the
bank and you will reoeive it by
mail tomorrow.’’
The customer at this point evidentally put on his thinking Cap
and said that under the circum
stances his order could wait until
the expected shipment arrived at
Rockland. This occurred the fol
lowing day and the customer ieceived his material.
The two men had an agreeable
conversation and the upshot was
that the business man received
another order to be delivered
without making a special trip.
Contrasted with this real, full
blown, 100 per cent American and
his whole-hearted support of our
government is the action of hun
dreds of men who used up rubber
and gasoline to attend the race
meeting at Rockingham Park.
Some cars 'were at the track five
days in a row, others three and
four times, and on one day a
hearse was used for transport**tion. The round trip of many
cars covered more than a hundred
miles.
An example should be
made of such violators. An ade
quate penalty would be the depri
vation of their right to drive a
car.
The callousness shown by so
many to the danger incurred by
the brave men who man our oil
tankers in the endeavor to keep op
the supply of gasoline ls almost
past belief. Hundreds of these un
sung heroes have met a horrible
Heath in a sea of flaming oil when
their vessels have been torpedoed.
Knowing conditions to be as they
are how can any man or woman
with any sense of human feeling
take pleasure in wh at is termed “e
joy ride”?
Some of our misrepresentativee
in our nation’s capital have shown
and are still showing an utter dis
regard of the seriousness of world
affairs. An outstanding offender
is Senator Reynolds of North Car
olina, who, owing to the silly rule
of seniority, is now chairman of
the Senate Committee on Military
Affairs a most important position
and one for which he is utterly
unfitted. Previous to Pearl Har
bor he was an out-and-out isola
tionist and opposed every effort of
President Roosevelt to place our
country on a war footing. On one
occasion, voting on a most import
ant piece of legislation desired by
the President, 110 members of the
Senate Committee participating,
the count was 9 to 1 in favor, the
dissenter being the chairinan.
Senator Reynolds.
One of the most reprehensible
bills ever introduced in the United
States Senate was that of Senator
Reynolds a short time ago calling
for the granting of freedom to the
people of India. This bill could
have only one object—adding to
the turmoil in that benighted
country, in which our armed

SEPTEMBER 16 AND 17

2 DAYS only
Spectacular Scoop!
136 Extraordinary

SCOn SUPER-BILT FUR COATS
(Registered)

A sensational value scoop, achieved through the vast resources of Scott Furriers, New England’s
Largest Fur Establishment, makes possible these amazing values!
Do not confuse these SCOTT

SUPER-BILT FUR COATS with ordinary fur coats! SCOTT Fur Coats are famous for superior
quality, expert workmanship, advanced styling! Buy YOUR Scott Fur Coat at CUTLER S, Wed
nesday or Thursday!
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This Scott Super-Bilt

MINK BLEND MUSKRAT

Established January, 1

Aircraft Warinng
Three Important Meeti
In Knox County Next
Week
Army representatives of the I
gor Filter Center, First FU
Command, will be in Knox Co
to conduct three meetings fo
purpose of explaining how ‘‘I
Messages” are made ana how
are handled at the Filter C
for distribution as may be n<
sary to the various branches ,
armed forces and Civilian De:
A talking picture will be si
at the meetings, outlining the
craft Warning Service in del.'
question and answer Deriod wi
conducted at each meeting for
purpose of clarifying the min
the public on any questions
taining to the service.
These meetings are open t.
general public. This is an
portune time for everyone into
ed in the protection of their
munity and home, to become
acquainted with the workings <
Aircraft Warning Service
Schedule of meetings are
follows:
Monday,

Sept.

21—ThomJ

Watts hall.
Tuesday, Sept. 22—Camden. <
House.
Wednesday, Sept. 23—Union
hall.
All meetings will start at

p. m.
The location of these me<
was scheduled by the lieutena
charge of this district, for th<
pose of accommodating the Is
number of communities, witt
least amount of travel to
attending.
*

SABOTAGE

Sabotage is not suspected it
case of the well known W
Democrat who sent a two-|J
box of candy to the Ward 3
ing place. But the fact reij
that one of the young ladit:
came sick after partaking,
was obliged to relinquish he
ties at noon.
Regularly $149

Buy War Savings Bonds and Sc

AN APPRECIATION
I am deeply grateful for
warm support accorded m<
Monday’s election by the vc
of Knox County.

WILLIS R. VINAL
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RUSSIAN FOX GREATCOAT
Sale Priced—

$149
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Far Right: This Regular $299
Scott Super-Bilt
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PERSIAN LAMB, Fitted

support given
12 *
1

1.1

Sale Priced—

$199

forces are serving with the British.

Ninety percent of the natives of
India are absolutely unfitted for
self-government.
Two-fifths of
the people are governed by native
princes and they are exploited to
the limit. In that part of the
country ruled by the British law
and order have prevailed until the
present trouble created by that
fanatic Gandhi, who would permit
the Japs to take over India with
out . a protest.
In some sections millions of cat
tle—cows and bulls—roam the
country, eating everything in sight.
The Hindoos eat no meat and it is
looked upon as a crime to kill al
most any animal. In some places
eVen rats are included in this
category. As to snakes, they are
looked upon as sacred, and untold
thousands of natives die from
snake bite every year.
The British Government had a
hard fight to put an end to the

sit’
it®

AN

99

I wish to tha

Union, Warrei

VI*

loyal support

499
*199

polls in Monda

MILTON

TO

Hindoo rite of “suttee.”
It had
been the custom, when a man
died, for his widow—much young
er than he—to throw herself on
the top of his funeral pile and

suffer an agonizing death.
Between the Hindoos, the Mos
lems. the “untouchables” and the
other races. I can only say "God
help India!’* when the British
finally move out.
,
S. Newton Broadbent
Port Clyde, Sept. 4.

Jefferson.
TENANrS HARBOR
1
The corn factory started Mon
day at Union. Quite a number
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Romkey have
from this vicinity have employ closed thelr Summer cottage) “Marment there.
Leon” for the season and are re

turning to Belmont. Mass., after a

Buy War Savings Bonds and Stamps trip through the White Mountains.
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